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and
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lntroductbn
During the 1975-76 academic year, the Char1es Redd Center for
Western Studies presented a lecture series on aspects of the
American West which was supported in part by a grant from the Utah
Endowment for the Humanit'ies. The officers of the Redd Center
express appreciation for the grant and present here the papers
from the series edited for written presentation.
The 'importance of this collection cannot be overestimated by
scholars of the American West. Each of the essays breaks new
ground in the exploration of an aspect of the western experience.
In the opening essay, Jeffrey Holland provides a view of the early
years of Mark Twain's religious thought which reveals a much
different person than we have found jn the later writings. Howard
Lamar has drawn on the ins'ights of psychohistory and famiiy
history to investigate the lives of migrating families. The essay
by Don Walker questions some of the widely held assumptions about
the place of individualism in the cowboy's character. For the
fjrst time, Helen Papanikolas has provided a comparison of the
cultures of Mormons and the ethnics. F'ina1 1y, Keith Melvi I lers
essay on Utah politics demonstrates that although, as we have
generally thought, Mormons have an advantage, non-Mormons do we'll
in the politica1 system provided they possess certain characteri sti cs.

Soul-Butter and Hog Wash:
Mark Twain and Frontier Religion
Jeffrey R. Holland

this essay, Jeffrey R. Holland, formerly dean of religious
instruction at Brigham young University
now LDS church
commissioner of Education, argues persuaiively
"nothat Mark
rwain's
work -from Rougling It through Huckleberry Fiin can be viewed as
rne Journey ot a seeker 100king for a satisfactory re1 igious
philosophy. In the end, Twain concluded that the simplicity
and
basic_christianity of sincere frontier religion otferid ine- onty
satisfactory answer to his search.
Holland's views provide an arternative to the general view of
Twainrs re'l igious ber iefs. Usual 1y seen as clnica1 in the
extreme, Twain's rel'igious position has been chiracterized by
reference to such late works as Mysterious stranger, wh.ich viewi

ife as devoid of both substance-ffi-m6rirng.--T;om'these pages,
reflective Twain emlrges, and the reader
gains..a greater appreciation for the basic religiosity
of a
I

another and somewhat more

sensitive young humorist.

When discussing Mark Twain's religious attitudes, his
charlcterisi'ically focused on the last decades of
f,ir" tit", those "damned human race" years jn wh'ich Twain said
going to church gave h'im dysentery. Nevertheless, the early
western years, as it .were--are crucial to any real
!."ri--tt,"
"understanding of Tiain'i attitude
toward re1 igion, reveal ing
moments of a remarkable religious experience and prov'iding th9
backdrop against which those last decades so full of financial
strife and personal tragedy must be seen.paper
near'ly haif-a century
In trying to highlight in a short
sacrif"iced most
necessarily
and
have-knowingly
I
tit",
man'i
of a
such as this
of the focus and much of the substance which a paper
rea11y should have. Nevertheless I believe these glimpses contain
some discern.ible continuities, and I can only hope the breadth
examjnation.
will be some compensatjon for lack of compression_and
One word must be said of the sources. Mark Twain's own words
have been used wherever possible, but there are at least two
Jint""r in quoting from the man Andrew Carnegie fondly called "St.
biographers have

Mark. "

The first is noted'in Twainrs confession that "when I was
I could remember anything, -w-hether it happened or-not; but
younger
"i,,n "g.tting o1d, and soon I shal I remember only the latter.
perhJps it-is not surpr.ising that a man who thought the past "so

Oirnei humil.iating"

woutO

iind it being altered. slightiy. as it

through thimechanism of his mind. As a slightly defensive
l"pne" once'said, Twain got his temperament and his red hair from
h.is mother, his accuracy in his workrnanshjp from his father' and
his accuracy in facts from no one.
The selond problem is that Mark Twain can be found on either
side of almost any proposition--sometimes simultaneously. He once
or
iold his wife, "i never did a thing in a11 my 1iL9'Yirtuous
Indeed, Sam
oin."*i.., that i didn't repent of within 24thehours'"'
most appropriate in
ii.r""ris'lom de plume *ouid appear to be

p"ii"a

a'l

I I iterature.

As old Uncle Dan'1 says to Master Clay in The Gilded Age'
you means
"sometimes a body can,t telI whedder you's a-sayin what
or whedder yours q sayin what you don't mean' cause you says 'em
bofe de same way. ""
Ones-implymustconcurwiththecrjticwhosaidrather
in matters
wistfully, "Nothing is simp"le in Mark Twain, especial1yshot
through
ambiguous,
is
ambivalent,
evlryttfng
ipirit:
ot tn.
with counter imPulses. " '
Twain frequentiy called his religious life "Presbyterianism,"
a
the faith of h.is moiher's family; bui that label became for him
kind of shoe-box repository into which he shoved everything from
ous sort of
it..," fai th John Knox espoused to the most nebulthe
nuances of
Christ.ian belief. In faci Twain cared little for

sectarian delineation and he could defame Christian, Jew, and
in the same breath. l'lhile that d'id not necesiar.ily make
him the savage Bernard deVoto suggests, it surely did preclude any
Howellseanesque distress over the distinct'ion beiween a universall
ist and a unita.ian. Twain simply did not have that kind of m'ind.
He once scribbled on the back of an envelope, ,,I like history,
biography, travels, curious facts and science. And I deteit
novels, poetry, and theology."' He preferred experience to ideas
and cared little for the more cerebral accomplishments of a Jane
Austen or a Henry James or a Jonathan Edwards. In three responses
that would have caught the eye of any circuit rider, Twain said
that reading Pfide and Prejudice"made him feel ,,like a bar-keeper
entering the kTEldom-if-nEEvdTo that he would "ratler be damned
to John Bunyan's heaven" than endure The Bostonians.'and that an
exami nati on of Freedom of the l{i I I gave Tlm=--li-strange haunti ng
sense ofo havin!--Eeen on a ltrree--days tear with a drunken
'I
unatic.'r"
If the mature Twain did not have a mind tuned to fine
theological distinctions, he nevertheless had a soul gripped by
the Puritan fathers, a grip which relentlessly affected-hi's moodi
and_ his rnetaphors. He named his cats, rather apocalyptically,
Famine, Pesti'lence, Satan, and Sin; he thought the -height oi
confidence was a Chnistian with four aces; smugness was an
associate waiting for a vacancy in the trin.ity; lnd so on ad
infinituq--or, for him, ad nauseum. Fear, punishment, conscienc{
duty, the hand of God, death-these were the staples in his moral
pantry. His daughter Clara remembereci that 'rself condemnatjon was
the natural turn for his mind to take,,'' and a friend remembered
hjs life as one long apology. A compulsive guilt seeker, he
blamed himse1f for at least the deaths of a brother, a son, and a
daughter; and he final 1y despised the human race because it
included men like himself. As his closest minister friend, Joseph
Twitche]1, once said, Sam Clemens was too orthodox on the doctrine
Moslem

of total

human

depravity.

s rel i gi ous preoccupati on and subsequent struggl e was
briiliantly if unwittingly posed in that earliest boyhood-image of
the ponderous word of God suffocating an already dying man. Twain
wrote in hjs autobiography:
The shooting down of poor Smarr in the Main Street at
noonday supplied me with dreams and in them I always
saw again the grotesque closing picture--the great
family Bible spread open upon the profane old man,s
breast by some thoughtful idiot,
rising and
s i nki ng to the I abored breathi ngs , and addi ng the
torture of its Ieaden weight to the dying struggles.
We are curiously made. In all that throng of gaping
Thi

and sympathetic onlookers there was not one w'ith

common

to perceive that an anvil would have been
in better taste there than the Bib1e, less open to
sarcastic criticism and swifter in its atrocious work.
1n my nightmares I gasped and struggled for brea{f
under the crush of that vast book for. many a n.ight. rt
For the most part, he gasped and struggled under the crush of it
all his life.
In 1835 Florida, Missouri, Sam Clemens,s birthplace, had
little to recommend it but it did have a church, the only struc+"ure which sam would Iater remember with
any degree of prlcis.ion.
It was a 1og church with a puncheon flooi whicn stood on short
seclions.of logs elevated two or three feet above the ground. If
the service did not seem particularly appeaiing, young and old
alike. could gaze through the slats and'envy ihe- fari animals
sleeping in the cool shade beneath. Hucklebeiry Finn would later
cbserve that while peopie don't go to church exclpt
they have
to, hogs are different; they will be there every when
time in those
breezy pews beneath the floor.
In 1839, John Clemens moved his family to nearby Hannibal,
neither the jejune and tragic waste'land jamented Uy Van Wyck
Brooks, nor a cultura'l oas'is either. The best that can be claimed
for it is a kind of boondock beaux-arts which was visible there.
As such it was not suffocating beneath "the cobblestones of
calvinismr'; but the first city ordinance did make it a misdemeanor
to .keep I'a baudy . house," and later there would be legislation
agalnsl
nude bathing in public waters, bil'liards, tenp-ins, and
i iquor sales on sunday. Puritanism may not have held Hanniuat
tightly in_ its_ gr.asp, as Brooks suggested, but jt undoubtedly had
the town clearly in hand.
The first Sunday School Sam attended jn Hannibal was held in
the then newly finished Methodist church on the public square. it
was known as "the 0ld Ship of Zion,,'and the teacher of Sam's
class there was a stonemason by the name of Richmond who won the
sense enough

boy's attention w.ith a battered, beak-like thurnbnail and won his
ioyalty with patience and compassion. ,'He was a very kindly and
considerate sunday schoo.l teacher,rt sam recalled more than half a
century 1ater, r'and he was never hard on me.,,tt For the nearly
three years he attended the 0ld ship of Zion, sam remained undei
It1r. Richmond's spiritual care, and out of those few years and fond
memonies came the seeds of a remarkable I iteraiure. As his
iiterary advisor and most perceptive friend later observed, ,There
are no more vital.passages in his fictjon than those which embody
character as it is affected for good as well as ev.ilo by thL
severity of the local Sunday schooiing and church going."t'
It vras at the 01d Ship of Zion that Sam Clemens first saw
such things as the Bible tickets which thirty years later would
win Tom Sawyer a Bible. In reality the tickets were only one
8

color--blue--and they r,rere only good for borrowing books from the
church library, but young Sam faithfuliy quoted by heart the only
scripture he knew--the parable of the ten virgins:-and repeatedly
won his tickets.
Perhaps he was not unlike Tom Sawyer, who didn't really want
the B.ible he had won, but who had',for,qany a day longed for the
glory and the 6clat that came with it."'" 0f course one could go
too far and end up like the German boy, little better than an
idiot after the stra'in of a 3,000 verse recitation. Even showing
off had its 'l imits.
It'is unlikely that Sam ever attended the Old Ship of Zion
after his eighth year; yet perhaps because of the fondness with
whlch he remembered his experience there, jt remajned in his
imagination as the setting for episodes which took place well into

his adolescent years.
In 1848 all the

Clemens fam'ily but John formally joined the
Presbyterian Church, much to the delight of Jane,s grandmother
Casey who always said her favorite doctrine was predestination.
It was then that young Sam learned, in,t{qtells,s famous phrase,
"to fear God and dread the Sunday School.
As often as it seemed advisable, the boy would vjolate the
Sabbath by rolling rocks down Holiday Hill or by swimrning in the
Mississippi River. 0f course, providential displeasure with this
latter sin was serious wrath to incur, and it was done at the very
peril of one's soul. Sam said he was nearly drowned nine times as
a boy, and he didn't need any sermons to read the divine warnings
in those fateful moments. He once iecal led a schoolmate who had
fallen out of a flatboat in which the boys had been playing.
"Being loaded w'ith sin, he went to the bottom ljke an anvil-,,
Twain remembered. That night the deceased was the only boy in the
village who slept--the others were awake and repenting, a funeral
sermon on special providence fresh in their ears. As if by
appointment, there was the attendant electrical storm with its
vicious window-rattling rain and silence-splitting thunder. The
description of this youthful horror is so basic to Twain,s work
that jt deserves to be quoted here at some length.

I sat up in bed quaking and shuddering, waiting for the
destruction of the world and expecting it.
Every
time the lightning glared I caught my breath, and
judged I was gone. In my terror and misery I meanly
began to suggest other boys, and mention acts of theirs
which were wickeder than mine and peculiarly needed
punishment--and I tried to pretend to myself that I was
simply doing this in a casual way, and without intent
to divert the heavenly attention to them for the purpose of getting rid of it myself.

most
1t was a long night to fr€, and perhapsof!h"
remorse
agonies
endured
I
spent.
ever
I
distressful one
which I
for s.ins which I knew I had comm.itted, and for others
set
been
had
they
that
yet
sure
was
about,
certain
not
was
down against me in a 6oot< by an angel who was w'iser than I
and did not trust such important matters to memory'
Things had become truly serious' l resolved to turn
overanew.leafinstantty;Ialsoreso.lvedtoconnectmyse.lf
to see its sun
with the church next diy, if I survjved
its forms' and
a'l'l
in
sin
from
ceise
ipp""". I resolved to
after' I would be
il'teaA a high and blameless life forever
School; visit- t-he.-sick; carry
iunctual at ihurch and Sunday
baskets of victuals to the poor (simply to fu1fi11 the reguamong us so
latjon conditions, although I knew we had none
for my
head
my
over
basket
the
smash
poor but they would
take
ways,.and
right
in
boys
other
instruct
wouid
I
iiins);
on
entirely
subs'ist
would
I
meek'ly;
trouncings
tne risutting

tracts;Iwo-uldinvadetherumshopandwarn.thedrunkard-.
tina11y, if I escaped the fate of those wlg earlV became
"nJ
too good to 1ive, I would go for a missionary'

Thoughaboyishv.iewoffierceprov.idence.and.fearful

penitencel these sentiments appea.in one form or another throughLut Twainis life and l'iterature. Indeed, Twain usual1y s.aw 1ife,
and otherwise, through the--eyes 01.." l.hjld;- hi,s best
""ligiors
hit wife called n'im "Youth" all of their
about them
are
Uoot<i
.l
"nd
fe.
marri ed i
Whether out of such fears or out of faith we can only guess'
camp meetings and
but sam did occasionally attend the protracted
five m'iles to
creek,
camp
at
either
revivats held near Hannibal,
of town on the
the southwest, or in the ilearing just outside
vivid descript'ion.of one,
north. It seems c1ear, from Huck Flnn's
imaginathat these camp meetings had more effect on young Sam'snote
that
autobiographical
One
soul.
nis
upo*n
did
they
tnin
iion
'and i nc1 uded j n
a
almost
has
I9I 9"V=",1 revival
ru. I ater expanded
.
. AlI

ili.L"nioni"n poignqpce'i n'its brevity: -'CampEeiTite
but' me. "'o
converted
---Althoughhismothermayhaveattendedsuchgatheringswith
priscoll'in
him, it is inl.ikely that samis father djd. Like Judge
puddn,head wilson, for whom he was the living mode1,_John clemens
aiffiusi," jna "free thinker" whose only ref igion was to
ir
addit.ion to this.l."g"tY.from !l=s.!irginian
ne-a gentteman.- But
stra.in of rigid.Puritan ?l?b^i?"in hjm'
ancestry, there was
"
"jto
considered John to have the moral
wno
famity
the
of
A member
whom he had dg9gende$ttsaid' "He
from
standards of the nounOneaOs
on his chlldren"'
hard
perhaps
and
himself,
on
hard
was
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John clemens resisted formar religious activity of any kind
in Hannibal to havd worshipped i"n any church.
In his own last years, Mark rwain recailed that
his father
attended no church, never spoke of religious matters, and had no
part in the pious joys of his presbyteriin family.
and was never known

What his notions about religion were, [Sam said,] no
one ever knew. He never mentioned the matter; offered
no remarks when others discussed it. Whoever tried to
drag a remark out of him failed; got a courteous answer
or a look which discouraged further effort, and that
person,,rgnderstood, and never approached the matter
agaln. "

After his father's death in the boy's twelfth year, Sam came
fully under the supervision of Jane clemens. He teased
and tormented and exasperated his mother all his 1ife, a devilry
she both loved and dreaded. After the neighbors brought sam tL
the doorstep to dry out after one more near-drowning, s-he assured
them that [people born to be hanged are safe in l-tre water.i,rY
even more

whenever sam's conduct reached such exaggerated improprieiy that
extemporary punishments were inadequate, Jine saved the discipline
for the weekend when she would make her son attend all three
services -on sunday. If she fai red to accompany him to his

Presbyterian penitentiary, he would readily tet ihe bitter cup
a good story would sufficiently cover his tracks to
the river or Holidayrs Hi11. But his mothei usually countered by
iearning from the neighbors what the minister's texi had been and
Pgss,-hoping

then quizzing Sam a litile on the fine points of the sermon.
. Jane's religion was very important to her, but she was less
than fanatical in her pursuit of orthodox protestant piety. This
woman whom vanwick B.rooks had tearing down Missouri maypoles was
in. fact decidedly liberal in her approach to the tninis of the
spirit. she was an intense]y garrulous and social perto-n all
her
1.ife, particularly devoted to drama and dancing. Jane,s granddaughter Annie Moffitt t'/ebster remembered her as lnjoying
oyf.of _tne ordinary in religious or mental ptrenomenal anltning
a quesi
which had her ranging from seance to synagogue w.ith frequent stops
in between. she loved red as a color and would have adorned
everything with it, including herself, if she had not been
constantly dissuaded. For a time she smoked a pipe because it was
avant garde, and in her old age she took a worldly sort of pride
in her frilly caps of fine lace and lavender ribbons. But she
always maintained firm convictions. she would invariably close
off her lectures to Sam just as Tom Sawyer's Aunt pollydid to
him--with anything from a small scriptural flourjsh to ,,a fu'll
chapter as from S'i na'i ."
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After a fledgling career as a young printer, Sam ventured off
distant piaces as St. Louis, C'incinnati, Philadelphia, and
New York, where he found Millerites trying to ascend and the Fox
Sisters 6eginning to rap. But his heart belonged to the river
that ran plst his Hannibal home' Sam came home to hire on as a
M.ississippi cub pi1ot, finding the river to be even more beautifu]
than he'had supposed. After nearly twenty years of a life that
included mining, journa.l'ism, travel, and fiction, Sam told the
readers of the Atlanti.c MonlhlY:
any I
I loved the piloting profession far better than
have followed since, and I took a measureless pride in
it. The reason is plain: a pi'lot, in those days, was
the only unfettered and entl'4e1y 'independent human
being that lived on the earth.-To a friend he once wrote that all men--kings and serfs alike--are
slaves to other men and circumstances, "save, a1one, the pilot--

to

such

who comes at no man's beck or ca11, obeys no man's orders and
scorns all men's suggestions." Indeed in later walks of life it
would "grave1" hjm-lo have to express his wishes in the "weak
shaoe oi a reerest. instead of launching it in the crisp language
have
of an order."ar Ii seems clear that Mark Twain would never
quarreled with the gods if he only could have been one' 0n the
river he came as close to that as he was able.
But the river experience could be treacherous, too; and in at
least one instance ii was fatal. 5am's'younger brother Henry, a
perfectly lovable and mannerly young man, died on a riverboat
under friakish circumstances for which Sam always blamed himself.
That experience, coupled with the onset of the Civil War, led
c1emens to Ieave the piIot's cabin and join his older brother
bound for the Nevada TerritorY.
Orion Clemens, one of the strangest fellows ever born, had
been appointed secretary to the new territorial governor of
Nevada, James W. Nye. When he offered Sam the nonpaying position
the
of secretary to th! secretary, "'it appeared," said Sam, .r'that
heaven and ear,f! passed away and the firmament was rolled together
as a scroll.'21 Without his job on the river, Sam fg\t he had
been drjfting toward "the mjnistry or the penitentiary,"-" and one
or the other had seemed an inevitable destination. As a matter of
fact, just prior to the Nevada appo'intment Sam had, on one layover
and was
in it. Louis, dabbled in a little forma'l religion Free
initiated into the Polar star Lodge #79 of'inthe Ancient The and
new
the
Accepted 0rder of Masons, the largest lodge
-state_._
and
on
12,
fune
on
degree
craft
low
the
Fel
passed
to
member was
rapid and
July 10, 1d61, he was raised to Master Mason' This
i*pi,"rriu" rise was abruptly terminated, however, when Sam left
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for Nevada on July 26, and his unexpiained absence eventualiy
brought him suspension by the 'lodge secretary. Though he would
affiliate with the lodge again briefly, his Masonic experience was
virtually complete in sixty days. Its influence would continue to
be felt in his fiction, however, in a remarkable series of boy'ish
ceremonies and incantations, the violation of which, as Tom Sawyqp
said, was sure to get the guilty one "chopped all to fljnders.""
The trip to Carson C'ity actually took nineteen days rather
than the usual seventeen because the C'lemens boys discovered they
could not pass so hastily through that desert kingdom of Brigham
Young, Salt Lake City.
From his earljest years Sam Clemens had heard of the Mormons.
John Clemens had moved his family into Marion County in eastern
M'issouri just months after Jackson County on the western side had
been declared the New Jerusa1em of the Latter-day Sa'ints. Joseph
Smith later visited nearby Palmyra, Missouri, considering it as a
possible town in which the beleaguered saints might gather. Sam
Clemens would have been too young to be aware of such a v'isit to
his neighborhood; but he was not too young to have heard tales of
the Hannibal milit'ia men who were alerted at the height of the
Mormon conflict, and he may have seen the cannon that was ready to
fire on Mormon irnmigrants'if they steamed too near on their way to
Nauvoo just forty miles up the rjver.
Twaj nr s response to hi s Utah vi s i t, i ncl udi ng hi s encounter
with
Brigham Young, his playful opinions about polygamy, and his
'literary
fun with the Book of Mormon are now part of Mormon folklore. His two-day stay in Salt Lake City left Sam generally
impressed with what he ca'l Ied "the kingdom;" and though he was
well fed and happy at the hands of "those homely Mormon women," he
t+as not much wiser regarding the "Mormon Question." "I left Great
Salt Lake a good deal confused as to what state of thjngs existed
there," he admitted, "sometimes even questioning in my own migfl
whether a state of things existed there at al'l or not, ""
Tautology notwithstanding, he determ'ined that the Mormon issue
could not be settled in forty-eight hours, though he admitted that
some eastern journalists had been doing it regularly in twentyfour. As he started into the desert, he wrote:
Neither hunger, thi rst, poverty, gri ef, hatred,
contempt, nor persecution could drive the Mormons from
their faith or their allegiencefsic]; and even the
thirst for gold which gleaned the flower of youth and
the strength of many natjons, was not able to entice
theml That was the final test. An experinent that can
survjve that i6 an experiment wjth some substance to
1!,

SOmeWnere.
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i:::-1 a.ion went on to Carson City; but after two months jn
'! -:-:':r:t position as
observer of affairs of state, Sam suc:--::: --i rne silver fever that was by then an epidemic in the
N::--: .ountry. Buying into a few holdings wjth painfully.ironic
-::.s i xe "The Golden Fleece,r' Sam's mining efforts were a
:'saster by any standard. Most of the time he was destitute
" ianci a1.ly and depressed emotional ly.
In the midst of anxious moments over his prospects, Sam
Clemens's personal and professional 'life was altered forever. As
he became more and more disillusioned w'ith mining, he began con-

tributing a few humorous pieces to the Virginia City Territorjal
Enterprise. The sketches caught the eye of the paper's editoi-ani
he offered Sam a position on the Fnterprise staff. Reluctant to
leave min'ing but weary of the disappointmEnts, Sam accepted the
offer. It was August of 1862, and Sam later recaJJed that he thus
"stumbied into I iterature w'ithout intendi ng itr't simply because
he had failed in all of his other endeavors. In that month he
said "I lwas] never so near the ministry in my I ife.',zb Sam
confided'in his brother regarding such occupational joys and
sorrows, revealing in a recently discovered letter that the two
most powerful ambitions in his Iife had been to be a pilot on the
Mississippi River and a Presbyterian minister.

I accomplished the one and failed in the other, because
I could not supply myself with the necessary stock in
trade--i.e., religion. I have given it up forever. I
never had a "ca i'l " i n that di rection anyhow and my
aspirations were the very ecstacy of presumption. But
I have had a "callil to literature, of a low order,
i.e., humorous. It is nothing to be proud of, but 'it
is my strongest suit, and if I were to listen to that
maxim of stern duty which says that to do right you
must multiply the one or the two or the three talents
which the Almighty entrusts to your keeping, I would
long ago have ceased to meddle w'ith things for which I
was by nature unfitted and turn my attention to
seriously scribl ing Isic] to excite the laughter of
God's creatures.
I wanted to be a pilot or a
preacher, and was about as well calculated for either
as is poor Empore4o Isic] Norton for Chjef Justice of
the Uni ted States. "
Let me digress'i nto a rather'l engthy aside. There'i s in fact
considerable evidence that Clemens seriously considered becoming a
minister several times in his life, almost always at times when he

was
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out of work and desperate.

He joked that this I'most earnest ambjtion" was not prompted
so much by his piety as by the fact that it looked like a secure
job. "It ngyer occurred to me," he said, "that a preacher could
6e damned. "JU
When addressing a class of graduating seniors at the high
school in Hanniba1, Missouri, less than eight years before his
death, Mark Twain told them of his Sunday School boyhood and said,
"0ften i n those days I desi red earnestly to stand i n that
Presbyterian pulpit and give instructions--but I was never asked
until today. fly ambition of two generations ago has been satjsfied at Iast. ""
More privately, Clemens was emphatic jn his disappointment
that in sixty years Hann'ibal had not "turned out a solitary
preacher," and he was even more dismayed that there had not been
at least one minister in the immed'iate family. Twain himself
tried to fill the gap, always running with those he called "the
fast nags of the cloth'!,and admitting that he himself was but "a
moral ist in disguise. ""
Indeed, he frequently felt he did a
better job of preaching than did the orda'ined. At thirteen years
of age, Susy Clemens wrote in her biography of her father:

all, but why I never
untjl just now. He told us the other day
that he cou'ldn't bear to hear anyone talk but himself,
and that he could listen to himself talk for hours
without getting tired, of course he said this is a
joke,
I've not dought Isic] it was founded on
"[ut
truth. ""
He

doesn't like to go to church at

understood

But I return to the time of vocational crisis and decision.
It was in those first difficult months in Nevada that Twain found
in territorial Christianity one form of the only real rel ig'ious
stance that would appeal to him for any length of time. It was
unorthodox, informal, free-wheeling, unfettered. To express it,
he took the shooting death of Virginia City saloon owner Tom
Peaseley and fictionalized it into the immensely popular "Buck
Fanshaw" epjsode in Roughing It.
As Twain wrote it, a friend and fellow fireman named Scotty
Briggs (Peaseley hacl been foreman of the Virginia Co. #1.)
appointed himself as a committee of one to arrange for funeral
services with the local minister, a young man fresh from an
eastern theological seminary. The follow.ing is a condensation of
that verbal encounter between New America and New England.
(

Scotty)

:

Are you the duck that runs the gospelm'i ll next door?

(Mi ni

ster):

(Scotty):

(Minister):
(Scotty):
(Minister):
(Scotty):
(Mi ni

ster):

Am

I

the--pardon me,

Scotty ) :

do not

give

us

a 1ift, if we'd tackle you--that is, if
I've got the rights of it and you are

the head clerk of the doxology-works
next door.
I am the shepherd in charge of the flock
whose fold is next door.
The which?
The spiritual adviser of the I ittje
company of bel ievers whose sanctuary
adjoins these premises.
You ruther hold over me, pard, I reckon
I can't call that hand. Ante and pass
the buck.
How? I beg pardon. What did I understand you

(

I believe I

understand.
The boys thought maybe you would

to

say?

Wel1, you've ruther got the bulge on

0r

maybe we've

both got the

me.

bui ge,

don't smoke me and I don,t
you. You see, one of the boys has
passed jn his decks, and we want to give
hjm a good send-off, and so the thing
I'm on now is to roust out somebody to
jerk a I ittle chin-music for us and
waltz h'im through handsbme.
I seem to grow more and more bewildered.
Your observations are wholly incomprehensible to me. Would jt not expedite
matters if you restricted yourself to
categorical statements of fact unencumsomehow. You
smoke

(Mi ni

ster):

bered with obstructing accunulatjons of

(Scotty):

(Mi

nister):

(Scotty):
(Mi ni ster):

metaphor and allegory?

I''l I have to pass, I judge. you,ve
raised me out, pard. Why that 'last lead
of yourn is too many for me. I can,t
ner'ther trump nor follow suit. What we
want js a gospel-sharp. See?
A what?
Gospel Sharp. Parson.

0h:

Why did you not say so before. I
a clergy-man--a parson.
Now you tal kl You see my b I j nd and
straddle it Iike a man. Now we're al'l

am
(

Scotty)

:

right, pard. Let's start fresh. You
see, one of the boys has gone up the

fl
16

ume--

ster):
(Scotty):
(Mi ni

(Minister):
(Scotty):

ster):
(Scotty):

(Mi nj

Gone where?

Up the flume--throwed up the sponge-kicked the bucket-Ah--has departed to that mysterjous
country from whose bourne no trave'ler
returns.
Returnl I reckon not. !{hy, pard, he,s
deadl

Yes,

t

understand.

0h, you do? liel1 I thought maybe you
might be getting tangled some more.

, werve got to g'ive him up. It's a
kind of a hard wor1d, after a'|1, ain't
it? But pard, he was a rustlerl He was
the worst son of a thief that ever
drawed breath. Pard, he was on it:

l,le11

ster):
(Scotty):
(Mi ni

(Mi n'i ster):

(Scotty):
(Mi ni

ster):

(Scotty):

(Mi nj

ster):

0n it? 0n what?
0n the shoot. 0n the shoulder. 0n the
fight. He didn't give a continental for
3!Ifody. Beg your pardon, friend, for
coming so near saying a cuss-word--but
you see Irm on an awful stra'in, fn this
palaver, on account of having to cramp
down and draw everyth'ing so mi1d.
Had deceased any religious convictions?
That is to say, did he feel a dependence
upon, or' acknowledge al legiance to a
higher power?
I reckon you've stumped me again, pard.
Could you say it over once more, and say

it slow?
'l
, to s'imp1 i fy i t somewhat, was he,
or rather had he ever been connected
with any organization sequestered from
secular concerns and devoted to selfsacrifice in the interests of morality?
A'11 down but nine--set 'em up on the
other alley, pard. When you get in with
your 'left I hunt grass every time.
Every time you draw, you fiI1; but I
We1

donrt seem to have any 1uck. Let's
a new dea] .
lWhat?] Begin again?34

havE

The distinctiveness of each man's id'iom in the dialogue (a
dialogue which is, of course, two mutually exctusjve monologues)
is reinforced by other images in the sketch--Scotty's flaming red

t7

shirt against the colorless black of the ministerial
brawny paw with.the priest's deticaie nani; anO so
on. But the urtimate.contrast is language, arwayi
tn" moit sensitive index to cultural distinct"ions.
Twajn is, in Henry Nash
opinion, propos.ing,,two ways
of viewing the worrdt'--one atSmith's
the rever of idears'and iarues, the
other at the rever of reality and facts. But professor smith
to.l" 9ggptl. mistaken in asserting that Twain as narrator is
::"T:
"tu I ly identified,,
with the upper Class of the .tergymin.35
Indeed, it wourd appear that the identification ii cr'Jairy
witrr
Briggs,
recognizes and admits that ,,it,, u tinJ o? a narO
-vhoall,
world after
ain't it?" 0n the frontier tnere
seem to
be l'ittle place for men or organizations',sequ"rtar"uwoulJ
r"oi securar
c'ncerns and devoted to serf-sacrifices in the interests
morality. " Twain is inviting this ,,fragile, gentle, ipi"iir"f of
new
fledsl ins
as yet unacquainted
tne iays oi i[" ;i;;;,1j36
to come down from the summit of hiswith
sinai- an;i'j.i'v;;I i. u""*"n
f.lelville would say.
By the same token, it is also a m'istake to propose
that rwain
ns.
to
tradi t.i'onat
sr.i"
iggp
i gi ou,
::,
F
,:?t"
llpl,vj
_th:_
-e,rer. ne ts, rn..fact, doing precisely the opposite:
".r nl is
suggesting possibirities for iti inviqoraiion.if. i'r"rg scotty
e'rploys is (as slang always is) a rouic" from which
the iecaying
energies of more orthodox speech may be quickened.-"-Twain
is
suggesting that religion, p-a-rticurarly" ln nmerii",
be renewed if it will put off the rtuitityrngiv i.itJ*lsnt'ilte,uir"
i"riguage ano
empty social forms inherited from westein r-urope. "0trreiwise
tne
missionary and his mission fierd wilr continuarrv pass-ind"forever
"start again. " That this vernacurar mode is, to-T;;i;'.",nino, th"
viable one is confirrned_
_when the piece concrudes, noting that
Scotty Briggs was
1y the only convert to rel iqion ever
..final
sathered from the Virginii City roushs. ;ri f,., s;;;:; Schoot
class progressed fastei than th6 othJr crasses,
il,ltter . for
wonder?'' Twain asked. ,,I think not. H"_ talked
"u,to his pioneer
i;ii";-;"';;:";
flanne.]^

cloth; Briggs's

smarl-fry in a ranguage they understood.,b
From Nevada, Twa.inrs nascent newspaper and lecturinq
career
took him on to sean:"s-ll California,','i.or"iytl.s;;;k,Y
in
the
Hawaiian Islands, and ultimateiy to tne in;Onig'ht
,lriipn, of New
York. In the orthodox East, sam rouno rnsi'it"ri.i"""i-"6'rigion
to
be very unlike Scotty-lriggs's.more p-referabie frontier
viriety;
it
was
booming
business,
and, as always, he threw h.imself into
?:t midst of it. He
the
made his way u. qri.[.ty
p;r;;bt. to the
Plymouth congregationa'r church in BrookJyn Heights,
";
every
sunday the dominant protestant voice and most w"idely where
iiiteneo to
preacher in the nation's history was attracting
hoards of-peopie
on
that quickly became known as Beeche*r,s BoatsInimi-ferries
tably
able to sense the popular side of
punit. question,

"u."y

to

-enry Ward Beecher was expounding an emotional liberalism that had
\ew York papers reporting the pew-renting at P)ymouth as if it
iere a transaction on the stock market. Jamming his way into the
:1urch, Twain sat in the congregation and was smitten not with
3eecher's theology but with his mesmerizing platform performance,
: style Twain could only describgowith phrases like "rockets of
:cetry" and "m'ines of eloquence."'" As he observed the effect it
-ad on the crowd, Twain nearly suffocated with the desire to clap
-:s hands and see if it would break the spei1.
A short time after attending his first sermon at Brooklyn
-eights, Sam presented his letter of introduction to the Reverend
rrister Beecher and accepted an invitation to dinner. Perhaps it
*as from Beecher himself that he learned of the proposed pilgrim:ge to the Holy Land being sponsored by Plymouth Congregational.
Sam agreed to go as a dignitary, and no'less; though, as it turned
:ut, Beecher himself eventually did not. Once on board the qlg\gl
lity Twain found sixty-seven passengers, including three ordETiEi
-inisters. As the gong sounded that first Saturday evening for
--1e first of an endless succession of prayer meetings, Twain
-,'rought he sensed "damaging premonitions of the future"--storm
.rthout, pilgrims with'in, and prayer meetings over all. This was
:cviously going to be pleasuring with a vengeance.
With every mile travelled and every day spent, relationships
a,nong the q!4&I City travellers degenerated until somewhere on
--ne plains of Syria, Twain announced to them all that then and
'crever Balaam's Ass was to be the patron saint of the entjre
:roup. He was incensed at such things as.scrupulous Sabbatarj:nism and hymn singing set aga'inst their incessant backbiting and
i

rsufferable pettiness. Yet there were private, reflective

-oments when Sam was touched by what he saw.

Night .is the time to see Galilee.
When the day
is done even the most unimpressible must yield to the
dreamy influences of this tranquil starlight.
[At n'ight] Galilee is a theatre meet for great events;
meet for the birth of a re1 igion able to save the
wor'ld; and meet for the stately Figure appointed to
stand upon its stage and proc'laim its high decrees.
But in the sunlight one says: is it for the deeds
which were done and the words which were spoken in this
little acre of rocks and sand 18 centuries gone that
the bells are ringing today in the remote islands of
the sea and far and wide over continents that clasp the
circumference of the huge globe? One ran comprehend it
only when night has hidden all incongru'i{[es and
created a theatre proper for so grand a drama. "'
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this passage is as revea'ling as any Twafn ever wrote
the real contours of his religious imagination. Not unlike
Scorty Briggs's language, it was only a fresh, fanciful, imaginative Christianity he would ever be able to entertain. The
harshness of life's sunlit immediacy would conspire to forbid any
extended periods of such spiritua'l contemplation. But he did,
however briefly, have his moonlight moments.
The return trip from Palestine went from bad to worse. ,rThe
pleasure trip was a synagogue a funeral excursion without a
corpse," Twain wrote for the New york Herald as soon as they
landed. "That a party more ill-fitted byTle anO awful solemnity
for scurrying around the world on a giddy picnic, evgg went to sea
.
since the world began, I deny most fervently."*'
Like the difficulty of the mines, however, that djscouraging
trip was to lead to another monumenta'l turning point in nis ijfe
and again to a period of intense religious interest. Through the
youngest passenger on board the Quaker Cjty, eighteen-year-old
Charles Langdon of Elmira, New York, Mark Twain met and fell
immediately in love wjth the boy's older sister, 0livia.
As it turned out, falling in love with Livy Langdon was the
closest thing to an orthodox religious conversion sam Llemens ever
experienced. 0n the first ann'iversary of their meeting Sam wou'ld
write, "I djd have such a struggle the first day I saw you.
to keep from loving you with al1 my heart. you seemed to
my bewildered v'i sion a visiting Spirit from the,l;pper air. A
something to worship, reverently and at a distance.',tt Indeed she
came to be h'is Goddess, the only one "in which he ever fu11y
sense

eDsut

be l i eved.

He immediately

tried to press hjs re1ationship beyond

the

genteel brother-and-sister language Livy insisted upon, and,
grimly earnest, proposed marriage. Stunned by his abruptness,
Livy recovered only to say something about his being her brother
for as long as he liked. Byronically, he fled Elmjra and wrote
back, "I do not regret that I have loved you, still love you and
sha11 always love

you." Pieadingly

he wrote:

l.lrite me someth'!ng from time to time--texts from the
New TestamIif-lTlothing else occurs to you--or dissertations on Ithe sin of] smoking--or extracts from
your book of sermons--anything whatever--the refectjon
that my matchless sister wrote will be sufficient. If

it be a suggestion I will enterta'in it. If it be an
injunction, I wil'l honor jt. If it be 4ocommand I will
obey it, or exhaust my energies trying."

a reply arrived with a small p'icture enciosed, Sam rushed off
a letter worthy of any nineteenth-century tract.

When
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You say to me ,,I shall pray for you dai1y.,, Not any
words that have ever been spoken to me have touched mi

like these
I beg that you will continue to
for me--for I have a vague, far-away sort of idea
that it may not be wholly in vain. In one respect, at
1east, it sha'lI not be in vain--for I will so mend my
conduct that i shall grow worthier of your prayers and
of your good-will and s'ister'ly solicitude as ihe days
go by. Furthermore, (It. has taken me long to make up
my mind to say these grave words whjch once said cannoi
be recal l ed). I wi I I ,'pray w'i th you" as you ask; and
with such faith and such encouragement withal l as are
in me though feeble and of'litile worth I feel they
must be. It seems strange enough to me--thi s
reverence, this solemnity, this suppl ication--and yet
you must sure)y have some faith that it wi'll not
necessari ly Ff use'less else you would not have
suggested it. 'Sam rushed to Elmira and arrived almost as soon as h.is
letter. Within twenty-four hours he had again proposed marriage.
pray

Again he was refused. A carriage accident as he was leaving fhe
house kept him with the Langdons for two more weeks, at the end of
which he proposed marriage a third time. A third time the answer
was no. Nevertheless, such determjnatjon over the following
months was finally successful. Ready to leap over church steeplei
at Livy's acceptance, Sam writes from "paradise" to a fr.iend:

I touch no more sp'irituous liquors after this day
I have made no promises) I shall do no act that
. Livy might be pained to hear of and shall seek
the society of the good--I shall be a Chr.ist.ian. I
shal I c l i mb--c1 i mb--c1 i mb--towards thi s Orr- ghT-ili- that
is sh'ining in the heaven of my happiness until all that
is gross and unworthy is hidden in the m.ists of darkness of that lower earth.
I shall be worthy-yet. Livy bel ieves in me
I bel ieve in
myself.
I believe in God--and through the
breaking clouds I see the star of hope r.iqi,ng in the
placid blue beyond. I bow my reverent head.** Sam began to pray for L'ivy. Livy, of course, prayed for him.
It appears, however, that Mr. and Mrs. Langdon prayed for themselves. They were not entirely taken with this young humorist and
in fact would not give their permission for the marriage. Mr.
Langdon r+rote a frank letter to his daughter,s suitor, rebuking
him for some of his drawing-room indiscretions and asking him to
(though

2t

relax the pace of the courtship until some reliable character
references could be obtained. Unfortunately, there were none to
obtain, and a shaken Sam wrote his prospective father-in-law that
while hjs life had not been entirely unb'lameworthy on the Pacifjc
coast, neverfireless: "Men as lost as I have found a Savior, and
why not I?"'- He wrote to Livy and reassured her that he was
reading not once but several tjmes the sermons of Henry Ward
Beecher contained in the Plymouth Pulpit pamphlets she regularly
sent him. With painful candor he confessed, "You know the child
must crawl before it walks--and I must do right for'love of you
while I am jn the'infancy of Christianity; but then I can do pight
for love of the Savior when I shall have gotten my growth"-'--a
growth he never obtained and yet one more way in which he was
always a ilyouth." His earlier zeal was simply not sustaining him
in such difficult times, and he confessed to her that religion
seemed "we'lI nigh unattainab'le" and he felt like "giving up in
despair." Yet at that very moment both of Livy's parents wrote to
express their confidence in him. In a burst of ecstasy he penned
to his new minister friend in Hartford: 'rLorlhe world .is very
beautiful--very beautiful--and there is a God. "-'
Hi s re1 i gi ous quest may 'i ndeed have begun as a I overr s
gambit, but many of these later 'letters are simply too painfui to
suggest he was not trying to believe--if, granted, only to please.
Now less than a month away from forma'l engagement, Sam wrote a
letter which probabiy indicates the summit of his Christian
journey, however modest the mountain.
Li

vy--

Let us
other.

that God has desti ned us for each
hope and believe that we shall
walk hand in hand in love and worship of Him
and
so journeying, pass at last the shadowed boundaries of
Time and stand redeemed and saved, beyond the threshold
and within the light of that land whose Prince is the
Lord of rest eternal. God will bless you in it--will
bless us both, I fervently believe.
I bless you for your religious counse'1, Livy--and more
and more every day, for with every passing day I understand it better and appreciate it more. I am 'dark'
yet--I see I am sti.l1 depending on my own strength to
lift myself up, and upon my own sense of what is right
to guide me in the Way--but not always, Livy, not
always. I see the Savior dimly at times, and at interva1s, very near--would that the intervals were not so
sad a length apart.l Sometjmes it is a pleasure to me
to pray, night and morning, jn cars and everyvJhere,
twenty times a day--and then aga'in the whole spirit of

2?

bel i eve

Let us

religion is motionless within me from the rising clear
to the setti ng of the sun
But i haue
Spg . . . I fear I would distrust a religious faith
that came upon me sudden'ly--that came upon me otherwise
than deliberately, and proven, step by step as .it came.
You will blame me for TEls, Livy--but !,g lenient with
me, for you know I grope blindly as yet.*o

As a matter of fact, Twain would
again have intervals
''so very near,rr nor would he ever again never
grope less blindly.
Soon successfully married to the only person he ever truly
nevered' human or divine, he began his retreat from such a'limiteb
epiphany. , settling into sorid Hartford society, Twain found that
"straight wa1k'ing" in his "sterl ing o1d -puritan community,,
"he
took a great deal out of the religious freedom he had felt in his
earl

i

er

days.

He fa'ithfully rented a pew at Joseph Twitchellrs Hartford
church, which he called the I'ehurch of the Holy Speculators;" but
he never formally joined the congregation, and all the
living around them at Nook Farm made- him very skittish" Beechers
Harriet
Beecher stowe, whose father had said in her earliest years that
she was as odd as she was interfigent, had gotten inireasingry
cdder. In the last years of her life she wou1d, ,'[all] slippeiei
and full of animal spirits,,, dash up behind people, as Sam'said,
t-o "fetcfo a war hoop that would jump a person out of his
clothes."'- Isabella Beecher had become.deeply entrenched
in the
National women's suffrage Association, regulariy receiving divine
manifestations on that matter, and Henry wird Beecher was immersed
in a lawsuit over an affair with the wife of his close friend and
P)ymouth church associate, Theodore T'ilton. Twain attended parts
of Beecherrs sensational trial and by then was so deeply disenchanted with the r*hole family that he agreed with the eiitor of
The N.ation who thought that the lining of the courtroom with white
carnations by the Plymouth congregation was a litile iike placing
wreaths around the open manhole of a sewer. Through this perioi
sam was still maintaining some semblance of an orthodox religious
1ife, continuing to say grace at meals, for example; but even that

ritual

was becoming so malapropos

that

houseguesi Thomas V,lentworth

it to asking a blessing over European minstrels.
With Livy threatening to miscarry, Sam got them al1 away from
Hartford-,in. the spring and summer of 1873. It was a refreshing
stay in Elmira, where a specially constructed study had been buili
for Twain atop the hill on the family farm. 0verlooking the
valley 500 feet below, Sam Clemens was again the sovereign-, the
riverboat pi1ot, the master of all he surveyed" Enthusiastically
he wrote to Tw'itche'l 1, telling him how he would Iuxuriate n the
l ightning f'lashes and the beat of rain overhead, and on !ess
Higginson equated

.i

.J

jnclement days how he would simply open the seven windows and one
door, anchor his paper with brjckbats, and write in the midst of
hurrjcanes. It was a happy and productive time. He began a
manuscript on whjch he averaged fifty pages a day. The book was
to be ent'itled The Adventures of Tom Sawye1 and in the mind of the
author was, at TeasT-lnTFe eaFTy-CTageiof the manuscript, a kind
of re1 i g i ous reveri e, the fi rst act j n a proposed Di vi nj a
Tragoedia set in a celestial St. Petersburg but concluding--i;
hel lish Calv.inistic reality.
The book had been initial'ly prompted by a visit from an old
Hannibal Sunday School superintendent, whose voice had brought
back trooping phantoms of the past. A church servjce Twain
attended while on the lecture circuit a short time later had then
reinforced those haunting images. He wrote with evangelical
fervor, frequently never moving from his desk for hours. When the
book was finished he cons'idered jt "a serflpn,
a hymn put
into prose form to give it a worldly ajr."" But The Adventures
of Tom Sawyer was in several ways a flawed work, anii-TwETi--36fr3Ei
tnatltnoulE-ne was never a good judge of hjs own effort). He had
not plumbed the real depths of hjs refigious concerns.
Some t'ime later Sam made another attempt at a religious
expression, thjs time before the Hartford Monday Evening Club, a
group of eighteen or twenty which Twain remembered as always
having had nore clergymen in it than good people. 0n an evening
in January of 1876 when Sam and Livy hosted the group, he read
them a story he had written called I'The Facts Concern'ing the
Recent Carnival of Crime in Connecticut." The sketch deals with a
man thoroughly happy and content who, in the dark of the n'ight, is
approached by a shniveled, moldy dwarf--his conscience. Twain
attempted to say in that piece how he felt about debjlitat'ing and
iargely needless Puritanjcal gui1t. However, he could not sustain
that conviction and, through hyperbole, appears by the end of the
story to be jnsistently orthodox on the role of moral conscience

in

society.

nister friends loved'it and wanted
at heart with hjs
compromi se.
In the meantime, his iife, particularly his bus'iness 1ife,
vras becoming unbearable; and after trying to find relief up and
ciown the eastern seaboard, he went to Bermuda and to Europe.
Twajn ultimately got away from it all by returning to Hannibal to
wrjte a book about his river. He enjoyed much of the venture, but
for the most part he was deeply disappointed. He wrote to his
acceptab'le

H'i

s

m'i

copies before next Sunday. Twain was sjck

wi

fe:

That world which I knew jn its blossoming youth is old
and bowed and melancholy now. Its soft cheeks are
leathery and wrinkled; the fire is gone out of its eyes
and the spring from 'its step. It will be dust and
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ashes when

I

come

again. I

with the mq".,ibund--and
last time. ""

usual

have been clasping hands
'js ior
the
"It

1y they say

lost their only son, Langdon, and more
recently Livy and the giris were suffering diseasei ranging from
scarlet fever to _diphtheria. Sam, drained economicil li, and
emotionaiiy, struggled
with the bite of an annual $100,000 in
expenses, and knew less real peace than he had ever felt in his
life. Largely d'isenchanted with the river book and the scenes he
put into 'it, he immediately began what he had wanted to do jn the
first p'lace: to make a purely imaginative return to his Hann.ibal
home,.to get a truer, if iess factual, account of a boy,s life on
the river. Researching Life on the Mississipp.i had t,riggered a
number of ideas, and by ffiiTumnrerlT maTTGi;-i8g3, he ir-as bact<
at-work on the epic that had been on his mind through (and had
jnformed parts of) Tom Sawyer,
"The Recent Carnival oi Ciime," A
IiIp Abroaa, "i./hat-T3-Eappiness,'r and Life on the Mississjppil
The Clemenses had already

Twain now hoped to pu11 together these piecenreaTstatementsle*fiad
been_ rnaki.ng for over.a decade; his view of man, religion, and

civilization were coming into clearer, if neverthelesi darker,
focus. Thus at the height of his creatjve powers (and farthei
away than ever from any kind of orthodox religious sympathies),
Mark rwain settled down to write The Adventures of Hutkleberrv
Finn. He worked more feverjshly tlan ;T-anyjt-her tf-me-jn-Ejt
Tife. In August of 1883 he wiote to. Howeils, ,iI've'done two
season's work in one. I've written eight or nine-hundred manuscript pages in such a brief space of time that I mustn't name the
number. of days; I shoulpl't beljeve it myself and of course I
couldn't expect you to."" A month earliei he had wrjtten to his
mother, "I haven't had such booming work days for meny years. I'm
piling up manuscripts in a really astonishing way.ttrr- From the beginning Twajn clearly conceived Huck's quest as an
escape from the fetters of Protestant Amer.ican cjv.iljzation. In
Tom Sawyer, Huck had painted in somber tones the orthodox life he
was subjected to at Widow Douglas's home. As he explained to Tom,
"I got.to_go t9 church and sweat and sweat--I hate them ornry
sermonsl I can't catch a fly in there, I canrt chaw, I got tb
wear shoes all Sunday.
The wider won,t let me smoke; she
fwon't] et me ye1 1 , she lwon,t] I et me gape or stretch, nor
scratch before folks--and dad fetch it, she lpraysl al1 the timpn
I never see such a woman. I had to shove Tom. i just had to.,'r+
So both Twa'in and Huck moved away from I'the bars and shackles
of civilization" and toward the river, that stream of freedom
which symbolized "the heaven pictured by priest and prophet. "
Part of what rankled Huck was the repeated moral compromise of
Tom. Huck thought Tom a great one for talking about killing, but
1
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when it came right down to it, Tom had never been able to go
for
through with anything. One had to be respect-able'in hjs gang,rThou
as Tdm had toid th; innocent Ben Rogers, "The books say
shalt not.' Now Ben Rogers, do you want to do thjngs regular or
don't you? That's the idea. Donit you reckon that the people who
made itre books knows what's the correct thing to dof. Do you
reckon you can learn 'em anything? Not by a good deal.'"""

Huit listened to that' sernon, ultimately agreeing with Tom
at ieast, if you "go to doing different from
that in society,
-books"
you're bound to get things "muddled up'"
what's in the
UniOte to live according to the books, particularly -the good
alternatjve was to ljve outsjde the society that
books, the only
-So
he "shoved. " In addition to fleeing instituit.
requiieO
tidnai respectability, Huck was also fleeing prayers that didnrt
work, exotic advent-ures which proved to be but sunday school
a thoroughly "muddled 9P" deity himself.
picnics,
- - Oni.and
on the riv#,-Huck worked out hjs own salvation, moving
in an Adamic peacefulness back to a state before sin and civiljsaid,
zation. "We was always naked, day a4d njght," . Huck
mosquitothis
From
us.""
let
would
mosquitoei
the
"whenever
blemished Eden, Hutk would occasjonally venture jnto_ The World;
but the men he found there were fallen indeed. The Grangerfords
their pjlgr.!-!L! Progress and "Presbyterjan 0bserver,"
.oufO
to Sunday ,erilons f iT-Jo=r pri nti ng i n ei ther, and sti l.i
I j sten""iO

continue a ten.dlesr feud that would take the life of their young
descrip;;;. In what is st.ill the most chjlling and understatedseeing
his
horror of
tjon of death I know, Huck described the pond.
to
addjtion
In
on
a
duck
a
like
down
shot
friend
helpless
O"ii,g "mighty good" to Huck, Buck Granger.ford was- a civ'ilized
age, nearly same size, neariy sam€ name'
altei ego-foi
-death fr"jm: same
was a brutal vicarious reminder of life in that
Buck's
icivilized', world. ,'I wish I hadn't ever come ashore that night
get
to see such things," Huck confessed. "I ajn't never-goinqtto. Less
shut of them. L6ts of tjmes I dream about them fsti1.11.""'
p""ron"t but stj11 repungnant. reminder.s of traditional evangelical
Frotestant.ism are portra-yed in the camp meeting and-in the string
of charades performed by the Duke and the Dauphin. The moral apex
explicated
of the book is, of co-urse, on the raft in the much
a
batile jnbetween Huck,s sound heart and deformedofconscience,
even
batile which Huck successfully resjsts the sins socjety
jf it would mean going to he1i. Huck simply will not. take J'im
back .into c.ivjlizafion, for he himse'if has suffered bondage there
good--that- -'is, bad-irO he cannot wish that on anyone in are
quite ljteral soui
ion.cien.". In their flight, Huck and Jim
brothers.
But the brackets of cjvjlization whjch encase thjs story
inexoriOty begin to close jn when Huck is quite literally born

1f)

again into the society_

of the phelps farm (Huck becomes Tom; Tom
5id; etc.). The much-discussed conc'lusion of this book
is, it seems to me, infinitely stronger than most critics have
understood. It does, among other ilrings, remind Huck and the
reader of how crue1, or at the very lelst how capricious, Miss
watson'-s Presbyterian_ providence really is. After making a blackfaced fool out of Ji.m, Tom/sid f$usry revears that Miis watson,
whom Leo Marx calls,,the enemy,,''o had already set him free. It
was precisely this kind of unaccountable and unaccounting God that
sam clemens was never able to understand. with that riminder of
such calvinistic victimizatfon reawaiting him, Huck heads out
the-ter.itory"--a land of religious and cu'ltural heterodoxy. 'rfor
L.ife
would be much more attractive, certainly freer and,aier, out
beyond the demarcated boundaries of civi I izat'ion where pale
theology students from the East had very litile to teach fellows
1.ike Scotty Briggs and Huckleberry Finn.
l{ith_the publication of that book and Huck's intended, though
undoubtedly never realized, return to the frontier, tttair twain
passed over a threshold as decisively as a double-minded man was
able. when he put down his pen at the crose of that manuscript,
he was just three months away from his forty-eighth birthday.' A
half-dozen years before his death he jotted-in h*is notebook, ,,The
man who is a pessimist before he's 48 knows too_much: the man who
is an optimist after he is 48 knows too l.i tile.',rv
Paul rillich has suggested "in his examination of history that
the. subsf5nce-of culture is religion,.and the form of reiigion is
culture."" With only a modest shift'of Tilljch's mean.inj, that
proposition was axiomatic for Mark Twain. Wearing shoes anl-going
to church meant the same thing to Huck Finn, and th.is child who
was father to the man struggled to be rjd of both. The man
succeeded, of, perhaps more accurately, acceded, only a few
times--in the cabin of a riverboat, around the mining camis on the
western frontier, under the moonlight of Galilee, wiih the love of
a wife and ch'i1dren, and, fina11y, fu11 circle, on a raft floating
down that first powerful river.
In spite of the genuinely bitter pessimism ahead, that is
somehow where Sam Clemens ultimately remained--on the river, on
the 1ine, in between, divided and doubtful. He could not iive
with traditional American Protestantism, but he could not l.ive
without feelings of innate religious hunger, either. East or
west, so much was, in Huck's phrase, simply hog-wash; but
occasionai 1y there was that genuine sou'l-butter, {oo, and an
almost desperate need for it. As Huck said about this lifelong
anxiety that seemed always to be marking Twain:
becomes

Sometimes

the widow wou'ld take

about providence

me to one side and talk
in a way to make a body,s mouth water;
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but

maybe

the next day Miss Watson would take hold

jt all

again. I

judged

I could

and

see that
there was two providences, and a chap would stand
considerable show with the widow's prov'idence, but if
Miss Watson's got him there wasn't no help for him
anymore. I thought it all out, and reckoned I wou'ld
beiong to the widow's if he wanted ffi€, though I
couldn't make out how he was a going to be any better
off than what he was before, spging I was ignorant, and
so kind of low down and awnrY'-knock

down

Sitting one evening in the darkened Hartford home of their
friends, th! Charles Dudley I'larners, Sam and Livy Clemens watched
a beautiful full moon rising outside the large bay window. The
faithful Clemens housekeeper, Katy Leary, later reported:
got right up without any warning
of them Negro spirituals. A lady
that wls ther! to'ld me he just stood up with both his
eyes shut and began to sing kind of soft like--a fa'int
sbund, just as if there was a wind in the trees, she
said; and he kept right on singin' kjnd of low and
sweet, and it was beautiful and made your heart ache
somehow. And he kept on singin' and singin' and became
kind of lost in it, and he was al1 1it up--h"is face
was, 'Twas somethin' from another wor'ld, she said, and
when he got through, he put his hands up to his head,
just as though all the sorrow of them Negroes was upon
iir; and then he begun to sing, "Nobody Knows the
When he
Trouble I Got, Nobody Knows but Jesus"
came to the end, to the glory ha11e1ujah, he gave a
great shout--just like the Negroes do--he shouted out
ite "G1ory, Glory, HalIelujah." They said it was
wonderful and none of them would forget it as long as

Suddenly Mr. Clemens
and began s'inging one

they I ived.

And we

L6

will

bz

never forget him.
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Rites of Passage: Young Men and rheir Families in the
Overland Traib Experience, 1843- 6g
Floward R. Lamar

In recent years students of the American !/est have begun to
from-the study of the atavistic and unique to a consideration
of.the relationship of the west to the rarger patterns of American
and human development. perhaps noth'ing ii western studies offers
more hope of illuminating human experience than psychoh.istory and
family_ history. Becausi of the .large number of diaries and
JOurnars produced, the.over'land migration offers the prospect of
reconstructing 'life and family patterns where other events might
be less helpful.
In. this study, Howard Lamar, professor of history at ya.le
University, has drawn on both famiiy and psychohistoricai insights
to interpret the experiences of Vittoriair iamiries and young men.
showing clearly that not only were the "indiviouai ano'itre ,ragon
train" not t'outside the bounds of society,,, Lamar tras aemonitrateo
that- migrants mirrored the traditiona-l attitudes or Viitorian
America in such matters as religion, sense of propriety, and need
for order. Furthermore, he his shown that'young ;";.' usually
followed a life pattern in their development-whiJn tranicenoeo
frontier conditions and in .some ways approximated thai oi yorng
men today. Here is a seminar
article,' the insights of which
should draw the attention of histo.ians and other siholars interested not on'ly in the west but also in the study of personal and
family patterns.
move.
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The frontier image that always catches the imaginat'ion is one
of the pioneer family in a covered wagon moving westward across a
vast and dangerous landscape. It is the ark of Manifest Destiny
lost in a sea of grass. Somehow the family must escape the
Indians and make it to the wagon train ahead, to the fort, to
water, to Oregon, or to Golden California. The image is a stereotype and therefore misleading, but it is an enduring symbol of one
of the most common mass frontier experiences in the history of the
United States. The overlanders themselves were so convinced of
I'the uniqueness and the historical significance of their trave1s,"
that in the entire American experiwrites John D. Unruh, ".
ence probably only the Civil War has called forth a commensurate
cornucopia of'letters, journals, diaries, memoirs, and reminiscent
accountsI a veritable',folk Iiterature of one of the nationrs
greatest achievements. "In describing the trek over the three main routes--the trai'l
to 0regon, the central trail to California, and the so-cal'led Gila
Trail across the Southwest to southern Caljfornia--on1y a few of
the near'ly eight hundred diarists or memoirists whose accounts we
have could write with the thoroughness of J. Goldsborough Bruff or
with the, charm of Jesse Applegate in h'is "A Day with the Cow
Column."t But the fact is that whether the accounts were good or
bad, they all told the same story: a saga of incredible physical
hardship!, of loneliness, 4nd of the danger of death from accident, disease, and Ind'ians.If every diary or journal records the common problems of men
and women in smal1 groups as they confronted the ex'igenc.ies of
nature over a period of from three to six months' what can be
found that adds new substance and meaning to a fascinating but
twice-told tale wh'icfr has already been summarized in a score of
excellent histories?t 0n the surface the bulk of the diaries and
journals often make for dull reading, for most were written by
ordinary men and women who fjlled them with such exciting statements as "traveled sjxteen miles today. Water and grass good.
Dead tired." Few experienced Indian attacks, though the constant
fear of the red man adds drama to an otherwise straightforward
narrative. 0n1y those things that penetrated a tired mjnd got

to the page.
their journals not for private contemplation or as
a Protestant confessional, but as a memorandum of distances and
trail information. Others saw their journal as a record of activities to be sent to relatives in case they died--a practical
precaution, for it has been estimated that more emigrants died on
tt," C"tifornia trail than d'id soldiers in the Mexican War. Some
wrote with the intention of reading'it aloud to friends; others
for publifation in the'ir home-town paper or as advice to future
through

Most wrote

mr

grants.
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Thus most of the accounts are singularly devoid of deep
personal secrets or sexual exploits. To do a sexual history oi
the overland trails, one must read Californ'ia and 0regon birth
statistics between 1849 and 1869, although one can exlrapolate
from remarks such as William R. Goulding's in 1849, when he
reported that a fandango held at an Arkansas River trading post

was charaqterized by I'beastly intoxication and shameless
indecency."" Helen Marnie Stewart gives us a glimpse when she
commented on her pretty teen-age sister in her diary: "sometimes
I think ouq Agnes is made of lodestone for she draws to her wonder
powerful. "'
There are, of course, a few vivid exceptions.
J. Goldsborough Bruff reported that menbers of his party violated
Indian women jn a village near their camp, and several diarists on
the southern trail referred to the prostitutes of E1 Paso and
especially to a formidable'lady cailed'rThe Great Western.,,6
Young men and yomen met on the trai1, fell in love, and even
married, but most diarjes fail to suggest anything other than a
proper Victorian courtship.
How

then can one get beyond the surface meaning of the record

and see iarger patterns? 0bviously one way would be

to quest.ion
of the common themes and assumptions of the general hjstories
and of the journals themselves. In The Great Platte Rjver Road.
for example, Merrill Mattes questions-ffr-e aGlumdtl6'n tnEt--a sFTrTt,
of Manifest Destiny motivated the ove5landers. To hjm the primary
motive appears to have been econom'ic.'
0ne of the most persistent themes has been that
the
jndivjdual and the wagon train were oijtside the bounds of both
soc.iety;
that when the trains left the b/estern settlements the socii'l
contract was dissolved. The late David M. Potter went far to
some

correct this o'lder image in 1945 when he published the 0verland
Journal of Vincent Geiger and !'iakeman Bryarly. In a bn-Ti-iEi'f
I ntF6EuctTo n -76-Et-er p6'ii'Eo o ut TFatlo ili*rusfi' compan i e s u s ua 1 y
wrote a constitution or a code of laws to govern the behavfor of
an individual train. These rules, often published and passed out
to the company, ranged f;om agreements about sharing expenses to
camp and guard duties.'" They delegated certain powers to the
leader of the train, provided guidelines for the trai1, punishment
of criminals, and usually included provisions for amendments.
Solomon Tetherow, leader of a Missouri train to 0regon in
1845 which included 293 persons--fifteen of them his own
children--not only insisted on a constitution but on an executive
committee as well. The rules provided for fines for misconduct,
punishment for murder and manslaughter, and gave Tetherow the
privilege of shootjng loose dogs at his discretion. Rapists were
to receive thirty-nine lashes for three successive days,
adulterers thirty-nine lashes, and larcenists were to pay double
the. amount..of.thefqlto the injured party and receive thirty-nine
lashes on the back.'
1
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While Oavid J. Langum has demonstrated that the rules for
formal trials on the tra'iI were, contrary to popular tradition,
seldom obeyed and full trials seldom carried out, the fact is that
the emigrant trains create{ra new social contract to replace the
one they had Ieft behjnd." Although the accounts are fulI of
decisions to banish rather than try, and of everyday violations of
the rules to such an extent that captains of trains resigned right
and 1eft, John Phillip Reid has found that the sense of property
rights on the over'l and tra'i'l s was so de"fly rooted that property
crjmes were virtually nonexistent there.'" The rules governing 3p
emigrant train of Mormons were, if anything, even more comp1ete.r'
Potter's findings natural ly raise questions about other
social institutions that affected the overland trails experience.
In a recent article Dr. Daniel Lev'inson has observed that there
are certain central components in a'life structure that have "the
greatest s i gir-TTtE[ce for the se'l f .
Occupati on and fami ly
are usually most central in a man's life; otherimportant components ..,inc1ude ethnicity, religion, peer relations, and
lelsure."
My own reading of approximately one hundred overland journals
coveri ng the years 1843 to 1869, suggests that re l i gi ous ,
regional, and family ties and family organization were f+f
stronger social institutions than the company constitutions.'"
The presence of family raises questions both about the prevalence
of rugged individualism and the impact of the trek on families as
opposed to the impact on ind'ividuals. We know that persons often
left one train and joined another because the new train included
citizens from their home state or town, or citizens who came from
the same religious denomination. If Ioca'l Ioyaity and religious
convictions were stronger than overland constitutions, how much
stronger family ties must have been.
As Tamara K. Hareven has observed:

Prior to the 'raffluentrr society and the assumption of
important familial functions by the welfare state, the
family had mainly itself to rely on to meet its economic needs, to stave off dependency, and to cope with
insecurities and disaster. Mutual help by family
members was essential for survival. The modern notion
of independent autonomous careers, linearly dfrected
toward individual success and an almost exclusive
investment in one's conjugal family is dissoqqnt with
conceptions of famjly obligations jn the past.''
Even in the gold-rush years 1849-50, during whjch the
migrants were largely single men or married men wjthout thejr
fam'i l'ies, the over'l and trails experience is inexp'l icable without
including the history of the fam'ily in that saga.
35
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The first question to be asked js: What kinds of families
went on the overland trails? Were they nuclear or extended;
frontier, rural, small town, or metropolitan; 1ower, middle, oi
upper class; educated or illiterate; secular or religious; o1d
American or recent 'immigrant? If the sampling of a hundred
diaries, journa.ls, and memoirs is at alI represenlative, it would
appear that the majority of the over'landers came fron an extended
fam'ily situation. They were middle class and--for the centra.l
trails--middlewestern, but yet "frontjer,' in some respects. They
tended to be prudish, religious, sentimental, family-orientei
Anglo-Americans of old stock. These adjectives suggest they were
"Victorian," but front'ier or middlewestein Vjctorian-might be more

precise.

Though few had attended co11ege, many had gone

to

acade-

mjes and all had a regional self-con*sciousiess jf not a class
sense as well. Most social historians or demographers would call
them rura'|, but many were from smq]l towns or at jeast oriented
philip A. M. Taylor, after
toward the arnenjties of town iife.'"
analyzing some ninety over'land accounts, has concluded that not
only were they middle class, but they also succeeded jn,,imposing
on that western environment the practices and institutions which
made up the civilizatjon of the,.gettled districts of the United
States from whjch they had come.',t'
The prevalence and sincerity of the religious beljefs were
most often expressed in the form of Sabbatarianism, for many a
wagon train refused to travel on Sunday. t,0 dear,rr wrote Helen
Marnie Stewart on her 4gy to Oregon, "I did not think yre would
abuse the Sabbath so.r'" Some migrants took along ministers to
tend to their spiritual needs, while others formed prohibitionist
trains. Some immigrants moved from trafn to trajn on the central
trail until t[qy found the right bunch of fellow Methodists or
Presbyterians.'* The more secu'lar made sure they got into a
whiskey-drinkr'ng company, or one that allowed swearing, for the
latter was a habit that sggmed to produce as much disruption in
trains as any otheri ssue."' The diarjes tell us, in short, that
the migrants sought to surround themselves with what was familjar
and comforting as they marched toward the unknown Eldorado or that
640-acre homestead

in

0regon.

Mjdd'le-class values come through with a vengeance when the
diarists encounter persons from other ethnic groups. The presence
of hal f-breeds evoked strong shock and di sgust. "Mexi cans,
indians and half*breeds mjxed up together,,,wiote Helen Marnje
Stewart,'r . . . are the most de4giteful [sic] ugly set ever was-there Ithey are] so fi 1thy. "'" Mixed marriages worried the
overlanders almost as much. As they passed through Bridger's Fort
they never failed to note that Mrs. Bridger was Indian vrhile
Mrs. Vasquez, the wife of Louis Vasquez, Bridger's partner, was
white. They considgfd Vasguez "Mexican," which he was not, and
therefore not white.
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John D. Unruh, jn hjs excellent recent study, The Plains
West
Tppi -SesT;
Overland Emigrants and the Trans-Mississippi
Across: The -Fof
l1fldJnnn-h:c-;;T;87
tlre Tndians
oIave
oTa s pT
av o
nEX o ffi o d-Eand
nd-TIE-Tn
nt u o."*-t+rat
t-I nE t-ttrtFNoffions
I6i[0'T8 0,-h a
a far more vital and po5jtive role jn assisting the overlanders
than is usually assumed." Yet the diarists persisted in seeing
the Mormons wi th hosti l e eyes. Randal l Hewi tt pct*t l ed that
Mormons were s.inister, brawling, profane, and sensual.'" Margaret
Hecox was^-mistaken for a Mormon on the tra'il and treated
hostilely.z' Adam Zumwalt's company, on the way to 0regon in
1850, held religious debates with the Mormons and felt so alienated that the ofrain held a celebration once they were out of
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Mormon country.
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migrants' views of the Indians went through an 'intriguing
cyc1e. At the outset of the journey both men and women were
overcome w'ith fear of the Indjan. The theft of goods, horses, and
cattle by Pawnee tribesmen rejnforced an existing hatred. But the
fact was that Indjans also traded with the whites, acted as
guides, ran ferries an$o toll bridges, and often deliberately
stayed out of the way." By the time they had reached Fort
Larami e on the central trai l the ol derimage had gi ven way to a
more favorable one. One and all commented on the Sioux as fine
specimens of manhood. George Wi11is Read, scarcely a frjend of
the red man, remarked while at a stopover at Ash Hollow that these
Indians (Sioux) are "fjne looking men. 0n6nin particular was the
best specimen of an Indian I ever saw.""" Mrs. Margaret Haun
reca"l led that "at one time a good-loolqing friendly Indian--as
Just as the "nob'le
Indians go--fo1 lowed us several days. ""
savage" image began to gain ascendancy, emigrants on the
Californ'ia Trail encountered the Great Basin trjbes. Already worn
down by the journey, their mules and oxen dy'ing, the overlanders
were infuriated by Indian rajds on their dwindling stock, and the
image of the red man as a treacherous animal returned.
M'igrants on the southern trail felt that the Mexjcan-American
men they encountered were lazy and ignorant but that the women
were vigorous and beautiful and had a natural attraction to
American men. While in Tucson, l./illjam Goulding, after seeing the
Mexican troops there, wrote: "There was not a man in the whole of
our party, but what qguld frown down at least a squad of those
fellows with a look."" Often the sheer graciousness and hospistereotype.
tality of Mexican-Americans overcame the preconceived
Margaret Hecox's praise of her Mexican neighbors jn Caljfornia was
The
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However proper and Vjctorian the d'iarists may have been, a
curious sexuai connotation pervades their remarks about the various western ethnic groups they met. They disapproved of mixed
marriages between Indjans and whites and saw the half-breed as the
monstrous result. The male view of the Mexican woman as the
quintessential sensual female was more than matched by a belief
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that the Indians were so mascul j ne i n thei r manner, thei r
horsemanship, and their ability at sports and games thq| they were
seen as a threat to both white male and white female."- H. M. T.
Powell noted that Mrs. Harrison, a member of his party,,,offered
an Indian a shawl for the robe he wore. He accepted it and taking
off his robe stood with easy negligence before us for a considerable time admiring his purchase, with nothing on but his moccasins
and a strip of blue cloth six inches wide passed between his legs
and held up to his waist by a thong. This was taking things cool
with a vengeance, I thought. I looked at Mrs. Harrison but she
seemed to be quite easy about it.gs did all the rest; so I suppose
it was all good Indian manners.""" Randall Hewitt observed that a
"dusky Adonis" trjed to buy his fianc6e on the Oregon trail and
then noted, perhaps with envy, that {!'ss E11en "enjoyed reference
to her conquest for years after."-" This encounter with the

exotic and the forbidden created an excjting tension between the
sense of romantic adventure and V'ictorian prudery in the migrants.
There were, of course, families who were ne"ither Victorian
nor totally frontier who went west. Although ab1e, they had
failed to achieve much of this world's goods and wanted to keep
iooking; that is to say, thejr condition was frontier but their
out.look was entrepreneurial. Their potential for success had been
curbed by isolation. The world of thjg group has been described
'in a recent study by John M. Faragher."'
Undoubtedly the most dramatic exception to the types of
overl and fami I i es descrj bed above were those hai 1 i ng from
Missouri. Bayard Taylor and others thought frontier Missourians
were Anglo-saxons "relapsed into semi-barbarians."" And Clarence
King has left us an"gnforgettable description of the wild Newty
family in California."' Many a traveler commented on the Missouri
trains as being full of ignorant, brawl ing frontiersmen. "The
more I see of them," wrotengne Indiana youth, "the more I think
they are hogs personified."-" John A. Johnson recalled that the
Missourians in his 1849 train were such "a w'icked, rough set of
feilows," and so "jealous of the Buckeye or Northern Boy5.i'that
"we resolved to Dissolve the Union of North and South."-' The
story is told that when some teen-aged children from an Illjnois
train were playing a word game and got stumped for the def.in'ition
of a word, they walked over to a Missouri train bedded down for
the night. "Are there any grammarjans here?" tbpy shouted. The
answer came back: "No, only Mjssourians. "-t The Missouri
description also seemed to fit the "crackers" from North Carolina
and Tennessee. "Their home was a wagon, their recreation ground
the universe; their only pathway through life the great publjE
highway," wrote RandalI Hewitt on h'is way to 0regon'in 1862.-'
The migrants themselves spe.lled out their own definition of
various regional and class groups. Yankees were seen as snobbish
and impossible, Missourians ignorant and violent, and Southerners
?o

were distinguished from Texans. Southerners might fit either the
stereotype of southern gentry or backwoods front'ier, while Texap;

were seen as fearless, fun-loving, and often violent. "
Southerners and Texans on the Gila Trajl seemed much more at home
on the frontier, generally less well-educated, and dramatically
I ess re l i g'ious.
It seems worth reiterating, however, that the migrants on the
trails tended to be middle-western and middle class. In a random
sampling of the regional origins of fifty-one m'igrants who kept
diaries on the central trai1, it was found that two came from
England, none from New England, five from New York state, five
from the Atlantic states, twenty-four from the Midwest, fj4e from
the South, three from Texas, and six from parts unknown.'" In a
survey of fifty-six djarjsts whose occupations are clearly revealed, sixteen, or 28 percent were in nonfarming occupations that
ranged from steamboat captain to lawyer, doctor' surveyof,A
dentist, pharmacist, schoolteacher, draughtsman, and artist.'Persons with middle-class views or aspirations, then, would
engage in the last mass migration of Anglo-Americans that was
totaily dependent upon beasts of burden, natural forage, and the
weather. Since they were to undergo a true frontier experience,
they argued loud and long about the virtues and faults of mules as
opposed to oxen or horses. But whatever draft animals they chose,
most were determjned to gorrfirst-class" and overplanned and
overpacked. Favorite pieces of furn.iture, iron cookstoves, and
tons ofrjam, jeilies, spices, and medicjnes were crarnmed into the
wagons.'' Many migrants, as we shl]l see, hired young men to herd
or cook.-" Southerners often took along
their cattle, tend car4b,
slaves to assist them. 'So far we have not determined whether the overland families
were nuclear or extended. Social historians have argued that the
extended family in the United States was on its way out by 1820.
If that'is the case, families on the overland trail were a very
pecul i ar bunch

both before and after the

go1

d-rush years of

1849-51 (during which time the migration to California was largely
male), for jt looks as jf thousands of extended fami'lies went west

together. A typica'l family train might include a husband and a
wife and two or more children, the wjfe's brother q$ his wife and
family, and perhaps another brother of the wife.-" 0lder aunts
and uncles might come a1ong, so that some family groups inc.luded
as many as thirty persons. When Catherine Amanda Stansbury
Washburn went to 0regon jn 1853 with her husband, they were
accompanied by Washburn's two brothers and their fami{jes, by his
sister and her family, and by Mrs. Washburn's brother.-*
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fgriE migration patterqroperated on what one might
.. Another
call
the extended dtout-relay system." A young man m.ight go west
to california, not so much on his own but as a icout toi tne totts
back home. If he returned singing the praises of the coast, his
parents and siblings would return west with him. Often a cousin
youl9 acc_ompany this group and then return for his parental
family. ^This relay system created an ',extended famiiy" in both
the physical
and psycholog'ica1 sense, for its members would be
stretched out over thousands of m.iles for two or more years.
The story of the McCowen-Carpenter fam.i'ly."of Indiana is a
c'lassic illustration of the scout-re1ay system."" In 1g49 George
McCowen's maternal unc1e, John Leonard, joined the gold rush io
Caljfornia. He returned a year'later to guide a cousin, John A.
Swartz, and his family to California. Then in 1853 schooi friends
and neighbors of young George McCowen went west, and jn 1954
George himself, having worried the life out of his parents for
permission to go, hired out as a helper to someone who had
returned from Ca1ifornja to remove hjs own fami'ly there. At
Council Bluffs, George quit his job, which consisted of driving
300 sheep across the continent, but he quickly found a surrogate
family in the Calhouns who were going west. He must have sent
back. glowing reports, for in 1857 George's parents, his younger
siblings, his Uncle Sam and Aunt Sis McWhinney ana tnjir [wo
children, his marriedosister, Mrs. Margaret Caipenter, and her
husband also migrated.'. The relay form of migration seems significant, for those
coming after the "scout" must have felt they knew where they were
going and that there was someone at the end of the trail to we'lcome them. When George McCowen reached California .in 1g54, he

ended his diary with the notation thaf"he had found his relatives.
And then, said he, "I felt at home.'," The scout-re1ay approach
must have Iimited the s'ize of the lunknov{n,,.in the migrantsi'minds

as they started out. Certainly Mormon immigrants must have felt
less nervous because they knew they were to be welcomed by an
entire community.
In the last decade the rise of women's studies in
universities has led to a rediscovery of the value of overland
diaries as a major source of information about the history of
women and the family. One of the conclusions social h'istoi'ians
have reached about n'ineteenth century American husband-wife relationships was that by the 1840s they were V.ictor.ian even for
relatively rural famiI ies. That is to say that the w.ife had
ceased to be an equal heipmeet or breadw.inning partner on the farm
and had made the home her special domain. As her outsjde chores
decreased she was elevated

to

mother and household manager

of

a

special interior bailiwjck in one sense. In another sense she was
demoted to being the weaker, more protected sex whose 1ega1 and
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civil r'ights were limited.56 0nce on the trai'1, however, she had
to become a partner agaia?, working at physical tasks from dawn to
dusk. As Lillian Schlissel has noted, she not only had to work
like a mgg but had to endure pregnancy, childbirth, and childcare
as well."' She also had to face the fact that if her child was
born on the trip there was a good chance that both she and the
ch'ild would not survive.
Some fam'iiies sought to avoid turning the wjfe into a drudge
by hiring young men to help drive the animals or collect wood and
water. Mrs. Margaret Haun of Cl'inton, Iowa, confessed that when
they started for California she had never cooked before, having
been born in a slave state. But the cook they had engaged for the
journey quit after her firEl night on the plains, and Mrs. Haun
had to assume her dut'i es. "
Hel en McCowen Carpenter and her
husband also hired three young men to assist them, while her
father &gok a1 ong h.i s "man, " an Engl i sh yeoman named John
Fossett.-' Mrs. Haun recalled that one helper read as he walked,
the second was a college dropout, and the third was'in love with^6
girl in the train with the symbol"ic name of M'iss America West.""
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Harris on the southern trail took alono a
husband and wife, both slaves, to drive and cook and wash.br in.
diaries also sugEest regional attitudes toward domestic work.
Yankee men sometimes shared the domestic chores with their wives;
the impressjon was that the Missouri men never did. Indeed, the
abuse Missouri men and male^children qave
provoked universal disgust.bz

At this point traditional

ways

their

wives and mothers

of categorizing

women by

regjon, c1ass, and occupational functions prove jnsufficient to
get at their own perceptions of themselves, their family ro'le, and
their overland experiences. A cjose reading of womenrs diaries
suggests that age had a great deal to do with their conception of
the overland trek. Girls jn their teens saw the trip as a great
adventure. It was both a release from routine chores and a chance
to do things normally forbidden them, such as riding horses and
herding cattle pgd mingling intimately with a sizable community
the entire way." As John D. Unruh noted, newspapers felt that
the overland trip was a perfect honeymoon fg6 newlyweds; and that,
indeed, 'is how many young couples saw it."' That did not mean,
however, that teen-aged girls or young married women had any real
voice in the decision to go west. That decision was almost always
a male one. Women rvith children and older women saw the trip in a
far different 1ight, and their presence on thg"trail did not stem
from a sense of adventure but a sense of duty. "' As John Faragher
and Lill'ian Schlissel have demonstrated, the woman's sphere in the
mid-ninteenth century Midwest was confined to a family circ1e and
a small community. Her wor'ld was one of relations and friends,
mostly female. Inevitably these women mourned the loss of the
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extended family environment that they had left behind them far
rore than the men did, for in a s.ignificant number of cases the
cverland woman had a family confidant who was neither her husband
ror her mother. Most of!:n it was a sister-in-1aw, an aunt, a
reighbor's wife, a brothe'f, a cousin, an unc1e, or even a father.
The strength of this connection, or of the cult of lsisterhood,,,
cecame evident when some women consented to go only after a c1o5g
female relative had joined the party or had already gone west.oo
Yet once the women had adjusted to the realities of the
irai1, they set up intelligent routines, planned from day to day,
insisted on regu.lar mea1s, tried to keep their famiiies- healthy,
and sometjmes managed to protect the draft animals from abuse.
Their presence forced men to thjnk twice about picking fights with
Indians or dashing off to chastise Indian raiders. Mrs. -Haun saw
women as the stabilizing influence in her wagon train.o/
American women in California and 0regon came to d-isplay
exceptional independence on occasion. Indeed, the supreme irony
sometimes occurred when the wife became the breadwinner by making
money as a laundress or by running a boardi6g house while her
unemployed husband searched va.inly for go1d."o In both states,
however, the limited Victorian status of women was quickly re:
established both in a practical and a lega'l sense. The women
themselves were often so determined to restore the level of'life
and culture they had left behind that they campaigned for schools
or demanded that the family move into town so that the children
could go to school. This crusade to restore the old life--and
especially the advantages of schooling--was certainly;gne of the
reasons women went into pofitics and demanded the vote."
Parental journals have less to say about children than one
might expect. While the parents were concerned about them, they
found their way jnto the d'iaries when they had an accident or
became ill.
The dianies of younger children on the trail suggest
that it was a three- to six-month picnic in which they played,
roamed, rode ponies, helped drive the cattle, and did chores for
their parents. Understandably, the events of clfildbirth
and the
death of an 'infant were covered more thoroughly. /u
Wi th the fami ly context i n mi nd as a major i nsti tuti ona l
factor in the overland trails experience, and assuming that it is
significant that not only were the women,s responses to the trip
different from those of the men, but a'lso that they responded
differently at different ages, let us turn to the experiences of
men between the ages of sixteen and forty-fjve on the overland
trail. An explanation seems jn order as to why they are the main
subject of this paper and are being treated in greater detail than

women and

children.
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F'irst, it seems worthy of investigation that such a large
of men who went west in the years 1843-69, whether
married or unmarrie$, were young men. It seems probab'le that a
majority of them were 'in their late teens or twenties. A sampl ing
of fifty-six djaries or journals in which ages are given indicated
that two were between six and ten (these were memoirs), eight were
between ten and twenty, and ten were between the ages of twenty
and thirty. Internal ev.idence suggests that twenty-three more
were also in their twent'ies, so that actually fifty-eight percent
of the sample were in the'ir twentjes. 0f the remaining thirteen,
eight were between thirty and forty, four between forty and fifty,
and one was between fifty and sixly. Seventy-six percent of the
total sample were under age forty. ''
Second, since the decision to go west was largely determjned
by ma1es, it becomes important to inquire'into the motives for
taking the trip and to see if their own perceptions of the trails
experience can be fathomed.
A third reason for pursuing the story of young men on the
overland trail is that it provides an opportunity to test a recent
hypothesis posed by Dr. Daniel J. Levinson of the Department of
percentage

Psychology, Yale University, about the way ado'lescent men mature

into adulthood. In 1968, Dr. Levinson and h'is assistants began a
of forty men of middle age to determine phases and periods
of the development of "the individual life" in the broadest sense
of that term. The men came from four occupationa'l groups: hourly
wage workers, business executives, academic biologists, and novelists. They represented varjous origins, income groups, and social
values,
Each was intervjewed extensively as,J,o his occupation,
'love reiationships, marriage, and fanily 1ife. "
Dr. Levinson's fjndings suggest that the adult life structure
goes through a "sequence of alternating stable periods and transition periods," the stable periods lasting"six to eight years and
the transitional ones four to five years.'" "The meaningful event
and its imprint on the person will depend on tlg developmental
period and the life structure in which it occurs.""
Since there were such large numbers of young men on the
overland trai1, Dr. Levinson's model becomes useful with the
period of "Ear1y Adult Transition," ages seventeen to twenty-two,
which represents the years of transitjon into early.adulthood when
a youth is "half jn and half out" of his family.'" Young George
McCowen immediately springs to mind as an example.
The second stage, that of "Entering the Adult i^lor1d,'r comes
between twenty-two and twenty-eight, during which one tries "to
test out a structure that providg5 a v'iable l.ink between the
valued self and the adult society."" In this stage the young man
has escaped from the family and formed a new "home base of his
own.t' He now has a "mentor," someone other than hjs father, whom
study
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he can iook up to or take advice from. At the same time he has
probably setiled on an occupation, chosen a mate, and developed a
l ife sty1e.'' During this stage, observes Dr. Levinson, he is
torn by a sense of adventure--of keeping open his options--and a
desire to settle down.
There follor* a questioning of these earlier des'ires during
the next transition period, the 'r$ge Thirty Crisis," lasting from
age twenty-eight to thirty-three.'" Finally a second adult ljfe
structure is evolved between the ages of thirty-two and thirtynine or forty in whjch the young adult tries to become establjshed
jn the world. Stjll the crises are not ended, for there is yet
another period of self-doubt and questioning in the late thirties,
and a "Mid-Life Transjtion" occurs between ages forty and fortyfive in which thgoman assesses his past life and tries to sort out
hi

val ues. ' '
It would be

s real

that values and attitudes
livjng in the second half of the
twentjeth century could be appljed to men who found themselves on
the overland trails in the mjddle of the last century. But the
broad categories outlined by Dr. Levinson seem an extraord'inarily
useful devjce for exploring more fu11y tt6attitudes and responses
of men of various ages who did go west."" Categorization by age
might also help expla'in the relatjon of certain men to thejr
fami I i es.
It should be clear from the outset that there are not
suffic'ient materials in the djarjes to construct any model of male
adult behavior; but if one reads the diaries by age category, it
appears that those migrating jn their teens or twenties, even
though they m'ight be married with children, tended to do so for
reasons ofopxploration and adventure rather than to settle or to
mine go1d."' 0f course, few persons, no matter what age, went to
California jn 1849-51 with the jntention of settf ing. They
thought they would "See the Elephant," make their pi1e, and return
home in triumph. But those go'ing to 0regon and those going to
California before 1849 and after 1851 usually had exploration or
settlement in mjnd if they were in their twentjes. Even that js
too simp'le an explanation. If we look more closely at the
McCowen-Carpenter family we find that young George McCowen went
for excjtement and adventure. Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter, hjs
brother-jn-law and his sister, had begun their married life in
Bleed'ing, Kansas (where they lived near an aunt and an uncle), but
had decjded it was the wrong place for them. Carpenter was
settling !9wn- a. second time...The.seni4y McCowens were obviously
making a final decision to settle down."
Although the mot'ives and careers of scores of male migrants
seem to agree with Dr. Levjnson's model in a general way, the
careers of three diarists seem to follow the model w.ith startling
absurd

associated with age-drives

preci

s

to
in

suggest

men

i on.
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George !. q. Evans was a young Ohio lawyer in niC
twenty-ninth year when the gold-rush fever struck him in 1849.""
Four years earlier he had been a pioneer of sorts when he helped
organize Defiange County in the extreme northwest corner of Ohio.
He probably diiI- so in connection with an older cous'in or unc1e,
Pi erce Evans , who may have been hi s "mentor. "
George Evans
married, had a son, and in 1844, at age twenty-four, was elected
Mayor of Defiance. To all appearances he had settled down. But
in 1849 he and fourteen of his neighbors and friends went to
Californ'ia by an absurdly difficult route across northern Mex'ico.
One of his cousins, Rinaldo Evans, started out with him but turned
back with half $fre company rather than contjnue over the harrowing
Mexican route. "- But Evans persisted, exp'lain'ing in his diary
that "California, the land of my search, sti'l 'l 'l 'ies many leagues
in advance, but with the blessings of a just and righteous God I
expect to reach jts limits and be enabled to reap jts benefits and
ass'ist in attenuating the wanlp of misery consequent upon the
misfortune of my fe11ow beings."""
These were noble sentiments; but if one reads between the
1ines, it appears that Evans had had a bitter dispute with someone
back home, possibly his wife, for his sense of guilt over leaving
his family was overpowering. Evans suffered from migraine headaches, and by the time he arrived in California he was also
seriously ill from a number of ailments. In hjs thirtieth year he
suddenly began to see the value of t'ime. Man has free wi11, he
wrote, "but if we neglect to use the tjme given to or set apart
for the discharge of those duties, we dre but spendthrifts and
squanderers of an important part of our patrimony, and when lost
jt can never [g regained. Time is money, and we are bound to
economize it.""'
However one wishes to describe it, Evans was
experiencing self-doubts about his career. Liver trouble, co1ic,
scurvy, and ennui took over and he djed in December 1850. Ridden
with anxiety about his wjfe and ch'ild, whom he feared had djed
from a cho'lera epidemic, Evans learned just before he died that
a'lthough his w'ife and child hg{ survived, he had lost an uncle and
two cousins from the disease."'
Meanwhile his cousin Rinaldo moved from Ohio to Iowa, where
he lived for eight years before moving to Californja where he had
brothers living. But after a time he returned to Defiance to
live. Rinaldo, too, hadogxplored, but unlike George Evans he had
come home

to settle

down,""

Another 0hio man, John A. Johnson of Lower Sanduskyo also
in 1849."- His
left his wife and children to go to Caljfornja
stated and undoubtedly sincere purpos&,.,was I'health and money," for
he had a wretched pai r of 1 ungs. '" Throughout hi s sojourn,
Johnson was certainly one of the most homesick men ever to go to
California. References to his family appear as a refrajn throughout his diary and letters. "Indeed," he wrote, "I never knew
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before how much my interest and affection wa61 wrapped up in
theirs. But I find I can always live and learn.""' Johnson, like
Evans, also became ill and in 1850 came home via panama and New
0rleans, sufferi ng from co1ds, kidney stones, and diarrhea.
"Indeed, I thinlgall should almost be w'i lling to be thrown into fits
to get ri{ of the diarrhea, as the fits might be cured in this
country."-' Yet his was stil'l a wandering spirit. While jn
Ca1ifornja he dreamed of moving on to Hawaii to raise farm
products for the California miners. Besides health and money,
Johnson had another reason for going to California;, in one of his
letters he confessed that he hated Lower Sandusky.'"
Theodore E. Potleq was born on the Michigan frontier, the son

of a TEiF$-lvania taitor

who had turned surveyor and frontiersman

"n6ft" to Ohio, Indiana, and Illino'is at age
nineteen as a surveyor.-- Wherever Potter senior moved, incidental1y, there were relatiyes who had preceded him, and others came
along soon to join him.'" When Potter senior died, Mrs. Potter,s
relatives from New York state appeared on the scene to take her
and her brood back with them. But she announced that after all
that movjng she wished to put down roots in Michigan.eb
Young Theodore grew up with an older brother acting as
surrogate father. He resented his brother's authority and, while
a teenager of seventeen, begged to be allowed to go to California,
but his mother refused permission unt'il he was twenty. In 1852 he
and two young companions from his township joined a wagon train in
Missouri in which they found an older Michigan man, Wil'liam
Sherman, who was an expert frontiersman. He soon became Potterls
Imentor." Sherman, aged fifty, came to be known as Uncle Bi11y.v/
Young Potter desperately wanted to be known as a "man" on the
trip, but at the end of the journey, the ladies in the party
insisted that they be allowed to give him a farewell kiss since !g
and had himself gone

in the group and therefore wasrrthe boy.','"
Trajned in woodsmanship in Michigan, Potter went into sawmi'l1ing in California and made money. Theno[e made more cash as a
miner--enough to come home and buy a farm. " But he experimented
with other jobs, made bad investments, went filjbustering south of
the border, and fina11y, after four years' absence, returned to
Michigan. Shortly thereafter, while in process of taking his
"favorite" sjster to schoo'l 'in New York state, Potter struck out
for California; but the Mormon War of 1857 delayed his journey and
he returned home instead. This time hjs mother gave him a tonguelashing, say'ing, inr6f,fect, that he was twenty-fjve and it was
time to settle down.'"" Potter married and moved to the I'linnesota
frontier where he lived for ten years. There he took part in the
Sioux War of the 0utbreak and in the Civil War. But in the end he
returned to Michigan where he became a very-,g14ccessfu1 lumberman,
a variation of his first job in California.*"' It seems safe to
had been the youngest
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say that Potter did not really settle until he was almost forty.
His trip to California was for adventure, not go1d, and h.is
Minnesota years certa'in1y coincided with a transitional period in
his ear'ly thirties.
Certain 0regonfdiaries appear to support Dr. Levinsonrs
argument that between ages twenty-two and twenty-n'ine, one is
affected by a mentor and a "special woman." John L. Johnson, aged
twenty-one, went to 0regon with his paqg4t{-tnE nEverenO Nelt
Johnson and his wife, and family in 1851.'"' Although it was John
who kept the account, the behavior of his father is fu11y as
reveal ing. The Reverend Johnson had homesteaded 'in Illinois as a
young man and had been elected probate judge of his county, but jn
1847, after being defeated for reelection, he moved to lowa. When
the gold rush came the Reverend Johnson wanted to go, but wjth ten
chjldren in his household, all under twenty years of age, he dared
not 1g6rie. Instead he fretted for two years and went to 0regon in
1851.t"" (Since going to California was considered a materialistic act, and Oregon represented stability and homesteads, some
faint hearts on the trail to Californja actually sw'itched to the
Oregon tra'il once they had reached the div'iding point at Fort
Hall. One is reminded of Vance Packard's observation in The
Hidden Persuaders that a family man out to buy a car lo616
Toffigty ;I- t66_sports car in ihe showroom window but winds up
buying the four-door sedan out on the back 1ot.)
Throughout the trip young John Johnson was half at war wjth
his father--jn Levinsonrs words, "half in and half out of the
family." He found a mentor of his oun in one Mr. Jones, a
Missourian in the train who was the age of his father. Unljke his
own father, Mr. Jones was easygoing and good-natured. The Jones
family sang and joked as they marched a1ong, and Mr. Jones's
daughter, Jane, became John Johnson's rrspecial woman.r' After much
j:;l:ti66" from his own father, John eventua'l1y mamied Jane
One of the most extraordinary examples of a young man with an
extended family, a mentor, and a special woman can be fp6rpd in the
career of Randall Hewjtt, who went to 0regon in 1862."' Hewitt
was born in-NEw-lorf state where he was trained as a printer and
machinist. He settled in t4ichigan as a printer but remained in
close touch with relatives in Illinois and Missouri. Although
Randall's father was alive and appears to have been a successful
man, Randal I was greatly attracted to an uncle in Dundee,
Iilinois, Christopher Hewitt, who had been,EBpointed to the
supreme court of Washington Territory 'in 1862.'"" Young Randall
decided to go west with the judge and his family. The party also
included the judge's niece and her husband. During the trip
Randall tAU in love with "Miss E11en," a cousjn whom he married
in 1865.t'' Randall's own recollection of the trip was that he
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had gone because of the "we'ird g'lamour" of the West, "a ionging
for adventure and exlilinO experiences" and a boyhood fascination
with Lewis and Clark.

Those who traveled over'land had such a common mass experience
that it provides an opportunity to test the impact of the front'ier
experience on both the individual and on the family. From the
foregoing discussion it would appear that the presence of the
family cushioned and limited the effect of the frontier on the
'individual. Furfher, it looks as if women in particular arrived
in 0regon or Caljfornia determined to restore the life they had
left behind. Mrs. Carpenter spoke for many when she wrote during
one of the more gruelling parts of the trip that she was fearful
"that what we are obliged to endure each day is robbing us of a'll
sentiment;6[t is to be hoped that we will not be permanently
changed."'"- For some women the overland experience was an aberration, not an adventure or an education. ggftlissel calls it a
tjme of "social dislocation" for the women."' The response of
young people, both male and female, on the other hand, was to see

it

as great adventure.
In the case of male adolescents and men between the ages of
sjxteen and forty, it appears that the maturing process was inextricably mixed up with the frontier experience. That dual process
or jnteraction had gone on'long before 0regon lands and California
gold had been discovered, for if we look at the parents of the
persons who went to California or 0regon we begin to see that they
themselygg moved once or twice--usual1y twice--over a twenty-year
period,"' If they were adults, the first move was usually made
when they were in their twenties, the second when they were jn
their thirties or early forties. It seems possible, therefore,
that the coincidence of physical moves from the parental home or
community toward the West combjned the frontier experience with
the rite of passage to nanhood.
In the second move (or moves) the mature man made what he
hoped was his permanent and final settlement. But the act of
achieving full maturity was once again tied to physical movement
across a frontier region and mastery of a new environment. It is
no wonder, then, that the term "front-ier" carries such masculine
connotations, for the frontier experience coincided with the years
in whjch young men were, with or without a nuclear or extended
family, becoming true adults.
Obviously many parts of Dr. Levinson's mode'l pose problems
for the historjan. Not only are we unable to interview the overcontemporary atti tudes towards fami ly and
I and mi grants ,
occupation are notably different from those of the nineteenth
century as wel l. The contemporary pressures to choose a profession or a particular job is far greater today than it was then.
As James

S.

Coleman has observed;
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When ours was an agrarian society the needs of
youth were necessari ly subordinate to the economjc
struggle, and the rudimentary occupational requisites
permitted them to be brought quickly into adult

productivity

In short, the task of socialization was resolved by early and c11!inual interaction
with the parents and nearby adults.

One could start life at eighteen or twenty, writes Coleman,
a success by twenty-four or twenty-five in the nineteeqr|!

and be

century. Tha$ is certainly not the dominant pattern today.-'"
There also seAms to be an implied determinism in Dr. Levinson's
model wh'ich most historians would be reluctant to accept as a
premi se.

Sti I I , the study of the di fferent responses of men of
ages to a common experience seems useful and promising.
Indeed, on one level the Levinson model seems timeless. Georges

different

Duby, writing about the young in the aristocratic society of
twelfth century France, has found that. "youth" lasted from [!6
time a man was dubbed a knight to the time he became a father.
The t'ime in between, often last'ing from his teens to age fortyfive, was one ofrrnon-attachmentil and I'errantry,'r and "the life to
be most desired was to travel through many lands seeking prizes
and adventure." Nor did the youth set out alone, for he would be
"escorted by a counselor chosen by his father," The counse'lor
(mentor) was also a youthful person but "one with more experience,
and his task would be to advise and reitra'in the companion, complete his education, and see that the,r4pte they followed took in
all the most profitable tournaments."'"' The counselor and his
companion often joined bands of friends who loved one another ljke
brothers and toured together. Again it 'is dangerous to draw any
extended comparisons between twelfth-century knights errant and
overland youth--though the careers of Vincent Geiger and Wakeman
Bryarly and even Theodore Potter as soldiers of fortune seem
remarkably similar to that of the aging knight. But the study of
age. ca{.fgories and relationships remajns promising for any
perr oo.

Reaching beyond any mode1, it seems apparent that by
analyzing a Iarger number of overland diaries and journals written
by ordinary persons under stress, we can not only draw conclusions
about nineteenth-century fami'ly relations and values, but also
about the social attitudes of the writers towards Indians,
Mexjcans, ha1 f-breeds, Mormons, Blacks, and other ethnic or
regional groups whom they encountered. 0n the whole their brush
with foreigners and minorities made them more patriotjc and prejudiced than before. But most importantly, the diaries tel l us that
the pioneers were pushing back and molding the frontier rather
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to it. For young men, that was a dramatic rite of
to mastery and adulthood, and it took place at a time w!17

than succumbing
passage

middle-class values were creating the concept of adolescence.--'
It should be remembered, however, that the cutting edge of the
frontier process was not a mere 'individual but often a family.
"We are," wrote one dj4g:ist of his train, "thirteen families of
about eighty persons."^^" His dual definition is a key to understanding the psychology and sociology of the overland trails
experi ence.

t
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Freedom and lndividualism: The Historian's
Conception of the Cornboy and the Cattleman
Don D. V\Alker

Since the time of Crbvecoeur and Tocqueville, the question of
American character traits has been a paramount concern to commentators on the American people. With the work of David Riesman and

others, we have assumed that a basic shjft took place in the
American character from individual ism to conformity (jnnerdirected to other-directed). Perhaps nowhere has the image of a
basical'ly individual'istic character been more pronounced than.in
the characterization of the nineteenth-century frontiersman-particu'l arly the cowboy.
In this groundbreaking essay, Don D. Walker, professor of
English and director of the American Studjes program at the
University of Utah, questions the assumptions of the place of
indivjdualism 'in the character traits of cowboys. Through the use
of textual criticism, he has found that, far from relying on the
primary sources to document cowboy individualism, historians have
interpreted statements and writings by cowboys from a preconception which made it impossible to achieve anything approaching
balance in their analysis.
This essay has most certainly opened an area for research
which should lead to further questioning of widely held assumptions about the character traits of front'iersmen in particular and
the American people in general. If ourimage of the character of
cowboys is wrong, perhaps the same may be true of the mythology
which has developed around mounta'in men, farmers, and prospectors.
It may be that Americans were never real1y inner-directed .in
Riesman's sense and that our contemporary attitudes have brought
about the creat'ion of an image of the past American character
which never existed.
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of the basic works in the
of the cattle trade, Edward Everett Dale observes
that fiction, poetry, and painting have in many cases given',an
entirely false concpption of the industry and the region jn which
it was carried on.'r' One supposes the historian also means here a
false conception of the cattlemen and cowboys. Although The Range
Cattle Industry js an economic history of the industry and thus
concerned primarily with acres grazed, cattle counted, and prices
or losses ensuing, 'it does nevertheless suggest some features of
the men involved. Indeed, the final paragraph of the history,
with its perorative emphas'is upon the men lwho met hardship and
danger and financial reverses" in an inspirational fEghion,
clear'ly implies a certain conception of the cattlemen.' One
supposes tlat thi s concepti on shoul d be regarded as a true
concepll on.
A l though Dal e at no poi nt defj nes the cattl emen' s phi osophy
as 'individualism, one nevertheless supposes that he shares with
other historians a conviction about the central aptness of this
value-charged term. "It was quite natural," he writes at one
point, I'that the ranchman should cling closely to the old idea
that 'a government governs best which governs 1east,' and should
even at the present time be somewhat chary of government efforts
to help the range cattle interests . ."- Beyond this view,
usually labeled rugged individualism, is the tqxtual possibi lity
of yet other kinds and degrees of individualism."
One historical conception of the cattleman, then, is that he
was an individualist, that he was a believer in individualism. Is
this a true conception?
l.lhile academic historians of the cattle trade have said
little about the cowboy's freedom, the traditional hjstorjcal view
has tended to see him as "fascinated with the free untremmeled
life of the west."o Economic or geographical historians like
0sgood, Da1e, Webb, and Pelzer might well have troub.le fitting a
personal freedom i nto thei r someti mes determi ni sti c western
worlds.' Furthermore, since this freedom was often guaranteed by
nature, the modern scientific historian might well shy away from
the mythic ground of romantic primitivism. Yet other historians,
or at least other writers purporting to deal with historical
reality rather than with myth or fiction, have persisted in
defining the cowboy as a lover of freedom.
A handful of statements, over three-quarters of a century,
will illustrate this conception of the cowboy. "The charm of
ranch 1ife," wrote Theodore Roosevelt in 1885, "comes in its
freedog and the vigorous open-air existence it forces a man to
lead."" According to Willjam Macleod Raine and Will C. Barnes,
the cowboys with a trail herd from western Texas had "a wild, free
1ife, far from most of the restrictions that resjdents of towns
In

The Range Cattle Industry, one

historiography

1
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and cities accept without question."9 And fina11y, in 1965
Ramon F. Adams observed of Bob Kennon: "A typical cowboy, he did
not marry until late'in life because of his love for the freedom
of his profession: that right.., f,o wander as he pleased, see new
country, and make new friends."'" Freedom from town restrjctions
may not of course be exactly the freedom that Roosevelt valued;
freedom to wander may not be the same as freedom from a city's
1egal restrajnts. But all of these observations seem to recognize
in the cowboy a personal sense of impulse unconditioned by close
social pressures. Maybe he wanted to ride up one grass-covered
jnstead of another grass-covered hill; maybe he wanted to see
hill
'if the boss and
biscuits at the next ranch were better;-pf maybe
he merely wanted to fire hjs six-shooter at the moon.-* Supposedly, being a cowboy opened and increased his options. And
supposedly this mattered to him to the point thal whatever the low
pay and the many hardships cowboying was the best of a1l possible
'I
i ves.

Another historical conception, then, is that the cowboy was
free, that he valued freedom in the cowboy way of life. Is this a
true conception?
I

Although the claim that the cattleman was an indivjdualist
has been made by many historians, for economy of discussion the
conception can be critically examined in the writings of two major
scholars of the cattle trade, Ernest Staples Osgood and Lewis
Atherton. Furthermore, although references to individualism are
many 'in these writings, especial ly in Atherton's, the textual
focus can be reduced to brief passages in The ley of the Catt'leman
and The

Cattle

Kings.

0sgood's work, the indjvidualism of the cattleman is an
assumption rather than an argued proposition. The historian's
study of organizat'ion indicated a slow formation of social groups,
a fundamental change of circumstances necessitating a fundamental
change in frontier character. In hig first 'isolated location, the
cattleman was "perforce unsocial,"" but with changed condjtions
"the characteristjc frontier indivjdual ism" ,;;uccumbed "to the
equally characteristic need for group effort.""
That the front'ier individua'iism was characteristic of the
cattleman apparently needed no proof here. At least 0sgood offers
none, as if proof is unnecessary. But whjle the clajm that the
catt'leman was unsocial may perhaps be accepted easi'ly, at least in
the sense qbpt isolation made organized society difficult if not
impossible,'- the jndividualism is another matter. Frontier
isolation does not necessarjly make individua'lism" 0n the contrary, as sociologists, psychiatrists, and novelists will testify,

In

7T

it

of self and intensify the human
for a group identity.-"
0sgood could start with the assumption of
. Apparently
jndividualism
because he accepted $re thesis of history's great
philosopher of frontier character.ro Although he does not cite
Turner at this specific point in The lgy of the Catileman, it is
safe, I bgJieve, to call Osgood a practtcing, -lT- n6t-devout,
may indeed diminish thq.sense

need

Turnerian.

t'

Frederick .iackson Turner's class'ic formulation came of course

n the essay of 1893, "The Si gni fi cance of the Frontj er j n
American History": "To the frontier the American intellect owes
its striking characteristics. " Among these is r,that dominant
'individualism, working for good
a{d for evi1, and wjthal that
buoyancy which comes with freedom."'" That jt works for more good
than evil is perhaps suggested in an earlier passage: 'rThe fro4;
tier individualism has from the beginning promoted democracy.,'t'
What was the historical evidence to justify such a claim? The
documentation is sketchy here, to say the least.
One turns, then, to another historian, this tjme for a
history of the h'istorjan himself. Following Turner through the
genesis of the frontier thesis, Ray Aljen Billington has written
what seems to me an earnest but curious piece of history--although
Billington himself obviously does not see it in this way. Where
did Turner find the characterjstic individualjsm? He may have
read an essay by E. L. Godkin, editoq,.,of The Nation, noting that
frontier life fostered individualism.au He may have-read l,jill.iam
Graham Sumner's articles crediting vacant lands, and underpeopled
territories with stimulating jndividualism." He may have
absorbed the ideal rgf individualism from the agrarian myth of the
nineteenth century." He took note of some conclusions in Herbert
L. 0sgood's 'rEngland and the Colonies.r' rrNo conditions are so
favorable to the growtfi of individua]ism as frontier 'life
Society is atomized,"" He was pleased, says Billington, with
Robert Baird's View of the Yalley of the Mississippi, or the
Emigrant's ano tiavetter'!-euiaeE ure weTt witF-Tts sallEiy-6?
tiETtl IncllEingTfiaefnaence or tfroughJ-Tnd action.',24 And he
probably found support in Achille Loria's cla'ims that free land
"infused a conscie2p Isic] of liberty,', that it fostered an
antisocial tendency.'
It is curious that in alI of this source material there'is
not one piece of firsthand historical evidence, not one scrap of
proof that Turner knew frontieri ndivjdua'l ism jn any imrnediate
form, not one instance of grounding his generalization in the
individualisms of concrete historical persons. One cannot say
that Turner demonstrated that the frontjer engendered individuali sm; one cannotr^ say that Bi l f i ngton demonstrates that Turner
demonstrated it.-" Yet clearly there are conceptions here. There
is indeed a compelling logic in the views of Godkin, Sumner, and
i
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others, and there is a compelling logic in the thesis of Turner.
The conceptions, however, are ideological, not h'istorjcal. They
are perhaps true conceptions in the sense that they are coherent
within the structure of the American democratic ideology, but this
'is a quite different proposition from saying that they are true to

the concrete nature of hjstorical persons.
This is not of course to say that individualism was not a
frontier characteristic. The evidence so far considered does not
justify that sort of negative historical proposjtion. It is to
say that in writing h'istory we need to know indivjdualism inductively from concrete evidence, not deductively from ideological
principles. In the 'instance of the cattlemen, we need to know
from the cattlemen themselves. Where better to make a start?
As historian, Atherton seems at first reading a good bit
closer to these cattlemen. "Ranchers and cowboys a1ike," he
writes, ".
expressed allegiance to individualism from the
earljest days of the cattle kingdom. In describing ranchers and
drovers, Joseph G. McCoy used word after word that correlated
n'ice1y with that concept. Such men were hardy, self-reliant,
free, 'independent, and acknowledged no superior or master jn the
whole wide universe. Possessed as they were wjth a strong innate
sense of right andryrong, they quickly resented any infringement
on their freedoms. "The burden of evidence here fal'ls entirely upon McCoy's
Historic Sketches of the Cattle Trade. But historically is that
wortr the soTTolround-TtfEit6n l![EFently takes it to be? The
'importance of H'istoric Sketches is beyond dispute. Published jn
1874, it provided contemporary observations by a leader in the
cattle trade. It does, as itsoguthorintended, give much "practical and correct information."'" However, to suppose that it .is
thus a compendium of objective fact and interpretation would be
naive ind"fJ. In style and manner, it is often humorous and
satirical.'- Clearly it is touched with the sometimes fjerce
prejudices of its author.
Undoubtedly McCoy knew a good many cattlemen. Yet how
objective was his conception of them? Consider three observatjons
in the passage cited by Atherton. "They are disposed to measure
every man' s
on and prompti ng moti ves by the rul e of
",.,actiOne may suppose that McCoy as a business man
selfishness."""
empirical'ly knew this selfish characteristic of many cattlemen.
Atherton, it shou1d be noted, does not include this negative side
to the individualism of the rancher. 'rl,ijth a strong inate lsicl
they lSouthwestern cattlemen] are,
sense of right and wrong
as would naturally be supposed, when the manner of their.life is
considered, a hardy, self-re'liant, free and independent c1asq.'
acknowledging no superior or masters in the wide universe. ""'
Whether or not this says anything reliable about the existential
nature of individual cattlemen, it does epitomize a basic notion
1a
/J

in what.J would call the frontier ideology of the nineteenth
century.-- But surely, in any kind of rigor and sophist.ication of
historical anthropology, one cannot jn the twentieth century
attribute a strong innate sense of right and wrong to anybody.

That conception ii simply too transceniental to be ither than an
archajc faith from a time past.
The most striking, indeed the most radical, proposition in
McCoy's formu'lation of the cattlemanrs individua'lism is the
foliowing: "Each man seems to feel h'imself an independent sovereign, and as such capable of conducting his affairs in his own
wdy, subject to nobody 9; nothing save the wishes, tastes and
necessities of himself. """ To match the first clause of this
sentence, one must go to the writings of the philosophical anarchists, Warren, Andrews, and Tucker. But did McCoy mean what they
meant, that the individua'l self is sovereign and thus not only
entitled to its own unique identity but also respectful of the
sovereignty of other jndividual selves? It is, I submit, diff.icult, if not impossible, to find this kind of philosophical
'i ndividualism in the
documents c'l ose to the concrete catilemen.
As historians, we do not know that the frontier l.ife of the
cattlemen "atomized" his society. Whj le soc'iety was ,thighly
rarefied," to use the metaphor of Webb in The Great plains, we do
not i I I um inate thei r human and socia.l conAitionly--a&l.i ng that
"the hum4p particles were far apart, and they oscilated over wide
spaces.""' Even if the image cou'ld be val.idated historjcally, it
would be a strange vehicle to represent the heroic individual.ism
vaiued by Turner, Webb, Da1e, and almost every other frontier
historian. If jt has an aptness 'in the historical writings of
Henry Adams, it seems incongruous when related to the persons of
John Chisum or Shanghai Pierce or Charles Goodnight. To thin
society'is not to atomize it. To force men to become self-reliant
does not force them to regard their selves as sovereign. There is
no evidence so far as I know that Goodnight, however independent
and self-reliant he may have seemed to be, regarded himself as
sovereign. And certain'ly there js no evidence that he regarded
all othgg men as having a unique value in the'ir individua'l
persons.

H'istoriographically there are two sorts of difficulties jn
the conception that the cattleman was a believer in jndividualism.
There i s , fi rst of al 1 , the prob.l em of knowi ng what the term
signifies, and then there js the problem of knowing that the
signification truly rises from the concrete thoughts and actions

of historic

It

persons.

seems reasonable

to

suppose

that R. H. Williams

was making

a ver"ifiable observatjon when he wrote, r'The range probiem of
management i q. more i ndi vi dual i sti c than any other system of
agriculture."-' In the sense that management decisions and the
tasks of implementing these decisions fa11 upon a man alone on his
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own ranges, the management function is indjvidualjstjc. And this
would have been more generally true a hundred years ago than
today. It would have been particularly true of trajl driving, for
even several years' experience, the emergence of routine practices, and the structuring of the long event into a plan could not
eliminate the chanciness and the consequent need for urgent decisjons and impqo;nptu actions. Trail driving must have developed
self-rel iance.-'
responsibility must have developed
"olsolated
self-sufficiency.'"
The caf[,1eman may indeed have grown accustomed to having his own way."' And when organized society crowded
in and began trying to solve his problems for him, he may well
have resented thi s governmenta l i nterference. l{hen he spoke

po'litically,

he spoke

in

tones

of self*reliance.

Evgp

his organi-

zations ironically advocated a rugged individualism.'"
But this, it seems to me, 'is about as far as one can go.
When Sumner wrote about individual ism, he probably meant a
laissez-faire doctr.ine seemingly sanctioned by social Darwinism.
TnaTvIOuats Tn th'is natural competitive env.ironment must indeed be
rugged. With its emphasis upon natural rights and power, this
individualism was of course a new kind of primitivism. But whatever the pride in ruggedness, it had l'ittle to do with the
philosophy that g'ives a metaphysical and moral sanctity to the
indivjdual person. If the frontier fostered %Ily u rugged individualjsm, jt did little to enggnder democracy.'Yet the frontier ideology'was democratic. It put value upon
individuaiism, upon the unse'lfish as well as the selfish kind.
And in a later time, as"individualism has continued to be valued,
perhaps in the context of what Graham lrlallas called the Great
Society to be valued even more, there has consequently been a kind
of cultural pressure upon history to give a historical as well as
moral validation of individualism.
Perhaps thi s i deol ogi ca1 pressure can he1 p expl ai n the
curious gap which sometimes seems to exist between the reluctant
personal evidence and the earnest h'istorical interpretation of jt.
A case in point: In his introduclion to James C. Shaw, North from
Texas, Herbert 0. Brayer notes that "the cattleman and fiIETaffi
were wedded to the concept of unlimited time and space, freedom of
movemept,

and individualistic action characterjstic of

the

To this observation he adds that "though mi1itantly
independent and indivjdual istic throughout his entire 1 ife, he was
a firm believer ir;.the efficacy of cooperative action within the
cattle industry."'" However, Shaw's tetrl which follows does

West.

"'-

nothing whatsoever to support these clajms. "
Is, then, the conception that the cattleman believed in
individualism a true conception? True, we must answer, only in a
limited sense of that term and only in particular instances. The
grand generalizations we have been accustomed to reading must be
regarded with continuing doubt.
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The passing of the unfenced range brought many changes to the
cattle trade, and many of these have been dealt with jn fullness
and author.ity by the economic historians. But for reasons which I
have already suggested, one aspect of the fenced world has been
'left to other writers. I mean the absence of freedom and the
sense of loss that supposedly went with that absence. A cowboy
maker of verses spoke the lamgpt: "We've been too used to Freedom
on the Ranges Nature growed. "t'
Whatever the objective reality a hardheaded historian might
seek to know, a prevaifing view of the front'ier ranges has valued
their freedom, not merely because they were there to be used
without ownel"ship but also because they were presumably the
invigorating setting of personal liberty. Certainly this was what
might be ca1led the official view at the close of the nineteenth
century and in the decades following. A free front'ier was basic,
one might sdy, in the ideology of western ranges. It can be
called the offjcial v'iew because jt was called forth so frequentiy
on ritualistic occasions when the cattleman idealized h'imself and
hjs world. For exanple, speaking to the American National L.ive

Stock Association in 1906, Governor Alva Adams of Colorado, himself a stockman, described the ranges before fences and ditches as
"a vast territory of freedom." Cattlemen, he added, "have never
discarded the brave and manly fpaits that vrere theirs in the wi1d,

free life of the open range."-' From somewhat different perspectives, others wou'l d sound a sjm'i 1ar note. Wa'l ter Farwell, of the
wealthy family that owned the gigant'ic XIT Ranch jn Texas,
rem.inisced: "It is a compensation to have known the Panhandle at
the turn of the century, when the frontier was free and unrSgenerate, with c'ivjljzation and decorum still in the futLlre."-' And
the historian of the XIT wrote in one of his books: "There was
the freedom of the frontier, and a breaking of many g5 the bonds
of propriety that cramped some men in a settled land.""
These three c'laims about the frontier leave us with no clear
idea about its freedom. If freedom is wildness, we may seem to
have the untamed behavior of a cowboy shooting up a cowtown.
This letting 1oose, as we shall see, was indeed one way in which
the cowboy defined his freedom. The good governor, however,
probably meant wildness in a gentler sense. The freedom of the
wilderness is of course a wi ld freedom involving no necessary
image of violent and erratic behaviorno The wilderness freedom
mentioned by Turneli n his famous essay-'enticed Americans westward not so they could rajse he'I1 but because it supposedly opened
their spiritual possibilities. If one conce1ves the frontjer as
free and unregenerate while civilization is decorum and propriety,
one has, of course, a form of primitivism.
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It i s usefu'l to establ i sh thi s i deol ogi cai base before
considering the cowboy and his freedom. More than any other man
he became the embodirnent of frontier freedom. He seemed, as John
Clay wrote of the I&fan, "like a bird of the wilderness' accustomed to freedom. ""
"The basi c reason for the di fferences
between the cowboy and other men," wrote Stewart Edward l{hite'
"rests finally on an individual liberty, a freedom from restraint
either of soc'iety or copyention, a lawlessness, and accept'ing of
his own standard alone.""
But if the cowboy is to be defined in terms of hjs woq|--many
historjans and historical iiterary crit'ics 'insist on th'is"---then
cowboying was primarily a matter of riding horses, driving cows'
and roping and branding calves. And jf the cowboy was free, the
freedom should have been in his cowboying. If hjs work was a
funct'ion of the free range, his freedom shou'ld have been a function of his range 1ife.
However, consider some observations by men close to the
concrete I'i ie of the cowboy. " If I cou ld go up the fi"ai 1 , "
thought young Billie Timmons, "I'd have a freer life.""" The
young cowboy worked for Goodnight on his Cross J Ranch, and Goodirigni coutO have told him that the trip up the trail was."a rough,
haid, adventurous 1ife, but was not wjthout its sunny side;
when everything moved smoothly theolrip was an agreeable diversion
from the monotony of the range."'- McCoy could have added that
when the herd was so1d, a day of rejoicing camRRto the cowboy, for
then he could "go free and have a jo11y time.""" 0r as one cowboy
remembered in hls autobiography, when'the drive had reached Miles
City and the cowboys were to be paid off, "lrle were wild tq have
our freedqql, and now, at 1east, we were one happy bunch of cowpuncfiEillw So the cowboy escaped the monotony of the range by
going up the trail and then escaped the monotony of the trail by
getting wi'ld1y drunk in the cowtown. t'ihat kind of freedom was
thi s?
It is a curious fact, or at least a considered impression,
that freedom, like indjvidualism, has been a much more active word
in tnE-ioEEbulary of historians than in the vocabulary of cattlemen and cowboys. Almost anybody writing an introduction to a
One suspects
cowboy book cannot seem to get along without it.
again the ideologica'l need to affirm a frontier value. A case jn
point, In 1957, Wil'l Tom Carpenter's Lucky Z, A Cowmalls Autgbiography was publjshed with an introduiiion by Elton M'il-es' 0n

onE-piF of the introduction the following bits of frontier
are gathered: "a man's love of the freedom of the cattle
rhetogi! rrhalf-a
continent of unfenced prairies that seduced a man
trail,rr
and held him jealously," "the unfettered'life of the cattlejoyful
driver," "the free and flat grasslands," "h'isfreedomindeoendence." -'l,limjtless freedom of movement," "h'is
loving spirii."3/ The text of the autobiography, while it does
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speak of "the wide, wide wor'rd," shows nothing and says nothing
about freedom. 0n ,the contrary, it says a rJt about the hard,
hard work. A simirar absence of the experience and idea of
freedom can be noted in other diaries and so-called autobiographies. For example: In 1876, seventeen-year-ord
!,/ilriam emirey
Jackson helped drive a herd of catile frombregon to wyoming. Hi;
gives
diary
no sense whatsoever of a cowbo! rivin! a iife of
freedom. In fact the word lree is used only oice, and-that use is
unconsciously ironical. wh;;-he has been laio oir and his chores
have been turned over to someone e1se, hg-sa.ys. "I am like that
little darky now, ,I'se [a] free nigger.,',30 f,'C. ROUott, jn the
classic autobiography l,/e Pointed T.hem !9g!h, te11s of the cowboy's
r'ndependence, wildness, ano-tove oiTunl-out says armost nothing
about freedom. The two instances, as I shall point out, ari
revealing. He does, I should add, say a good bit about the long
hours and the hard work.
That many of the supposedly historical claims made about the
cowboy are^ ideoiogical can, I think, be suggested by a critical
consideration of two of the western conceitJlssociated with l,iill
Tom Carpenter: limitless freedom of movement and freedom-_1gglg
ggili!.. The hi st6FiEET-ExpeileiEe -or lnreiTcans ,ipi6
them
that 'in movement 1ay freedom, that distance and extendedospace
were essential to the geography of freedom. Go west across the
Atlantic. Go west across the Appalachian Mountains. Go west
across_ the rolling prairies. Westward, said Thoreau, is the
directjon of freedom. If you can move, you are free.
Americans moved, however, not because they were sucked into
the great vacuum of the West but because, as Turner said, they
loved freedom. Love of freedom was natural, inherent in th;
makeup of human nature. If the catilemen, as McCoy said, had an
innate sense. of .ight and wrong, the cowboy, others couid point
out, had an innate love of freedom.
Applied to l,iil1 Tom Carpenter, then, these notions have been
deduced from the democratic frontier ideology, not induced from
the concrete exi stential feel i ngs, thoughti, and actions of a
hi storica'l cowboy.
In historical retrospect, r.re should have seen, as Jefferson
did. see, that physical fiberty is not moral liberty. And had we
as historians looked closely at the supposed geography of freedom,
had we mapped it in its concrete detairs, rue-would hive seen that
movement was never limiiless, that a cowboy did not even have the
full measure of physical liberty attrjbuted to him.
l./as the cowboy, then, free? Was he a lover of freedom? i
assume when we ask these questions that we mean something more, or
other than, the freedom to leave the ranch or the herd in order to
have a wild time in Dodge City. Our answers here will depend upon
our data and the metahistorical assumptions we use to interpret
and organize these data. From the Marxist point of view the
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not free. The socioeconomic data may be thin, to say
the 1east, but this thinness did not prevent Marx's daughter and
her husband from assert'ing that the cowboy's "supposgfl 'freedom'
is no more of a reality" than is the factory worker's."" But this
conception of the cowboy is of course another ideological version.
In the context of the social Darwinism of the late nineteenth
century, the man of the range should have been seen as a product
of envi-rionmental forces acting to make the new social soecies
cowboy.ot And if the ranges were included in the block universe,
the pervasive determinism should have left the cowboy a mere pawn
of an impersonal biolog'ica1 destiny. This, too, wou.ld have been
another ideo'logical conception. The historian could not possibly
demonstrate empirically the causes and effects of a Darwinistic
development. He could only speak, as some did, the key words
natural selection and trust that this somehow explained something.
----T? one st,aiteA not from a covering principle of some kind but
from what the concrete evidence might te11' what answers were
possible? As already mentioned, E. C. Abbott mentions free or
ireedom twice in his recollections. Speaking of the Cheyennes and
their-?esperate return to their homelands, he says "you couldn't
blame them for that because they were^gnly savages and were fighting for their freedom'like savages."" This, it seems to me, is
to
more than a primitivistic clich6, doing little
little
illuminate the concrete motivations of the Indians and throwing
even less light on the cowboys' sense of themselves.
The other reference' though seemingly slight and casual, is
nevertheless revealing. "When I was eighteen or n-ineteen," the
cowboy remembers,rrl was so full of that shoot'ing business.a{
couldn't be free to enjoy myself, anyway not like I did later."""
In one popular version of the cowboy, what is sometimes called the
mythic version, he is free to arm hjmself with a six-shooter, free
t; engage in random shoot-outs, dying if he djes in an act of
total responsibility. The version is humanistically fa1se, not
because it leads to more gunfire than hjstory warrants but because
it 'is psychologically superficial. It says nothing about the
anxiety that goes with a 1one1y and potentially violent responsibility. The cowboy in such circumstances may not have felt free
at all, but if he did believe he acted freely, his freedom at best
cowboy was

was probably an anxious freedom.

1s, then, the conception that the cowboy believed in freedom
a true'conception? True, 'if true at all, we must answer again,
only in a limited sense and only in particular instances' i{e
know so little about the cowboy, about histo_r1cal persons
"eaily
who were cowboys, about the concrete sense in which they knew
themselves or by which others could perceptively know them, that
we should only with caution and reluctance make generalizalions
about them.
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lII
this'inconcrusive concrusion, the critic of
I believe, draw some useful observations. Obviousiy ahistory
major
problem in the historiography of the cattle trade at the point of
better understanding the men involved is the scarcity of i"eliable
concrete data. !'/e have an abundance of statistical materials on
such things as numbers of cows driven, sold, and slaughtered,
acres fenced, miles of wire strung; we have an abundance oi detail
about kinds of saddles, numbers of cinches, diameters of spur
rowels, designs of chaps. But we do not have adequate personal
information, the inside concrete particulars by which the
of the person can be known. yet even if our- study tablesnature
were
can,

Beyond

heaped with notes bearing a richness of such detai'1, that richness
wou'ld be a pedantic chaos unless we also had reliabie ways to sort

detail 'into true conceptions.
At the risk of a too tidy simplification, I suggest three
revisions or additions toward a better historiial ph'il6sophy and
methodology. At the point of some histo.ical concerns, pari.icuand organize the

1ar1y such conceptions as individualism and freedom, we need a
I mean a doctrine man
that not only holds the human facts in what I would callofhuman
coherence but is ever conditioned by the facts themse'lves. The
anthropological model must always be a tentative construct, what
the pragmatists called a finder, an idea used to bring particular
human phenomena into a meaningful, but perhaps tempoiaiy, unity.
For the-histo.ian
it should never be hypostasized inti'realiiy
itsel f, ba
As historians we need new historical sociologies. To say
that isolated ranchers were unsocial, that 1one1y line-riding
cowboys existed whoily outs'ide any kind of cultural tissue, is i
reductive evasion. !'/e have so long celebrated the independence of
range people, seeing them as reluctantly, begrudg.ingly brought
together in association, that we have tended to- believe that
n".".tari1v as empty of society as it js empty of
more adequate anthropoiogy. By adequate

:;:i;t.;ii:r".df
Fina'l ly we need new ideologies, or better still
no
ideolog'ies, if freedom from ideoiogy is indeed possible.bb
Ideologies do provide a sustaining tradition of concepts, a context of values important to the sense of purpose of a'people or a
nation. But if history means getting back to the way things were,
not the way we prefer that they be, if the ideological principles
substitute their meanings for the meanings that wL ought to dare
to derive empirically, then we are getting tradition or the
treasured past rather than history. Thus history must be radical
in the sense that it insist on go.ing back to a maximum concreteness, that'it be wi11ing, if necessary, to throw asjde the
conceptual baggage it has gathered so far. For what historians
6U

seek after al l is truth, not tine-honored conceptions, truth about
concrete persons in hjstorical times and p'laces, The cowboys and
cattlemen were such persons. Surely they, as much as presidents
and kings, deserve our best efforts to understand them.
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(p.
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of the tenets of the Cattle Country's code of ethics as the West
deemed to be vital and fundamenta'l both to the maintenance of life
and liberty and to the pursuit of happiness." I!9 lgyqgy (H.*
York,1922), p. 302. To imply that the cattlemanrs code of ethics
contjnued the democratic ideals of the Declaration of Independence
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57. Elton Mi1es, rrlntroductjonl to W'ill Carpenter, Lucky 7, A
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p. Ix.
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Press, 1955).
. - ""Texas cowpunchers. the most independent
class of people on earthr' (p. 13). "Another thing about cowpunchers, they were the most i ndependent peopl e on earth"
(p. 2I2). It can, of course, be argued that independence is
freedom. But wjthout knowing concretely the nature of the Texan
'independence--the rhetorical quality of the assertions here and
e'lsewhere makes one doubt the objective signification--we cannot
easily substjtute one term for the other. I once knew an o'ld
hermit miner who ljved alone with his cats in a dirty dugout. He
was independent, but I think one could also say that he was a
slave to his independence. Abbott's wildness and fun seemed to
come almost entirely in the lcowboying" done in the saloons and
whorehouses. There is, one can say, nothing primitivistic in We
Pointed Them North. Note Abbott's attftude toward nature, p[l
28-29.

60. Edward and Eleanor Marx Ave'l'ing, The Working-Class Movement
'in Amerjca (New York: Arno & the New York Times, 1969), p. 155.
61. I say should have, believing that, as a matter of textual
fact, the ful I consequences of soci a'l Darw'i ni sm were not presented. There are Darwjn.istjc assumptions jn the structure and
substance of Prose and Poetry of the Live Stock Industry, but
there i s a l so -Efni T6-sopIv- oF nEEure of a -qriTte oiTTErEnf t<i no.
This intellectual mixture I have examined in "H'istory and Imagination: Prose and Poetry of the Cattle Industry, 1895-1905,rr
Pac'ific Historical Review 45(August, 1976):379-97. Theodore
noosevet ITiREE-T6- usE-Tifri n j sti c l anguage, as for exampl e, rrthe
struggle for existence is very keen in the far West" (Ranch Life
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and the Hunting Trail, p. 16), but it cannot be argued that
Rooseve'lt examined ranch life as a biological complex. Webb wrote
in The Great Plains, p. 246,rrA process of natural selection went
on Ji- ttre caiTTe country as it probably did nowhere else on the
frontier," but he didn't rea11y validate this assertion. If the
cowboy had been generally seen as a pawn of biological circumstances, we would perhaps have had a naturaljstjc novel with a
cowboy hero (victim). While there are cowboys 'in the fiction of
Frank Norris and Stephen Crane, at least one cowboy jn the
writings of Jack London, and natura'l istjc forces in Dorothy
Scarborough's The Und, there has never been, so far as I know, a
thoroughly naturalistic cowboy novel.

62. Abbott, We Pointed Them North, p. 154.
63. Ibjd., p. 89.
64. For the nove'list the s'ituation is djfferent. He supposes
that there js a literary species of man called cowboy. Drawing
from history, personal observation, a wrjter's reservoir of
insights'into human nature, he creates a character who is a cowboy. While the cowboy may ride a horse, wear chaps, brand calves,
the important thing about hjm ultimately is that he is a man, an
imaginative figure fraught with human significance. }je do not
ask, is he true to the cowboys on the Powder River ranges in 1885?
We ask, js he true to life? We do not ask, does he help us understand what happened when the herd crossed the Red Rjver i n !874?
ask, does he help us understand what happens when a man'is
alone in a vast wor'ld, or when he commits himself to possible
violence by wearing a gun? The novelist's model may be modifjed
as his insight deepens, but he hopes nevertheless that hjs sense
of man is universal and endurjng if not eternal. He at least
trusts that his model is not ever at the mercy of newly discovered

We

historical

data.

65. Some sociologists are of course reluctant to engage in
historical sociology. The kinds of data they need are too often
simply not availab1e. Still there are those who are trying to
devei op val i d soci a'l general j zati ons from h i stori cal records.
See, for example, Roy 5y1van Dunn, "Drouth, History and Socjo1ogy," West Texas Historjcal Association Year Book (1972). My
point is that historians cannot do their djfficult job without the
special insights provided by the sociologists. See also Allan G.
Bogue, "Social Theory and the Pioneer," Turner and the Sociology
of the Frontier, edited by Richard Hofsta=dtEFanci-Seymour TEitTn
Lipset (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1968), pp. 73-99. Two of
Bogue's observations are particular'ly to the point here, one an
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the other a warning. rrThe jndividual finds primary
and secondary relationships essential to satisfactory 1iv.ing. Few
indjviduals are rea'l1y content to be herm'its. Taken from thejr
accustomed web of social relationships they may suffer from what
is termed anomie or normlessness" (p. 90). "Each westward settler
was a unr'EE--indivjdual and if many in a pioneer neighborhood
reacted similariy and made similar decisions some d'id not.
Knowing that this was so, we cannot be too rigorously determ'inistic in explaining the behavior of the pioneers'r (p. 92).
assumption,

66. This may depend upon whether one consjders ideo)ogy "a total
systen of interpretation of the historic-political world" or "the
formulation of a h.istorical attitude or scale of values." See
Raymond Aron, The Industrial !ggj_S, Thrqe Essays on Ideology and
Development (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1967), p. L64. }je may
6e-eFTeTtescape such total systems as the Marxian or the Iiberal
system which seems to support the so-called l,Jhig interpretatjon of
history. Scales of value, however, may be always with us, even in
our most rigorous and objective historjography.

Ethnicity in Mormondom:
A Comparison of lmmigrant and Mormon Cultures
Helen Papanikolas

Using the concepts of cultural and religious conflict, Helen
Papanikolas has here investigated the sources of strain between
the indigenous Mormon culture and the new immigrants who came from
southern and eastern Europe around the turn of the century. She

finds the source of the conflict not primar.ily in political or
economjc differences. Rather, the strains developed principal ly
because of cultural patterns and religious practices and beliefs.
Significantly, she argues that the principal source of
ict came in the differing attitudes toward fami I ial relationships. In this context, Mrs. Papanikolas shatters some
confl

stereotypes which Americans

of

northern European background

have

often held about the new immigrants. Though adhering in principal
to a patriarchal family, their famil'ies were rea11y centered on
the mother, who served as the glue which held the extended family
together. Far from being sexually promiscuous, as the common
mythology would dictate, ethnjc familjes tended to be extremely
conservative in their attitudes toward even such commonplaces as
hand-holding before marriage.

Beyond this, perhaps the most important conflict came because
of differing religious views. With their liturgical traditions,
the ethnicsr attitudes toward religion seemed lack'ing in substance
to the Mormons while Mormon's 1ay religion seemed informal and
cold to the immigrants. Under these conditions, conflicts were

inevitabie, and only'intermarrjage, acculturation, and increasing
business contacts have helped to mitigate the conflict.
Here, in an important piece of historical-cultural analysis,
Helen Papanikolas has added much to our knowledge of the inter:
action of varying cultural tradit'ions in Utah.
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meeting ground for Mormons and the new
to Utah at the turn of the century: Italians,
Greeks, Yugoslavs, Syro-Lebanese, Japanese, and the few Spanish
speaking. 0n1y Armenians, like earlier Mormon converts, cpme in
family groups, for religious convictjons, and to stay.' The
others arr.ived singly or in i11ega1 contract-labor gangs, "to earn
the dajly bread" for a short time, drawn by labor agents, mainiy
Leonidas Skl iris, a Greek, and Daigoro Hashimoto, a Japanese.By the time the Japanese reached {tah, they had overcome
their amazement at people with big eyes." The Serbian Yugoslavs,
whose folklore gave blue eyes the power of evil-eye bewitchment,
found a plentitude of blue-eyed Mormons 'in the state; and the
Cretan Greeks, for whom the combinatjon of blue eyes and red ha'ir
spoke of the devil, saw such people walking around wjth no shame
at al I.
Mormons watched as increasing numbers of trains s'lowed to
water tipp'les in alkali deserts or passed through hamlets. Inside
the coaches and box cars were the strange-looking men who, Mormons
told each other, "If God had dipped them in once more, theyrd have
come out black." Soon thousands of these men were working in
newly opened mines and laying rai ls over sagebrush plains.
Because Mormons stayed on the land as Brigham Young had counse'led
decades earlier, poverty-spurred imm'igrants provided the unskilled
labor needs for the state's industrialization. To have the
securi ty of the'i r own ki nd, they i ved i n nei ghborhoods the
Mormons calIed Greek Towns, Bohunk Towns, Ljttle Ita'lies and l,rlop
There was no

common

immigrants who came

1

Towns, Lebanese Towns, and Jap Towns.

By the time of this'invasion at the end of the njneteenth
century, the Latter-day Saints had very nearly conso'l idated their
theological positions; the foundations of the Church were strong
enough to withstand outward attacks and inward controversies over
illegal p1ura1 marriage and interpretations of the Word of Wisdom.
D'issidents had been dispelled: Morrisites, Godbeites, and other
apostates who either left the state or remained but no longer
worked overt.ly against their former church. The national origins,
customs, and folk'lore of immigrant converts were fast vanishing;
the Church had become an almosj homogeneous 'institution. Mormon
philosophies had metamorphosed.* Mormons had forgotten the marchi ng convert unjoni sts of the 1861 Fourth of Juiy parade:
printers, blacksmiths, carpente4s, joiners, painters, boot and
shoe makers, and stone cutters." The socialistic United 0rders
were experiments of the past, and "They lChurch leadersl
denounce socialism and trade union'ism as anarchism when those
become.active in opposing the interests of business corporations. "b
The strangers inundated the arid Mormon land where a
"peculiar people" had gnarled their hands, suffered hunger-, fought
Indians, ieen their crops'in smal1 plots dwarfed in plains of
sagebrush, greasewood, and rabbitbrush destroyed again and again
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by .f1oods, drouth, sandstorms, and crickets, and watched young
d-ie. The strangers had a violent propeirsit!
for joining labor strikes and, even more sinister, they'were a
horde of single men, constantly mov.ing from coal to metil mines,
from mills to smelters, and from railyard crews to section gangs
on deserts and mountains. Mormons learned qu'ick1y the uneasinels
of .a settled people at the influx of invaderi, so1diers, or
workers they feared capabie of,,taking over,,and of seducing and
raping their women. Two near lynchings during the first l,Jorld War
and the Ku Klux Klan marchings-rand cross burnings of 1924 and 1925
were catalyzed by these fears.'
Yet just as Mormons had a code, obedience to the priesthood,
each group of immigrants had a code of honor that embodied the
highest principles of behavior to one,s family and oneself. The
Greeks called their code fi_lotimo; the yugoslavs dostojanstvo (the
Monteneg6ins glgJs!.vg); the Syro-Lebanese glgfeT;-The-lapanese
byshido;" and the Mexicans orgulla y rneglfglgli"i to be confused
with the well-known, sadisTic macli]mo)l-ttre code for South
Italians,. Utah's greater number TilT[fTian imm.i grants, .i ncluded
gperth, the^ conspiratoriaf, silence of an entir" iomunity toward
the commission of a crime.'
Mormons and imm'igrants, however, saw only the veneer of each
others' lives and used stereotyped words to describe one another:
"greasy," "gun-carrying," and ,'unassimilab1 e', (a favor.ite of
newspapers) by Mormons; and ,'unsa1ted,,' ,rfaces would crack if they
smiled," and "water in their veins,,,by the immigrants, to whom the
words Mormons and AqglSglg were interchangeable.
M6ffi6iiwere unwTTTTng to assjmilate the newcomers who were
rrnot of the blood of Israel," and
the immigrants were uninterested
in being assimilated: they were sojourneis who were working and
mothers and children

biding their time until they could return to their nitive
countries with savings, small in America, large in the old
country. Their bank drafts and postai orders, sent back to pay
dowries for sisters and mortgages on family 1and, incensed
Mormons. During labor troub'les and the First *orld Warespecially, they were decried as exampies of un-American.ism.fu
United States natjonaljsm flared and spread. Free and expansive, it had grown with an ever-advancing frontier and was
unattached to any one religion or sect, consistent with the colonizing of New England by various faiths. In contrast, the
nationalism of the immigrants had been forged by the powerful
negative stimulus of subjugation to conquerois anO feudai lords.
For each people it was rooted to an ancient land and to one
religion, giving it an intensity that made American national.ism
seem pa1e. As young Mormons grew up expecting to fulfill missions
for their church, immigrants, as boys, had chanted in time to the
ruler-batons of schoolteachers: "I will be a soldier and f.ight
for my country," or "I w'ill be a soldier and die for my Emperoi.,,
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America had never had the history of invaders on her soil; except
for the Japanese, immigrants had never known any other historical

experience for
from the roots

their countries. Pure, stark folk poetry erupted
of this nationaljsm: birds flying and swooping in
limitless freedom were to the ancestors of immigrants--themselves.
For Japanese,;'4hose country "has never once felt the shame of
foreign conquest,"" nationalism centered on the Emperor and was
untouched by restriction to one rel.igion. Christian missionaries
from Saint Francis Xavjer to centuries-later Mormon proselyters
converted Buddhists to many faiths.
For ltalians, ethnocentrism was confined not only to oners
province but narrower still to one's vi11age. Italians listed on
Utah mine, mi11, and railroad rol'ls as ejther "South ltalians" or
"North Italians'r for the convenience of offic'ials actually con-

sidered themselves Venetians, Genoese, Neapolitans, Calabrese,
Calabrians, c'itizens from whichever province they came. The
unificatjon of the provi,rces'into the nation of Italy occurred jn
1870, only ten years before the beginning of mass migration from
that country. At that historic moment jt was said, "We have made
Ita1y. Now we must make lta'ljans." Loyalty to v'i1lages was
expressed in the mandate of campanilisimo: everything alien

the sound of the vittage--E-elTT.---Tnis included marriage
only within the village and kept many American-born Italian youths
from joining the Civilian Conservation Corps in the economicaiiy
depressed years of the 1930s. Parents feared their sons might
marry girls whose paren\q came from other parts of Italy "or
worse, some non-Ital ian. "'"
The Mormons of Utah reflected the nationalism of the country.
Even though they had been drjven from one sanctuary to another and
their polygamy-statehood struggles in Zjon were long and bitter,
Mormons never seriously rejected the'ir Americanism. They saw the
nationalism of the new immigrants as a dangerous aberratjon.
There were degrees of nationalism among the immigrants; the
Japanese and the Greeks were most nationaljstjc of all. As soon
as they began raising families jn Utah, they founded schools to
teach thei r ch i I dren thei r nati ve 1 anguages. At every ethni c
celebrat'ion leaders exhorted avid listeners to remember the greatness of their native history and culture and to teach their
"unequaled" language to the American-born generation. Both groups
began pub.lishing newspapers in their parent tongue in the first
decade of the century. (The Japanese Utah N'ippo is sti11 being
published in 1978. ) Denied citizenship until 1952, Japanese
'immigrants returned the ashes of the'ir dead for burial in their
sacred family shrines and celebrated Emperor's Day. American-born
children were sent to Japan to be educated and were numerous
enough to have earned a spec'ia1 name, kibei.
The Greeks continued to think of return to Greece unti'l the
Great Depression of the 1930s. Approximate'ly two hundred Utah
beyond
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to fight for Greece in the Ba1kan Wars of 1912-13,
and others chose to fight under the Greek flag during the First
World War. Greek nationalism knows neither time nor boundaries.
Recently a member of the Greek parliament in Athens rose to
denounce the second and third generation of Greek ethnics jn the
United States.,rfor iosing their Hellenism--as if they were Greek,
not American. -'
This fervent love of immigrants for their nat.ive countries
went hand in hand with cultures either close to the rudimentary
life of subsistence farming oF, as for the rocky, mountainous
Balkans, to a seminomadic l'ife in whjch the pastoral, warring ways
of the 0ld Testament never completely evo'lved jnto the settled
farming life of the New Testament. Three Balkan tribes today
still subsist under the stoic life of transhumance, driving their
sheep and goats to distant mountains in summer and to plains in
w'inter. They carry with them ar.few pots, a sparse amount of
bedding, and their burial clothes.'"
Life on the subsistence level js rich jn oral tradition, and
the new immigrants had learned the'ir historjes and the tragic
confIicts of human beings through songs and stories. The harvest
of Mormon journals and diaries to which historians gratefully turn
is missing for ethnic scholars; only one journal has been found
among the many thousand laterimmigrants who came to Utah to work,
some to stay, many more to leave.*"
The contrast was great between the new immigrants and the
children and grandchildren of the Mormon pioneers, whose illiteracy and rusticity had been reversed in their progeny by the
opportunities for education, for homestead laws, and for classless
democracy in wide America.
Like the Mormons, these nationalistic and ref igious
immigrants were paternalistic and patriarchai; yet they differed
profoundly from the Mormons in their attitudes toward authonity,
family, women, and church. Toward authority Mormons reflected the
founding fathersr adherence to law and order. The merging of
secular with religious power in Utah increased,Qhurch authority
with a corresponding submission by members to it.''
0bed'ience of adults to church authority, expounded by both
Mormon officials and laymen, has never been an ethn'ic concern.
Immigrants had inherited an historical ambivalence to authority,
both fear and respect, and a reaction to it of splitting into
facti ons. Immi grant I j fe was i n constant turmoi I over 1 odge
activities and elections, South Ital ian Black Hand threats, hiring
and firing of priests, ministers, and foreign-language teachers,
and an alacrity for going to court. They were ordinary jncidents
when a Serbian priest sued his Midvale parish for back pay and a
board member was sued for the disappearance of the church which
had stood next to the cemetery: without consulting other board
members, he had sold the bujlding to a Mormon farmer who hauled it
to Union for use as a barn. to
Greeks returned
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An anal ogous state of di sorderi n southern Ari zona' s Sai nt
Thomas Stake qf,the Mormon Church is described in the book TaKe !p
Yqur

Mission."

The president's counse'l was consistently disre-

d;Aeo] and in Snowflake, nepotism in Church affajrs based on
strong intermarriage ties caused factions to form, with followers
of Bishop John Hunt, the Flake family, and Jesse N. Smith united
against those supporting Joseph Fish and John R. Hulet. If all
stakes in an area had been in similar chaos, one would have an
idea of what immigrant life was like. 0n1y the Japanese had come
to Utah wjth a strong tradition of the importance 4f hierarchy and
what they called one's "proper station" in life.-- Yet they too
became 'infected with the momentous forces of change in America,
and when other immigrants joined strikes, they followed'
The Japanese also encirc1ed a smaller number of relatives for
whom they were responsible than did other immigrants; otherwise
their met'iculous code of indebtedness would have paralyzed daily
life. Mexican families of parents and children were nuclei with
strong filaments radiating to'lall kin; first cousins were regarded

as brothers and s'i sters . Al otheri mmi grants came f rom extended
fami'lies that included paternal kjn to distant degrees, marriage
sponsors, and godparents. Godfathers had a sacred kinship to a
family. In anticipat'ion of the precariousness of 1ife, Catholic
and 0rthodox godfathers took oaths at baptisms to rajse children
as their own if parents died. They were greatly respected. It
was common in early immigrant days in Utah to see Greek children
running to their godfathers wherever they saw them, in church, in
Greek school, on the street, to kiss the'ir hands.
The band'ing together of the extended family gave strength and
protection. This ancient practice was contjnued in Utah by the
immigrants. The most distinctive form was the Yugoslavian
'i n whi ch parents and severa l sons wi th thei r f ami I i es
3glgda,
'lived under one roofl the common form was that of brothers and
cousins Jjving with a male relative, his wife, and their
cnr loren.

.L

Keeping

the

fam'i1y name

free of stain

was

a lifelong

concern

of immigrant peoples as it had been in their fatherlands' Evolving out of historjcal and traditional forces, the greatest of
which was poverty, the honor of each member and the chastity of
daughters to insure good marriages decided a familyrs prest'ige.
To this end the will of the family was supreme both in native
countries and lateri n the new land. In these countries the

oldest males decided whom each son and daughter wou'ld marry (among
the South Italians the mother often did the choosjng), dowries,
which sons should receive the ultimate sacrifice and be sent to be
educated, which sons should go to America, and punishment for
defying codes of honor. Break'ing the rules of the code did not
ostracism; the chastened offender was still part of the
"esult-in
family and played his role. (The bush'ido code of the Japanese was
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far less lenient 'in this respect.) Disturbing the smooth flow of
family life was cause for censure in all immigrant cultures, no
matter the justification.
0isturbance often became tragedy, as ethnic folk songs and
legends testify. One did not always submit to family demands
without resistance. Girls forced to marry men they did not want
mourned the'ir fate over the centuries; kin feuded to the death;
and sons kil led their fathers.
Children were always intensely aware that they owed their
parents for their l'ife and their sacrificial nurture. Parents did
everything possible for their children and in return expected
strict obedience. Children showed respect to e'lders, officials,
and clergy; but obedience was to the family.
Children, boys especially, were indulged in infancy. Around
the age of three, and njne for the Japanese, their people's codes
were weighted on them. Suddenly they had to learn through shame,
famiiy displeasure, and beatings how they should address elders,
that they must uphold the'ir families against the faintest suggestion of criticism, never give the slightest cause for gossip, show
neither by word nor look anger and frustration at a parent's just
or unjust command, and if a student, be at the top of the class.
Additional restraints were placed on girls to be more submissive, to be excessively modest in dress, speech, and actions.
There were ways

to sit

and ways

to

stand--Japanese

girls

had to

sleep with their legs straight, close together, and their arms
against their sides. Mexican girl_s did not venture beyond the
conf.ines of the house without their fathers or brothers. Boys in
the Balkans and Mediterranean learned from childhood that they had
to protect the'ir sisters at all times from men who might chance
upon them wh'i le the g'ir1s were herding goats or wh'i Ie on their way
to fi'll water jugs at streams. In turn sjsters waited on brothers
w'ith wi1 1 ing servil ity.
With such harsh codes that could easily spi11 into paranoia,
it is no surprise that when young immigrant men came to Utah, some
of them became exhilarated at being free from their families and
broke their nations' codes.
In their native countries the consuming concern of each man
and his wife was to keep their children from being hungry, then to
hoard pittances that would furnish daughters with dowries and
safeguard a portion of the family land for their sons. I'Amoral
familis|,9" is the term sociologist Edward Banfield gave to these
people. -These amoral fami lists would have consjdered men
jmmoral who left their families to fend for themselves while they
trave'led the world to spread a new religion. For family need,
laws would be broken. The transference of this singular concentration on the family to Utah was graphically seen in the
depression years of the early 1930s when imm'igrants saw no moral
wrong in sel ling bootleg liquor to provide food for their
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recal'ls his grandmother asking a Kansas City judge if he would
allow her to serve her husband's sentence for bootlegging because
he would be better able to provide for the'ir eig[t ch'ildren. The
judge agreed and she served a yeali n pri son. "' A Greek woman
kept a still going for eighteen months while her husband languished in McNeil Island prison.
The pervasive element in immigrant conduct of family life was
what people would think if they broke their codes. "What wjll
people say?" and "The eyes of the world are upon us" were everyday
warnings. The grief or misery of an individual member was unimportant. In these shame-centered cultures, learning is carried on
by admonitions and constant crit'icism. Prajse is rare because
children are expected to do well. A fifth-grade reader used in a
Heiper, Carbon County, Greek school in the 1920s, lectures: "I
don't see you go'ing to school wjth that determ'ined desire and the
shining face that is wished. You sti'l I go without desire. "
41 though ethni c weddi ngs , bapti sms , and re1 i gi ous cel ebrations were joyously exuberant, a negativism permeated all of
immigrant life. Immigrants had triumphed over poverty through
industrial work in Utah, but unconsciously they carried with them
the o1 d-country fatal i sm I earned from the real i zati on that al I
one's toil could not change one's life. Their nations'folk
poetry was tinged with this sadness. Realism precluded the contemplation of heaven and what awajted one after death. "The
Japanese have always been unjnterested in fantasies of a world of
the hereafter. Their mythology tells of Gods but not of the life
of the dead. They have even rejected flndian] Budd[iost ideas of
differential rewards and punishments after death. "'' For them
death was return to the pagl, to the country of one's ancestors,
but "where is not known."" "Paradise was a state of eternal
bl iss in complete unity with the Essence of all things." Attempts
to further describe it as an "eternal sprjlg of sweet sounds and
1ove1y colours" was rejected as "c'lumsy."" For Catholics, death
was followed by the soul's being carried to heaven, purgatory, or
he11, with a state of b'lessedness assigned to those entering
heaven, and little more said of it. The 0rthodox saw after'life as
one spent either in heaven or hel1, with no description of the
former, considerable fear of the latter. The rites of mourning
for a1I were filled with lamentqfions and unwillingness to be
passive and uncomplaining at loss.''
The immigrant famjly couid not remain long in the new countr3l
as jt had been in native lands. Regular employment and routjne
'industria'l work ended the observance of centuries-old customs such
as the week-1ong marriage festivities of the Balkans and Middle
East. The beautiful Mexican ceremony to celebrate the reach'ing of
womanhood on a girl's fifteenth birthday, when she and fifteen
friends, dressed in white, wereolonored in a relig'ious ceremony,
lasted but a short time in Utah.'" The traditional New Year's Eve
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card playing

among Greek men was dispensed with after a few
coffeehouse raids.
The immigrant family tr.ied but was unable to force acceptance
of all its customs, tradit'ions, and values on American-born children. For the first decade of their 1ives, chi ldren fol lowed
their parentsr ways compfiantly, but during school recesses they
pu11ed hair and threw rocks while screaming--to convince themselves as much as their enem-ies--"I'm just as much Amer.ican as
youl " and "0n1y I ndi ans are real Amer.icans,l "
School experience was fraught with insecurity. Many children

left their safe ethnic 'rtownsl and began school without knowing
English. During the twenties and thirties, their grade-school and
high-school years, anti-immigrant hosti lity was at its height. 0n
the school ground ethnic children fought chjldren of other nalionalities, and a1l of them together fought the Mormons. Teachers
were most often enemies. In the twenties a teacher b.lamed an
Italian gir'l for disturbing the class and sent her to the Helper
school principal, who beat her with a rubber hose kept handy on
his rol ltop desk. The girl 's mother stormed into the classroom,
pu11ed the teacher by the hair to the schoolyard, and beat her
with her fists. Immigrant parents,'living in the frame houses
surrounding the school, lined the fence and cheered her on. The
mother shouted for tfg: principal to come out for h'is beating, but
he remained h'idden." How ambjvalent were the feel'ings of the
immigrants' children. They wanted the teacher to "get it," but
were also miserable at having attention focused on them.
Nor was ability a certain means to advancement. Eugene E.
Campbel 1 , professor of history at Brigham Young Univers ity,
recal'ls an'incident in Tooele, Utah, during the late 1920s.
"American" townspeople tried to prevent George Melinkovich, Joe
Rinaldi, and Dan Savich, sons of immigrants, from playing on the
high school football team. The coach, Sterling Harris, was adamant and threatened to resign'if the students were kept off the
team. After brilljant records, the three continued their education on football scholarships. Melinkovich from Notre Dame became
an All-American and piayed professional football, as did Rinaldi
and Savich.

In the second decade of their lives, children began to be
of their parents' foreignness and to resent their oldcountry jdeas of propriety. 0ld customs, which once had a reason
for being, lost their relevance in Utah yet continued to be
followed by habit. In Utah, second-generation ethnjc girls did
not herd goats on mountainsides or walk miIes to fi|1 water jugs.
Stil.l, mothers imbued a sense of responsibility'in their sons for
sisters--for what, the boys did not know--and sisters catered to
brothers. The perpetuat'ion of customs when there was no longer
need keptYamilies tightly bound in neurot'ic relationships.
ashamed
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0ther customs were anomalous 'in Mormon country. Immigrants
refused to al'low their daughters to date, an immoral practice to
them; in their cultures girls and boys did not speak to each
other. The custom of young Mormon women attending social activities with men exemplified to immigrants unconcern of parents for
their daughtersr honor and therefore their familjesr prestige. To
the immigrants the Mormons were heedless of the famjly; with awe
they would say, "Sometimes they don't know their first cousinsl
names." (The identical words were used by the poet James Dickey,
a southerner, about Americans outside the South. ) To counteract
the influence of Mormon-American customs on thejr children, the
immigrants idealized their natjve cultures even more and harangued
on the impossibility of marriage outside their people.
As they grew older, ethnic men rebel led against their
upbring'ing and began to take Mormon giris to movjes and dances.
The rebellion was grudgingly to'lerated because, unlike Mormons,
immigrants had different standards of behavior for unmarrjed men
and women. Parents placidiy believed their sons would enjoy their
freedom with the "immoral" girls who were allowed out of the house
unescorted, but when it was time to marry, they would choose a
"nice" girl of their own ethnic background. Instead, some of the
men marrjed the women they were seeing--and a few had red hair and
blue eyes. So began the first intermarniages in the second generation. Even whi'le wailing, each immigrant mother was setting the
stage for a proper wedding in her own church.
It was that proud nationalism, though, that was a constant
cause of djssension jn immigrant fam'i1y life. Few children
enjoyed attending Greek schoo'l or Japanese schoo'1, except girls
who would otherwise have been at home tending babies and helping
with household tasks. The schoo'ls were held from four to six
orclock after regular school or on Saturdays, often in cold church
basements or emptied "American" school bui ldings. Hunched over
Greek script or Japanese characters and tired from a ful'l day of
regular school, where they lvere taunted for their foreign-language
books unsuccessfully hidden in desks, children had to learn or
suffer shame and worse. It was easy for a Mormon boy to be obedient to the traditions of h'is people because the majority he knew
had those traditions; it was difficult for a boy born in Utah of
'immigrant parents to attend Greek school dutifully when his Mormon
schoo'lmates were outside playing. There was a social value for
chi'ldren being with others of their ethnic stock, but they lost
much of their learning soon after schooling ended. Japanese
teachers were2flt least competent; though they jncluded one exceptional woman,"" they general ly came from the ranks of Buddhist
priests or Christian ministers. Greek teachers were often jnadequately educated.
0ther aspects of nationalism brought conflicting feelings to
children of immigrants. When parents spoke of "our country," they
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did not mean America
Greeks walked behind

but their native lands. when seven hundred
the casket of a striker, ki11ed by a deputy
sheriff in the Carbon $gunty strike of 1922, many held lmall blue
and white Greek flags."^ A child watching from a window did not
know who was in the casket or why he was dead, but that there was
something ominous about the day--about the Greek flags.
Except for Mexicans, who suffered greater prejudice and had
fewer economic opportunities, the immigrants began to move out of
their neighborhoods during the prosperity of the twenties. Their
chi I dren were then di spersed j n Mormon nei ghborhoods where
parentsr qld-country ways and ideas were even more noticeably
different."' Aithough the children were fortunate in leaving
industrial neighborhoods behind, they lost the companionship oi
their ethnjc peers. Wherever they 1ived, they were the marginal
man of sociology, the second-generation children who stand on the
boundary separating their parents' culture from American culture.
Immigrant family life came from o1d,1ong-melded roots;
Mormon family life came from many discernible roots. It was o1d;
it was new. It came from ancient Anglo-Saxon mores; it came from
the front'ier. It was of Puritanism; it was of a new religion.
Unlike immigrant peoples, the Mormons who setiled the Salt Lake
Valley came from cultures where the nuclear family had long replaced the extended family. Although students of the flmily
disagree as to the time when this took place, most bel.ieye that ii
came just before or during the Industrjal Revolution.J" In Utah
the early family often became several scattered nuc'lear families
with one father; although in doctrine supreme, this collectjve
institution had to be subjugated to the Church to strengthen it
and to disseminate the re1igion of the Book of Mormon.
Polygamy qu'ickened the assimilation of immigrant converts

into

culture. Intermarriage was common between nationa'l
l as between immigrant converts and Amerjcan Mormons,
both high and low in Church hierarchy. Heber C. Kimball counted a
Norwegian woman among his wives, as did Senator Reed Smoot's
father. President Lorenzo Snow married a Dan.ish convert. John T.
Mormon

groups as wel

3:[|!:;,"r"J"ingqorant

from Denmark, married Danish, Enst ish,

and

More 'important than polygamy in hastening assimilat-ion (a
that requires three generations) was the purposeful
sacrifice of immigr"ant-convert culture to build a strong church.
Dissens'ion among Scandinavians was answered with an epistle from
the First Presidency:
development

,.

The counsel of the Church to all Saints of foreign
b-jrth who come here is that they should learn to speak
Engf ish as soon as possible, adopt the manners and
customs of the American people, fit themselves to
become good and 1oya1 citizens of this country, and by
their good works q[ow that they are true and fajthful
Latter-day Saints. "'
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The 1ogic of submerging national origins,1anguages, and
to give strength to the new Church, reverence for English
as the language in which the Book of Mormon had been translated,
and the wholehearted acceptance of Utah's Z'ion as the immigrants'
permanent home kept resistance low. Nostalgia there was and
wrenching difficulty for many, especially the l,lelsh, who were the
most reluctant of conver{p to give up their customs and their
ancient language, Cymric. "" Yet foreign-language newspapers and
organizations were found to be a means of transmitting Latter-day
Saint principles to converts and of helping them bridge over to
Mormon life. As a result the newspapers, the German Beobachter'
the Swedish Utah Posten, and the Dutch Utah Neder1ander were
subsi {ized by tfre MoFfr-on Church unti I publ i c;tl on ceased i n
customs

1935. "

',

The determined diminution of immigrant cultures that was
further dissipated by polygamy caused a phenomenon in convert
family life: the second generation skipped over the marginal-man
boundary, almost with one jumP.
This remarkable jnfluence by the Church on immigrant families
was part of a broader jurisdict'ion. In the early years, Church
leaders, not the family, made decisions. They chastised, sent
fam'ilies to colonize sagebrush outposts, told men how many wives
they should have, and very often whom they should marry. Their
re'ligious code of the priesthood gave the family an other-world
importance that no other religion he1d. The father, bearer of the
priesthood, was bound to uphold its principles for his family's
ce'lestial reunion and g1ory. This entai led h'is obedience to
higher Church authority, and, in turn, his family's obedience to
him. 0bedience to the father was synonymous with obedience to the
Church.

The combination of Mormon nuclear family life that was free
of the many duties and responsibilities inherent jn the extended
family and the tradition of independence that had come down from
pioneer life made for looser familial relationships than for
ethn'ics. Mormons would borrow from their fathers to get a start
in homesteading or in business and, in later times, for long years
of professional training, repay the 1oan, and remain free of
family obligation. Such repayment is unknown among ethnics, for
whom the attainment of educational or business success by one
member is honor for the entire famiiy.
Rejecting the dogma of original sin, taking {9 heart the Book
of Mormbn's "hen are, that they might have joy,""" Mormons viewed
I i fe wi th aff i rmati on from the earl i est days . Burj al s on the
plains and suppers of thistles in the valley did not keep them
from singing and dancing. The'ir mourning was seldom uncontrolled.
Their well-defined beliefs of afterlife gave solace and led to
platitudes, puzzling for immigrants: "God needed his help up
there.
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From their children, Mormons expected strict obedience and
were harsh in punishment, meted out by fathers. Yet they were
more likely to encourage the young with praise and show of affection. Children had an added significance, whjch increased
parental responsibility, of adding to one's worthiness in celestial glory by their numbers and faith.
Just as the imm'igrant fami'ly modified in its Utah environment, the Mormon family had also altered with changing conditions.
It began with self-sufficiency in which every member's full contribution was necessary for survival. Men and boys, even women in

times, cut trees for winter fires. Young men herded
would provide miik, butter, meat, and hides for shoes;
they raised sheep, whose wool women carded, spun, and wove for
cloth"ing. Women grew produce for their famil'ies and fodder for
animals. Nothing was wasted: pigs' bladders were stretched to
cover windows in the first dugouts and adobe huts; animal bones
were boiled and made into glue by the women, who traded it for the
"necessaries of life." When the "necessaries" became accessible,
survival was not directly dependent on each fam'ily member, and a
father's authority d'id not have to be evoked so often and so
polygamous

cattle that

harsh

ly.

Yet the priesthood principle gave a greater potential than
mere patriarchalism for men's becoming minor despots. Marriage is
necessary for exaltation; men and wives are bound together,
working toward godhood; and men are to rule with kindness. Yet
Mormon Church authorit'ies have had to caution against an easy
debasement of the priesthood. President J. Reuben Clark, Jr.,
said, "You husbands be kind and considerate to your wives. They
are not your property; they are not mergconveniences; they are
your partners for time and eternity. ""' " I fear, " President
Harold B. Lee said, I'some husbands have interpreted erroneously
the statement that the husband is to be head,nf the house and that
his wife is to obey the law of the husband."au
Still, because Mormons did not have burdensome nationalistic
codes as did immigrants, did not have to defend and ljve foreign
cultures, and were optimistic about existence and death, their
family life was more peaceful than that of the ethnic people among
them. But the symbiotic reiationship of the family to the open
Mormon religion, in which one's failures to live its principles
was brightly evident to all, also brought heavy penalties of
undiscarded Puritan gui1t. There were sons who refused their
mission ca'11s, estranged family members who would not follow the
Word of Wisdom, and there was occasional apoqtasy--1ike "a death
in the family," 0bert C. Tanner described it.*' There began also
the inevitable, but unexpected for parents, marriages wjth thirdgeneration ethnics. After initial grief and anger, Mormons
reacted as ethnics did and began campaigns to convert the new
famiiy member to the Latter-day Saint faith.
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We can speak about the Mormon family with a few genera'lizations beyorid which we cannot go, because we are unaware of how
that unique institution, polygamy, has affected the Mormon family
today and Mormon ljfe as a whole. We read of two sister wives
baking a cake,,for their husband to celebrate his marriage the
following day." .We hear from Char'les S. Peterson that his Ro1yq3
amous forebears lived in harmony on the Arizona Mormon frontier.'We read in an autobiography that a husband on his death bed asks
his daughter to "get Ma and Aggie fh'is two wivesl together." Ma
says, "You never yf,11. It js over now. I don't have to put up

anymore." "
This is the kind of poignancy we know about polygamy.
Crjtical evaluation until recent beginnings has been restricted to
a short, twenty-year-o1d arfic1e by Stanley S. Ivins, ent.itled
"Notes on Mormon Polygamy."-" In a paper delivered at Brigham
Young University in 1974, "The Mormon Family System: The Known
and the Unknown," Clark S. Knowlton pointed out over fifty areas

with her

that

need

scholarly investigation. He said:

Polygamy

is nne of those areas of

Mormon experience

that we have tended to shy away from; but as our own
modern Mormon family system evolved out of this period,
and it is still shadowed by the values and scars of the
polygamous system, it may be djfficult for us to understand ourselves until we understand the values, the
structure,. an$Uthe processes of the Mormon polygamous
family

system.

'

The same observation could be made of the ethn'ic family
system: by understanding it, ethnics can understand themselves
and perhaps m'itigate the difficultjes and tragedies of Mormonethnic marriages. Leav'ing one's culture, whether sorrowfully or
wi th hosti 1 i ty, carri es 1 i fe- ong gri efs. Theodore Rei k says ,
"But being ashamed of one's parents is, psycho"!ogical1y' not
'identical with being ashamed of one's people.
Being ashamed
of our people must have another psychological meaning. It must be
the expreggion of a tendency to disavow the most essential part of
oneself."'' Jung reminds us that ongis first duty is to "his own
culture, p1ace, and moment in time."'" "Culture is not a^$atter
of choice, like the brand of a hat," Samuel Ramos wrote.'- The
tenacious hold of culture is seen in Japanese- and Spanishspeaking Mormons who continue to retain much of their peoples'
legacy with"in a religious environment alien to their heritage.
Many ethnics effortlessly accommodate themselves as heirs of
an immigrant culture 'in an American environment by becoming indifferent to the'ir religion but by observing with traditional food
and drink the ceremonies associated with it--earning the widely
1

heard appellation "gastronomic ethnics. "
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The differences, then, in the

Mormon and ethnic family
significant. The Mormon nuclear family is primarily a
religious entity that looks beyond to its eminence in afteriife;
the extended ethnic family is basically a predominately secular
entity with strong social ties, oriented to the present. To these
differences is added the role of the mother in both cultures.
Sociological investigations into the djstinguishing features
of ethnic families graphically revea'l the central positi'on of the
mother in each: "It is not possible to fu1 ly understand the
Ital ian family in Amer"ica until one has understood the Italian
mother"; "It is not possible to understand the Irish family until
one has understood the special place of the Irish mother,'; ,,It is
impossible to fully comprehend the complexities and special qualitjes ofonJewish family life without understanding the Jew.ish
mother.""" The role of the immigrant mother was one of such
strength, duty to husband, and devotion to children that the
emotiona'l life of the family was concentrated on her. A motherrs
illness, whether slight or serious, disoriented the family. The
father was he1p1ess. Women relatives and neighbors had to take
charge of his household. He did have,,a feeling of respect toward
woman, but 'it referIred] to t,he maternal .{unction .in general
rather than to one's own wi fe 'i n partf cu1ar,',"'
The immigrant mother was usually uneducated and her mind
cluttered with cultural rules and taboos; yet her chiIdren Ioved
her inord'inate1y. The mother's death, even at an advanced age,
devastated the family. It appears paradoxical that the supposedly
submissive, unworldly mother would hav.e been given, as with the
South Italians, her husband's and son,s wages to use as she saw
fit. Folk proverbs attest to her importance. The Japanese say,
"The foundation of the house is the woman"; the Lebanese, ,,The
woman can destroy the house or exal t it. " "Woman rules the
house," a Serbian proverb says, ,,man is a guest in jt.,' The
Croatians give man one-fourth credit: ',Womin holds up three
corners of the house, man the fourth corner. ,' ,,Woman i s the
column of the house," the Greeks say; and the Mex.icans,,rThe
mother is queen of the house.,'
To reach this supremacy in households, women since antiquity
had given themselves worth by taking over the ent.ire responsibi:
lities of home, children and the discipline of them, and religious
duties. They continued in their Utah immigrant ,,townsr to be
carriers of cultures and the mainstays of their churches: men
seldom attended services except on the great feast days. Roles
were sti I I sharp ly defi ned: man' s was cj rcumscrj bed wi thi n the
sphere of providing for the family, woman,s the affairs of the
house. Ne'ither interfered with the other's province. When men
asserted the'ir authority it was^!n a negative way by,,keeping a
person from doing what he wants."-' Although they spent more time
at home 'in the "towns" than they would have in their father'lands,
where evenings were passed in coffeehouses and other meet.ing

systems are
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places while wives gathered in neighboring yards, companionship
was not affected. "My chiid,'r I'goiden one,,, and pet names like
"pigeon" the women called each other over cups of coffee during
afternoon respites; terms of endearment were never heard between
husbands and wives.
The supremacy

of women'in their households--a decjsion-making
position, not to be misconstrued as dominance--was won at enormous
emotional costs: the mother became the scapegoat for the inevitable crags in family life; the illness of a child was vaguely her
fault; the struggle of children against old-country values exposed
a lack in her; and on her was laid the fault for the failure of
her husband to progress. Fantasies of self-fulfi llment could on'ly
bring guilt; and as women were bound with husbands for the ultimate responsibility, the welfare of their children, these
unvoiced, unconscious wjshes were channeled into unrea'listic
expectations for thejr children. For the welfare of her children
a mother guarded carefully the family's small resources and would
not bring attent'ion to herself by loud and forward behavior that
would jeopardize the fami ly prestige and prevent suitable
marriages for sons and daughters. Infractions of children were
rarely brought to a father's notice. If in an o1d-country viilage
or in a Utah coal mine or coffeehouse the father heard of a
child's transgressjon--becoming the object of gossip was almost as
bad as committing the mischief--he would inf1ict punishment himself and his wife would be made to feel that she had been
negligent in her duties.
i,/'ith marri age an arrangement, wi th men' s and women' s I i ves
lived almost apart, there was ljttle exchange of ideas and commun'ication between husbands and wives. 0n1y in o1d age did most
men come to d'iscuss their personal affajrs with the'ir wives. By
then a Ijfetime of mutual, thinly veiled hostility was often a
natural state. Neither the immigrant generation of women nor
their daughtersr generation could have written Mormon-authored
books
.J5

to men.

1"i,k,e

Fascinating Womarriqqd that teach seductive submission

The unusual position of both strength and inferiority for
women was dictated by religion and more so by culture.
Buddhism makes plain woman's eterna1 submissjveness. 0rthodox and
Catholic wedding services include didactic readings from the 0ld
and New Testaments and the Epistle of Paul to the Ephesians, which
admonishes wiryBs to be 'rsubject
to their own husbands in
every thing.""' With the absence of doctrine making their future
life contingent on husbands, uomen from these cultures did not
take Saint Paul's admonitions seriously. They came from oral
immigrant

traditions and knew full well from folk song and folklore of man's
exaltation and woman's lowliness; yet their realism gave them a
sense of worth. They bequeathed culture to the succeeding generations, whether it was'in their favor or not; it was not fear of
God's punishment but the censure of peop'le that guided their
social conduct.
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and romance were ar ien to women of immigrant
, courtship
cultures.
In their countri.es, dowry payments and the presti!e of
the family had been the basis for marriage negotiations. The real
issue in folk literature and song celeblatirig clans feuding over
the abduction of their women was not unrequiied love but humiliation at rejection. Tradition compelled retribution to c.lear the
family name.
Immigrant "picture brides,'often came to Utah without a
picture in hand to .recognize whom they were to marry.
Every
culture has its stor.ies of brides who bilked at marryirig the men
chosen for them, and men who also,,cr.ied the.i r faie,f, becuuse
engagements were as permanent as marriages. To avoid such an
arranged marriage, one Italian woman used the wi'le that she had
dreamed of a large black bird circling her head; and becauseug
black bird was an evil omen, the wedding could not take p1ace.-The anxiety of coming to a new country was compounded for these
women by their being without families, especially brothers, to
champ'ion them if need be against husbands.
Foik culture which was demeaning to women, and which was
from Europe and the Middle East to Utlh by immigrant
!"gySl'l
catholics and 0rthodox, had been influenced more by ciose contact
with .or subjugation to Moslems than by bibricir scriptures.
chastity was the paramount concern; remarriage only in extreme
necessity' The Greek Orthodox juxtaposed Moslem tradition on
God's instruction to Aaron and his sons, making it applicable for
all men: r'And he shal'l take a wife in her virgipity.
A widow, or
a divorced woman these shall he'not take.,'co Industrial accidents, the dearth of women, and immigration
restrictions of the early twenties altered remarriage viewi somewhat, notably among Yugoslavians, negligibly for Greeks. A man,
however, who married a woman previously the wife of another was
congratulated for performing a magnanimous deed "for the good of
his soul."
In these cultures men were a'l Iowed near the a'ltar, women
never. In Greek immigrant clays, boy babies were taken into the
altar area for a blessing at the conclusion of the baptismal
services; girl babies were held before the ikon of the Virgin on
the altar screen, which separates altar from nave. women were
required to remain in their houses for forty days after the birth
of a child; then, after the example ot i.he Virgin Mary, they
attended church for the blessing of their newbofn and ior the
ritual dispelling of their bibl ical uncleanliness. Their physiology added additional times of uncleanl iness that made them
unworthy to take part in religious services.r/ As earl.ier Jews
and Mormons had once pract'iced, women sat on the left s.ide of the
church in t\e Judaic tradition and men on the right: the right
was for the worthy.
Among immigrants, however, women who had the ',man1y" traits
of showing courage and cunning were extolled. In Utah
the Italian
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streets to support their husbands [6
the Carbon County strike of 1903 were admired by al1 immigrants.""
Yugoslav'ian women became leaders in the Carbon County strike of
1933 with innovating tact'ics that frustrated guards and deputies.
One of them j;s remembered for having rescued a sheriff from a nob
of stri kers. -'
Several Greek sheepmen's wives drove trucks to bring supplies
to herders and helped in shearing and lambing. They were accorded
respect by their men as \.rere Lebanese women who sold notions,
1aces, embroidered l'inens, and bright woven bedspreads in mining
and mill towns. But the thousands of immigrant women who ran

women who marched down muddy

while raising large families, washed the menrs
clothes by hand, filled countless lunch buckets, and prepared
innumerable breakfasts and d'inners earned no respect: they were
boardinghouses
doi ng women'

s work,

This scorn for women's work, marriage as a contract, the
extreme, se1f-conscious attention to chastity and ritua'l uncleanliness, and the equating of sex with shame prepared imm'igrant
wives to endure the procreation act with distaste: a duty for
women, a right for men. Much nonsense on the "earthinesstr of

southern European women has been propagated by Hem'ingway's work,
especially in For Whom the Be]I Tolls, by Tennessee Williams in
the play The Rose Tattoo, and in popular mov'ies like Never on
Sunday. John Steinbeck has done the same injustice to Mexicans;
and Japanese customs, such as geisha girl entertainment and communal bathing, have given distorted views of them. Catholic,
0rthodox, and Japanese immigrants were 6xtremely prudish in their
views on sex and.wives. There was no kissing at the end of the
wedding ceremony for brides and grooms, and ostensibly none ever.
During the Serbian 0rthodox marriage liturgy, one of the mothersin-law would cover the bride's and groom's clasped^fpnds with a
scarf because "lt would be shamefu'l if everyone saw."""
The patriarchal I ife of immigrants changed for their
American-born children to a pseudopatriarchal form that in reality
gave women more authority than thejr mothers had. The Americanborn women had no feelings of guilt in defying the patriarcha'l
system: their conception of men's and women's roles in life were
much like their mothers'. Many of them married ethnic men of
thejr same stock, not through arrangements so openly made as their
mothers' had been, but through contrived ones. Parents with
marriageable daughters busily attended lodge picn'ics and conventions, sardonical iy cal Ied "meat markets" by second-generat'ion
men. Because the young had come to maturity during the depression
of .the 1930s, American-born men often postponed marriage until
they could better afford it and some marrjed Mornon women, leaving
a surfeit of ethnic women without prospects. 0f these, the o'ldest
had matches made for them with their parents' conpatriots who had
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diligently

saved

to return to their native countries,

voyages that

had never materialized" This was cheaper for the men than bringing "picture brides" to Cuba and Canada to marry, then to cross

jnto the United States, thereby circumventing the restrictjve
immigration laws of 1921 and 1924. Japanese men could not resort
to this subterfuge because the Japanese exclusion law of 1924
prevented all Japanese from entering the country, These marriages
between two generations brought add'itional discontent for the
women: besides wide age difference and the American school background of the brides, the women had acquired American ideas of
romantic love--ideas that were lost on immigrant husbands.
None of the women expected to work outside their houses or
their family-owned stores. Their parents' cultures did not allow
th'is; widows of ear'lier industrial accjdents in Utah lived off the
charity of relatives. Yet during the Great Depression, secondgeneration daughters worked as clerks and secretarjes to help
their parents and to send brothers through universities. When
World War II provided opportunities, and later especially, when
inflation required more money to run households, ethnic women
easily sf ipped into the role of working mothers. Although un'interested in politics and in joining women's liberation groups,
they favored passage of the 1975 Equal Rights Amendment. A few
second-generation women received college educations and many more
graduated from the Holy Cross School of Nursing in Salt Lake City.
If it had not been for the presence of Catholic nuns, who immi-

woul d run the schoo'l somewhat I i ke a
nunnery, even fewer women would have had an opportunity for

grant parents thought
advanced educat'ion.

down: third-generat'ion ethnic
attend colleges and universities in large numbers, yet are
content with bachelor's degrees, as if their educat'ion is a passing phase before marriage. Third-generation marriages are more
often outside of the ethnic group than w'ithin it. For many
second-generation parents, this brings grief and bitterness jn
p'lace of the rage and shame of immigrants when their sons rejected
women of their heritage for "American" brides. Because of her
central position in the family, the mother exerts pressure on the
couple to baptize the ch'ildren in the ethnjc church.
In turning to Mormon mothers, surely one must say that they
were, and are, as well loved as ethnic mothers' but that their
importance as the primary force in family life remains unacknowledged. Is it the priesthood principle that diminishes her role
even though she has great respons ibi I jt'ies placed upon her by
Church teachings? Would recognizing her full worth be seen as a
lessening of the prest'ige of the priesthood? She follows, never
leads. "And so we plead with the fathers," said the President of
the Church, "to return to their little kingdoms and, with kindness, justice, and proper discipline to inspire--and we appeal 19
mothers to help to create that happy family relationship' "-Unconscious impressions reach

women
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Because of the importance of men in church and family through
their holding of the priesthood, they have become as 'impLrtant
as
women in being carriers of culture--the heretofore feminine role.
The sealing of wives further reinforces the traditional ro'le of
female submission to husbands. Vlhen men are indifferent to their
priesthood responsibilities, wives see the elusiveness of full
glory for themselves and their children and take on the heavy
respons'ibility of attemptfng to'inftuence their husbands to fulfill these religious dutjes. Nor can women ask diligent husbands,
who give the great amount of time expected of them for church
work, to provide emotional support.in the stresses of everyday
living; they would feel guilty to interfere with what is called
the "Lord's workil for their own needs and subsequently can experience deep frustration.
Rel igious pronouncements add to women,s burdens:
^lLono
delayed marriages are certainly not approved by the Lord.,,bZ
I;
the Doctrine and Covenants, when God reproves Emma Smith, to
instruction is added the threat of punishment: ',Then shall she
believe, and administer unto him, or she sh3l1 be destroyed, saith
the Lord your God, for I wi'11 destroy her.,,'o Church leaders have
exhorted women continually in speech and print to submit to their
husbands; immigrant women and their daughters have been spared
this counsel.
Mormon women, though, had a choice in choosing their
husbands. Even in polygamous times when courtsh.ip patterns were
disrupted and young girls often married men as old as their
fathers (and men sometimes married older.women ,,for the good of
their Ithe women's] sou1s"), they held the right to acCept or
reject a suitor. Although sex was a duty, romantic love and the
Age of Chivalry were their heritage.
E11is Shipp, who would become a renowned Mormon doctor, wrote
in her diary at the approach of her wedding to twice-marrjed
M'i lford Shipp:
But oh I was confident I would be happy for was not my
future felicity depend'ing on Milford, that truly noble
man who to me was so endeared. He was to me all that
the enlivened fancy of girlhood or the matgfed judgment
of woman could picture in heri.magination."-

Romantic fee l i ngs--sentimental , the immi grants woul d have
said--did not release Mormon women from their husband's authority.
Ellis Shipp, pregnant with her sjxth chi1d, whose sister wivLs
would provide her tuition, agonized all summer and fal1, waiting
for her husband to decide whether he would aliow her to return to
finish her studies at the Women's Medjcal College of pennsylvania.
If Mormon women had continued to keep journals as did their
pioneer ancestors, their role cguld be traced from the days of
colonjzation to the present. It would be known if women had more
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freedom and

authority then, as is postulated. In his later years,
to enter bus'iness and to become

Brigham Young encouraged women
midwives and doctors. Was th'is

to utilize woman's full potential
for self-fulfillment? There was no room for the self in the early
days of bui.lding up the Kingdom. Women had to take over traditionally masculine work to free men for missionary work, for heavy
construction, and because of polygamy. Medical careers for women
were made necessary by the high birthrate and the repugnance of
the times for male doctors attending women. Was Utah's early
fight for women's suffrage'indicative of the'ir high p{atus, or was
it a strategy in the polygamy-statehood controversy?-That plural wives reared and supported large fam'ilies, often
under nearly unbearable conditions, are family folk legacies; yet
official h'istories hardly mention their monumental contribution.
The "faces under the sunbonnetrrare at last being Ippked into by
Maureen Ursenbach Beecher and other Mormon

writers.""

Individu-

a11y, men on proselyting and work missions suffered over the
hunger and deprivation of their sunbonnetted wives and their young
children, but co'llectively they had to place the needs of the
fledgling Church above them. They were of the Anglo-Saxon tradjtion that saw women as helpless and requiring protection; and
though they returned to fjnd it otherwise, they reverted to their
patriarchal authority unquestioningly.
In the first years of Mormonism these pioneer women had the
authority to bless and to 1ay on hands for m'inistering to the
sick. As Zion became more secure, these prerogatives became
mascul i ne rights on1y. Woman' s worth through hi story has been
judged by her economic contribution. A striking example 'is seen
in the Northern Shoshoni who were dependent for survival on their
women as principal seed gatherers. After acquiring the horse from
other lndians, making possible the hunting of large animals, the
tribe's diet was no longer primarily onprof seeds. Women's value
decreased and mass rape became common."' When women are looked
upon mainly as vessels of propagation, as in the cu|fiures from
which the new immigrants came, they have little status.'"
In both Mormon and ethnic cultures, women have had to work
harder for recognition; men, because of being ma1e, acquire
superior status with birth. This often produces strong women and
passive men. A study of Japanese relocation camps during World
War II showed that Nisei women fared better llan Nisei men because
they had not been so cherished and shielded."'
Since those first years when intellectual pursuits by women
were often discouraged, Mormon women have become increasingly
better educated. (Although favoring education for women, Brigham
Young forced his wife Eliza R. Snow to retract her views on the
l'iteral resurrection of the body with a notice in the Deseret
Weekly le!'s, and pressure from the Clryfich hierarchy succeeded in
AlsnanOing the Pollysoph'i cal Society..)'." The Church views education, however, as a prelude to raising families, because procreation and nurturing children are women's main purpose in l'ife.
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Although a restiveness

is

apparent among

younger

some
Mormon women
on this circumscribing of their 'l'ives, many more-actively worked
for the defeat of the Equal Rights Amendment. Their rolL .in the
utah womenrs Meeting for the Inteqpationai women's year conference
brought tumultuous ramifications.''
In conparing ethnic and Mormon women, a sharp difference
appears in their authority over what are usually considered
personal affajrs: dress, demeanor, aspects of child raising, and
attitudes toward public issues. Mormon women are advised from the
conference podium, and husbands give them counsel on al1 matters,
including those of the household. This seems to run deeper than
the reprimands once deemed necessary to stop the bickering of
plural wives. It could we'll be a proliferation of the pr.inciple
of the priesthood into all areas of life. Women cannot resent,
without gui'lt, their role in relation to the priesthood because it
is in the religious not the secular scope.
The precept of the priesthood, with its many emotional
rewards restricted to males, precludes Mormon women ever expecting
to become bishops. Neither Mormon nor ethnjc churches in Utah are
concerned over women's attempts 'in other parts of the United
States to serve congregations. Both Catholjc and Orthodox authorities have consistently voiced disapproval of women's ordination
to the priesthood. The 0rthodox church has threatened the
Episcopal churyJr wjth breaking their traditional ties if t't
ordains women.'' The Japanese Christian Church ordains women in
Japan but not in the Unjted States.
ldomen's roles change far more s1ow1y in religious observances
than in secular ones. Several years ago the author was one of
three women, along with eight men, of Greek stock, being honored
by the Greek 0rthodox archbishop for services to their Salt Lake
City churches. Each woman was called.before the archbjshop, who
pinned the medal of Saint Andrew on her collar and shook her hand.

Then each man was called up. The archbishop pinned the Saint
Andrew medal on his coat 1ape1, gave him the Christian kjss on
both cheeks, and had him face the congregation. ,,Worthy,l', he
cal I ed out, and the congregati on answered, ,,!r/orthy,l ,, The
Christian kiss could be dispensed with, but that women were deemed

to hear the old Christian cry of "Worthy|,gave second
Still, the Catholic and 0rthodox churches are less patriarchal than the Latter-day Saints because of the absence of the
priesthood principle and the presence of the matriarchal elements
of the Virgin and of the Mother Church. The Mormon doctrine of
the mother in heaven is seldom heard, except in El'iza R. Snowrs
song q {y Father, and is devo'id of the impassioned feefings
associated with the Virgin. These are most extreme in Mexican
Catholics, whose Virgin of GuadalgBe and other local Virgins are
worshipped above God and Christ.'' The Japanese also have the
matriarchal element present in their culture; they trace their
unequal

thoughts.

race to the figure called Mother.
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It is'in religion that the deep essence of a people 1ies.
their religions were uprooted to a Utah environment, immigrant groups responded i n di fferent ways. Armeni an converts ,
sprinkled among Mormon wards, intermarried with Mormons in the
first generation. Catholic Yugoslav'ians and Italians found themselves in a multiethn'ic church and married out of their national
group in noticeable numbers during the second generation. Greeks
in an almost completely Greek church kept their customs longer;
their jntermarriage with Mormons was sporadic until the third
generation, when more of them have been marrying Mormons than
thejr own stock. Lebanese, Mexicans, and Japanese also'^began
marrying outside their nationality in the third generation.'- The
Serb'ian Yugoslavs did not have their own 0rthodox Church in Utah
except for a short time in Midvale. Servjces for weddings, baptisms, and deaths were performed. in Greek churches. The language
barrier kept Serbs from attending liturgies regularly; and it can
be said that they are a people without a church. Loss of ethnic
culture came quickly and intermarriage with Mormons occurred
ear'lier and more often than with other immigrant progeny.
Here in religion is the extreme antithesis between Mormons
and immigrants, from superficialities to doctrine. Ethnics fjnd
the informality of ward services--Mormon reaction to the formalism
of old churches--unnatural and ward etiquette evidence of a lack
of piety: crossing of 1egs, talking, arms draped on the top of
pews, even around a wife's shou'lders, and children in the aisles.
In the American Catholic Church, the oldest Christian religion in
America, and in Buddhist shrines, services have always been held
with great decorum. This was not true of immigrant Greek 0rthodox
'liturgies
When

where churchgoing was a religious and a social function.
contended with noisy congregations. Women whispered as they nursed babies, with clean hankerchiefs placed
strategically over their bosoms as did Mormon women unt'i1 fifty or
so years ago. Yet woe to a Greek child who crossed its legs.
Boys were cuffed by whoever was closest to them, and girls were

Chanting

priests

humiliated by any woman who glimpsed their sacrilege, rising,
walking over to them, and adminjstering a twisted pinch. 0n1y
visitors in ethnic churches display 'informal manners. When they
do not stand or kneei, parishoners say, "They must be Mormons."
Sitting during sacred moments is for ethnics a sign of disrespect,
and repeating the Creed and Lord's Prayer while seated is regarded
as irreverent.
Yet in ethnic churches today, all of them conducted in solemn
propriety (for the Greek churches this began during the early
forties when American-born priests put a stop to the old sociability), where legs are not crossed and hands are folded on laps, an
odd note js struck by an occasional woman dressed as if for a
wedding reception or by a man wearing a turtleneck sh'irt under his

suit

coat.
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The formality of the ethnics and the informality of the
.Mormons were more noticeab'le in the religious structures of each
group. Nothing in Utah made the immigrants feel the strangeness
of the new country more than the plain meetinghouse style of
Mormon wards, devo'id of religious art. For inevitlbly, immigrants
and Mormons began to know each other on the boundarjes where
ethnic neighborhoods joined w'ith the larger Mormon neighborhoods,
when immigrants left labor to become storekeepers, met Mormon
businessmen and public offjcials, and joined civic organizations.
Mormon and ethnic sheepmen moving their flocks across the range,
contesting water rights, and joining to form wool pools came close
to being friends. They attended each other's funerals. In the
rites of burial, the ethnics saw for the first time the inside of
Mormon wards and were amazed that the cross of Jesus was missing,
The informal burial services were like "sending a man to his grave
unsung," and "the dead was forgotten in hjs casket while men ipoke
about Joseph Smith.rl

Mormons lyere offended by incense burning, chanting, votjve
candles glowing in red glasses, silk and brocade vestments.in the
Catholic Church, and even more wjth the ornamentation of the
0rthodox ikon screen of long-faced saints and martyrs and of
Christ at various stages'in h'is fife, ornate brass standards, and
the enclosed altar with each article a symbol for an event .in the
life of the Savjor. This ornamentation was superfluous, even
decadent, to Mormons. But for imm'igrants who had come from oldcountry houses that had often been no more than huts, where meat
was eaten on Christmas and Easter, their village church had been

not only the house of God but its ikons',the Bjble of the unlettered,'r although often crude; and the patten and cup for the
Transubstantiation, although of only trifling market va1ue, had
gi ven symbol i c ri chness to the'i r I "ives.
To the immigrants it was ajso inconceivab'le that in the plain

Mormon churches laymen

acted as

priests. That these laymen could

b1ess, conduct services, and rise in the hierarchy of their church
added to the strangeness of the unadorned churches. More strange
was the respect and obedience accorded Mormon bishops. As with
their ambivalence to authority, ethnic men, except for Japanese,
had no respect for priests and a great love for their religions.
As soon as they came to Utah, they bujlt churches so that if they
married, had children who needed baptism, or were killed in thb
numerous industrial acc'idents of the t'ime, priests would be

to perform the mysteries or sacraments. Anticlericalism
stjll exists in the Balkans and the Mediterranean and among postWorld War II immigrants, although pniests are no Ionger the
il'literates they were when the immigrants had been chlldren. This
comes from long histor"ies of struggle against poverty and oppress i on when church hi erarchi es a1 i gned themsel ves--often under
duress--with wealthy ruling classes and invaders. Though often
courageous leaders jn revolts both in the Balkans and in Mexico,
present

v'i11age
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priests were frequently ignorant and superstitious.

Another perplexity

for the immigrants

was

the

Mormon

practice

of givfng testimony that Christ 1ives, that Latter-day Sajnt
principles are true, and that Joseph Smjth was a prophet.
Catholic and Orthodox churches, together the one Christian Church
until the Great Schjsm of 1054, were the ancient commemoration of
Chri st' s l i fe. Every Sunday i n Cathol 'i c Masses and 0rthodox
liturgies the life and pass'ion of Chrjst was reljved through
ritual and symbols. How could one doubt that Christ l ived?
Testimony that Joseph Smith was a prophet and that the Book of
Mormon was further word from God appeared odd to them. If people
believed, why the need for informal test'imony? Immigrants rejterated thejr testimony in the short, stylized, never-varying creeds
which had become necessary as sects sprang out
of their churches, jn
of the parent tree the early centuries of Chrjstendom.
Testimony was of mjnor interest to the imm'igrants compared
with the exaltation of Joseph Smith, polygarny (still fresh jn the
memory of the nation when the new aliens first came to Utah)' and
revelltion. The awesomeness of God speaking to mortals,l For
0rthodox and Catholics, God spoke to holy men in the days of the
0ld Testament. At times, Christ, his mother, and saints had
revealed themselves to the half-starved monks and nuns behind
thick walls of monasteries and nunneries, a cond'itjon of life the

Catholjcs described as holiness, the 0rthodox as martyrdom. But
that era passed quickly, and anyone among the Orthodox.daring to
say he had seen, or been spoken to, by the Deity was rjdjculed and
puirisf,ed for his blasphemy. l,Ie can recal.l the years of investigat'ion Oy Catholfcs that followed accounts of revelat'ion'
T-he author's father, now ninety-two years of age, remembers a
day in 1910 when he was foreman of a rail gang of twentyspring
ier to Paris,
tive -Creet<s putting jn a branch line from Montpe'l jn
a buggy and
Idaho. A Mormon bfshop from Montpeljer drove out
the
said he had had a revelation from God djrectjng him to vjsit
qanq. After her father looked up the word revelation jn hjs
to hjs
foc[et-sized Greek-American dictjonary and translated'it
men, they all stared at the bishop dumbfounded. 0ver the years
whenever- the men chanced to see each other' they recalled the
"bishop who sajd he talked with God."
God was easily approachable, personally involved with the
affairs of human beings for Mormons. "I want you a1l to know God,
him," Joseph Smith said in the King Follett
to be familiar with
djscourse. God 'is still evolving toward perfect'ion for the
Latter-day Saints. God was pgqfect, unutterably magnifl'cent, and
unknowable for the immigrants.'These characteristlcs of the Mormon Church were known to the
immigrants: Joseph Smith, a prophet, who they thought had reptaciO Jesus in worship; the Word of Wisdom, an incongruity to
inem; test'imony; revelation; tithing; and its ban'ished polygamy'
(Most. post-Woild 14ar Il immigrants have not heard of Mormon
potygamy.) 0ther precepts were generally unknown to them untjl

il5

third-generation ethnics began marrying Mormons in surprising
numbers. It was then that such terms as restored qospel. three
qI orj gs gf hqaven, spirit wott4, prjesthoo{l-leaffig;-e;E-6aFtismfor the dead began to be heard in conversations. Tt was thei-ffi[
ethnjcs realized the full comnitment and obedjence required of
Mormons to remain in good standing with their church. Ljttle more
than fjnancial support is asked in ethnic religions, and never the
10 percent tithing of Mormons. An ethnjc can part'icipate in
church affairs or not; a Latter-day Saint must. rrThe LDS Church
'is for extroverts," is an observatjon made by some Mormons.
All of these religious differences, however, eventually rest
on the historicity of the churches: the Buddhist, 0rthodox, and
Catholjc churches are ancient and participation is passive; the
Mormon js new and a "working" church. Through the centuries,
Christian church ritual became stereotyped and dogma evo'lved out
of the various synods. In the early centurjes after Christ,
f iturgies were a confusion of many priests reading every word of
scripture, as jt was thought necessary that not one sacred word be
left unsaid. In other rituals the same evolution took place: the
marriage ceremony used in the Ortho{px Church today reached its
fjnal form after the twelfth century.'"
With the passing centuries the Christian religion became as
much a part of people's ljves as d'id the physical acts of eating
and sleeping. A shepherd made the sign of the cross before he set
off for a journey or slaughtered a lamb--that he would not cause
unnecessary suffering to the animal. Rel.igion was not questioned;
fine, esoteric points were debated jn mo'nasteries and did not
touch the ordinary man. The paganism of ancient Rome and Greece
had been transformed without difficulty into the new rel.igion:
the rites of spring became Easter; the sea god Poseidon (the Roman
Neptune) became Saint Nigfolas; Hermes (the Roman Mercury) became
the Archangel Mjchael. " Realjstic and practical, the new
Chri stj ans formul ated proverbs such as that of the Greeks:
"Religion'is ljke a f.ish. Eat the flesh and leave the bones.r'
The "fIesh" that sustajned them uras the ancient mystica1
ceremonialism, each

ritual

having symbols representing events in

the 0ld and New Testaments or historica.l events in the establishment of the Church. in the Eastern Orthodox Church priests sti11
hand out daffodils on the Day of the Cross, which celebrates
Empress Helen's finding of the True Cross; brides and grooms wear
flowered crowns, united by a white ribbon, to symbolize their
sacred sanction as king and queen of a new household. Boiled,
sweetened wheat mixed w'ith pomegranate seeds (both symbols of
'immortal'ity), parsley, nuts, and raisins are eaten by friends and
relatives forty days after a person's death; the act signifies
mutual forgiveness for any wrong done by the dead and the living
to each other and commemorateg Christ's wandering the earth for

forty

il6

days before meeting God.'"

Beyond keeping the Ten Commandments and remembering the
on the Mount, confession, and taking communion, demands
were few for 0rthodox and catholics. The most rigorous rules
governed the_ forty-day fasting periods before the gieat days of
Christmas, Easter, and the Dormition of the Virgin. For the
0rthodox this was more severe than for catholics and meant abstention from all fish and meat because the blood in them was a
reminder of Christ's shedding of his blood. All products made
from animals were also excluded: eggs, m.ilk, butter, yogurt, and
cheese. Buddhism, of all ethnic churches, is completety wiinout
austeri ty.
Rules were followed more closely in the Roman Catholic
Church, often described as legal.istic in comparison to mystical
for the 0rthodox. A philosophy ca11ed oeconomia, 'a judgment
according to circumstances,, has been parT-TT-Difhodox ieligion
from its beginnings. Oeconomia .is the opposite of puritan moral-

^
Sermon

ism; humaneness is fEE--?iTGrjon for judgment. The church
prohibits marriages between first cousins, between second cousins,
and disapproves of those between third cousins; but rare marriagei
have been allowed to prevent a greater tragedy, that is, the biith
of a father'less child. 0stensibly one who has committed suicide
cannot be taken to church for the liturgy of the dead, but the few
suicides in utah have had this ritual performed in Greek churches.
Since the Second Vatican Councii was called by pope John XXIII in
7962, many rules for Catholics have been modified; restriction
against meat on Fridays has been abolished, those who have k"illed
themselves are given church [gria1s, and remarriage after divorce
is possible in certain cases. "
What touched 0rthodox and Catholics deeply were the great
rituals connected with Jesus: h'is birth, Mother, Transfiguration,
ministry, and the supreme event of the year to which everything
1ed, the journey to Calvary, the Crucifixion, and the Resurrection. Beginning with his birth the year proceeded, following the
Evangelistsr recounting the events, each one bringing him ever
closer to his Passion. Forty days before Easter, fastlng began;
marri ages and bapti sms were not performed, and parr. shoners
tempered their greetings on entering and leaving church. t{hen
Ho'ly Week arrived, churches were darkened, a pa11 hung in them,
and parishoners dressed in black. Each service he-ightened the
grief of the people, for they were not hearing the life of Christ
chanted but were reliving it. The saturday midnight Resurrection
was one of great joy. The absence of Mormon commemoration of
Christrs Passion is severely criticized by ethn.ics, who are
offended at sports contests and dinner part'ies held on these days.
This is not exclusively a Mormon characteristic; President Lincoln
was assassinated in the Ford Theater on Good Friday.
So it happened that here in relig'ion, the profession of man,s
highest aspirations, ethnics and Mormons showed their sharpest
hostility by ridiculing each other's religious symbo)s. The
rt7

Christian cross given to ethnics at baptism was called "wearing
their relig'ion around their necks" by Mormons. The garments of
Mormons were even more pejoratively described by ethnics.
Time has changed all these church groups. The portraits of
Latter-day Saint presidents no longer hang on the wa'lls of ward
chapels; symbolism appears in Church art; gathering to Zion is no
longer mentioned; family sjze js smaller; and the Word of Wisdom
is stressed far more than it was at the turn of the century.
Buddhist, 0rthodox, and Catholic services have altered to
accommodate American-born generations. The necessary substitution
of English in catholic Masses and its partial use in 0rthodox
liturgies has been accompan'ied by a loss of beauty. The .importance of godfatherhood has dimin'ished, and for the 0rthodox, the
forty-day periods of fasting have decreased to a week's duration
each. (fne first sign of assimilation, the disappearance of
native languages, is almost complete by the third generation,
'including the-Greek and Japanese ethnics who sti1l support their
1anguage schools. Grandchi Idren speak with grandparents in
English and a scattering of foreign words. )
Emulating Mormons, ethnic churches are attempting to force
more act'ive participation from parishoners. "We're getting to be
I i ke Mormon wards," is a half-humorous complaint often heard.
women's church auxiliarjes are replicas of Latter-day saint Relief
societies before their fund-r"aising activjt'ies were d"iscontinued,
and proposals are being made to imitate Mormon family home
evenings. A catholic priest credits the conservatism of Mormons
for the absence of folk Masses, "liberated" nuns, and other inng5
vations found among Catholics elsewhere in the United States'-41 though ref i gi ous be'l i efs present the argest arena for
differences- in ethnic and Mormon peoples, one cultural trad'ition
has had almost equal importance: the rites of hospitality among
imm'igrants. The proper extending of hospitafity was an ancient
praci'ice for immi'grant cultures; the Iack of it'i n one family
member st'igmatized an entire clan. No matter how poor a household, the nother had to be prepared at all times, her house ciean,
Japanese) on hand'
and liqueurs, sweets, and coffee (or tea for'learning
the proper
0ne of the important duties of girls was
etiquette for serving guests. 0n Boys and Gir'ls Day, Japanese in
utah continued the custom of bringing out their treasured family
tea sets fo6,the instruction of girls in the ceremony of proper
1

hosprtaI1ty.

OI

rites were burdens on women i n the early days of
immigration. There were few women and many unmarried young men'
series of
and culture required that mothers cook an endless
jf the'ir chi'ldren
dinners no matter how overworked they were or
.intact to the second
were sick or well. The tradit'ion was carried
generat.i on and survives among the third generat"ion'i n nostalgia
ior the food and convivia'lity of their parents' and grandparents'
homes. Although they still meet and celebrate together, they have
These
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'loosed themselves of the
extended-family responsibilities of the
immigrant culture. Festive, bountiful Sunday dinners served with

wines brought three generations together. American holidays and
ethnic feast days were memorable with the singing and dancing of
native cultures. In their rites of mourning, food was of flrst
importance. It was through food that mothers showed their love;
sending children to bed without food as punishment was inhuman to
them. Immigrant and ethnic mothers are inextricab'ly connected
wjth the special place food has in the family.
The frugality of Mormons in food was strange to ethnics. Al'l
Mormons, of course, did not respond to food and keep the l,lord of
Wisdom in the same manner. For example, it was eas'ier for the
British to keep the Word of Wisdom than for Swedish converts, who,
Wj I I i am Mu l der says , thought they had a speci al di spensati on
coffee and homernade beer freely with an abun-

lS;llo"i.r#gfank
Religious leaders, social workers, and psychiatrists
interviewed for this paper agreed that re'ligion becomes the focus
for problems between ethn'ics married to Mormons--one added,,,as
much as between Jack Mormons and orthodox Mormons',--but cultural
factors not readily apparent, such as the tradition of hospitality, have deep effects on relatjonships between people.

The Mormon view that immigrant hospitality was inordinately
lavish and unnecessary and the immigrant view that Mormon lack of
it was a coldness made for unbridgeable chasms. One of the most
common remarks the author heard whi)e grow'ing up was: ,'Mormons
wouldn't give you a glass of water if you werJchoking to death."
The immigrant experience of the first quarter of this century
came to an end for Japanese, Balkan, Mediterranean, and Middle
Eastern people with World War II when their children reached
adu'lthood. Its wane began with the immigration restriction laws
of the ear'ly twenties that cut off a continual arrival of oldcountry people with their cultures yet to be pitted against
Mormondom. The altering of quotas after Wor'ld War II brought
increased numbers of immigrants, but not enough to make them
readily distinguishable. However, Utah's largest m'inority, the
Spanish-speaking, are stiil fiving the 'immigrant experience, sti11
in the 1ow-paying jobs relegated to the "al ien" poor--',a1 ien"
although many families have lived in America since before the
landing of the Pilgrims. Their children find themselves trapped
between two cultures, discriminated against in schools and clashing with parents, for whom the old culture remains vivid. Irving
Howe's portrayal of the dispossession and shame of Jewish immigrant fathers of seventy to one hundred years ago could be applied
to Mexican men. The mother, never having known prestige, does not
wrenching a drop in status and self-regard as her

;::ffil,,$

Yet the two peoples, the ethnics influenced most by cultural
forces and the Mormons influenced most by religious culture in
i19

whjch the priesthood principie stamps itself on all Latter-day
Saint l'ife with a far-reaching distinctiveness, do meet on the
plains of humor. Anticlericalism is a favorite subject for folk
humor. Brigham Young Univers ity Professor Wi l I iam A. W'i I son tel I s
a story of a bishop who gave
a sermon one Sunday evening concerning the b'lessings in
store for those who contributed to the Building Fund.
"Bishop, that was a damn fine sermon," a member said.
the bishop said, "you had better watch that
"Brother,"
swearing. t' The member continued, I'Yes, sir, Bishop,
that was such a damn fine se!"mon that I gave an extra
six hundred fifty dollars for the Building Fund.r' The
bishop put his arm around the man and said, "Yes,
Brother, it takes a hell of a lot of money to bui1d a
church. "

A story from Greek immigrant days tells of a v'i1lage priest
rooting'in the garden and dug up an ancient jar
fil|ed with gold coins. Soon after, the sow died and the priest
prepared a church funeral for her. Scandalized villagers hurried
off to the bishop in the next town and told him of the sacri'lege.
In full robes, the bishop got on his donkey and rode to the
vi11age. He arrived as the funeral was in progress. The village

whose sow was

however, saw h'im coming and cut off his chanting. "Th'is
sow," he intoned, "was not just an ordinary sow. 0h, no, she was
almost human. Before she died she made out a will. She left one
hundred drachmas to the church; one hundred to me, the priest; and
she didn't forget our good bishop. To him she left tgg hundred
drachmas." "0h, the blessed sow."'the bishop cried out'''

priest,
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. The author gratefu'l1y acknowledges the following for their
assistance with the questionnaire used in hef research:
Dr. Ramona Adams, Dr. Maureen Ursenbach Beecher, Emily Sharp
Chipman, Mary Pappas Lines, and Dr. Louis G. Moench.
Sixty-two respondents were se'lected from representative
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incjuded re1igious leaders, psychiatrists, cl inica'l psychologists,
social workers, and others in whose families Mormon-ethnic mar-
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Political Conflict and Accommodation
in Utah since Statehood
J. lGith Metville

The conventional wisdom in Utah

Mormon-approved candidates need

politics has been that only
app'ly. In the fol lowing paper, J.

Keith Melvi11e, professor of political science at Brigham young
University, questions that assumption. After cons.iderable empiri:

cal research, he concludes that though it is a powerful myth, the
necessity of being a Mormon is probably overrated.
After review.ing the development of po1 iticai accornrnodation
and the formulation of the two-party system in the state,
Professor Melville reports and interprets the results of empirical
research into the candidates for state and local offices in the
1972 and L974 Utah elections. Questionnaires were sent to all
candidates, and a reasonable return allowed statistical analysis
of the candjdatesr perceptions of the reasons for their success or
failure. Though the results show that being a Mormon in an over-

is an advantage, they also show that
male, native-born, long-time residents and well-to-do males from
politically prom'inent families tend to succeed as well.
Perhaps the most significant generalizatjon about Utah politics which seems impiicit in the study is the tenacity of the
party system. It seems that while party ident'ification is declining in other areas of the United States, the two major parties are
alive and well and flourishing in Utah.
whelmingly Mormon population
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Territorial Political Conflict
Mormon experiences in Missourj and Il linois were costiy
lessons in the realities of political processes. The Mormons
learned the hard way that, even in a democracy, pofitics is a
struggle for power. The majority or the powerful rule-, and they
are not always sensitive to the rights of the minority or the
weak. Memoriils and pet'itions for redress of grievances' lobbying
activities, and a variety of other protective politica] stratagems
pursued by the Mormons iailed to achieve the political_rights and
protectiois they sought. Forced to leave the states following the
death of their prophet, Joseph Smith, the Saints secured a temporary sanctuary ind self-government in the Great Salt Lake va11ey.
Though the establishment of the ideal political system, the
Kingdom oi God, might have been tempting for the Mormons, temporal
devilopments dictaled other political measures. The Saints establ.ished civil government with the organization of the state of
Deseret, and applied for admission to the Un'ion. They wanted
statehood and'r'ts self-governing power, but when this became
impossible, they instructed John M. Bernhisel, their lobbyist 'in
Washington, to iettle for a terrjtopial form of government with as
much iutonomy as possible and to secure the appointments of
Mormons to the terri tori a l executi ve and j udi ci a] offi ces.
Bernhisel only part'ly succeeded in this attempt. The appointment
of Brigham Voung al territorial governor' and a majority of
Mormons to other executive positions, was offset by the appointment of a majority of non-Mormons to the territorial court. Th'is
arrangement placed the Mormons in dominant positions in the executive ind legislative branches, since the legislature was elective;
the non-Mor-mons (Gentiles) in control of the judiciary; and the
territory in turmoil.
Many factors were involved in the long period of conflict'in
The overt bone of contention was the Mormons'
territory.
the
practice of p1ura1 marriage, but the rea'l reasons for conflict
were more basic. When one reads the bottom I ine of a whole
catalog of Gentile complaints, 'it becomes clear that the fundamental conflict was rel igion. The un'ited economic, soc'ial ' and
political practices of the Mormons whjch irritated the Gentiles
were all rooted in Mormon doctrjne--the taproot being Brigham
Young,s appljcat.ion of the Law of consecrat"ion and stewardship,
Enoch. When President Young
wh.ici he tatteO the United 0rder of
quoted the Savior's statements on rroneness," and specifically the

doctrine and Covenants 38:27, "Unless ye are one ye are not mine,"
he applied this concept to all facets of life' Brigham Young
maintained that the complete "oneness" christ talked about was
,itirit"rv to be "concentrated in the kingdom 9f g9.d o.n earth";

henceitwasthetotalunityoftheSlintsandtheKingdomofGod
that the opposition wanted to destroy.138

The Saints expressed their politicai unity through the
in the early 1b70s wnei taceo
with an opposition group known as the Liberal pirty. fne-ippointive offices were beyond the control of the Moimons, uut ttre
party won every seat in the legis.lature from igZO untit
l99ptg's
16Eb.- In spite of the discriminatory
policies of the utah
conmission, created by the Edmunds Rct -ot lggz to supervise the
People's party, which they organized

elections, this political dominance continued until the eariy
1890s when the abolition of the people's party was one of several
social, economfc, and political concessions ihe Mormons made to
appease their antagonists, to mellow the conflict, to gain admis:jon jnto the Union, and most.importantly, to preserve ihe core of

the

Kingdom which faced
Mormon

destruction by federat"legislation.

political

Concessions

Joseph F. Sm'ith, in a letter dated September 14, 1g9L, to his
cousin Jesse N. smith in snowflake, Arizona, candidly stated the
reasons for this divisi.on of the people's party .into Republicans
and Democrats along national party lines:

0f 'late I have heard more or less of politics.
Unlil- rece-ntly I was in favor of the peopies party
politics in Utah, and knew neither Democrats no-.
Republicans; then, wjsdom demanded that our people
shou'ld unite in one party'against a combination of all
parties who had resolved themselves into the common foe
of the Mormon people. Our political life and freeE6fr
in Utah depended upon our union in politics, all issues
being of a local character. When, by intr.igue, fraud
and corrupti on, the " Li bs', (a conibi nati on 6t a l I
parties against the Mormons) gained the ascendency, and
threatened the destruction of the last vestige of our
'liberties, it became wise--and therefore nece!sary
for
to- divide in politics, on National party lines.
!:
Therefore now, for the same reason that we have heretofore been united in local politics we deem it necessary
to divide in order to save and protect our civi l and
pol.itical rights.
He explained that the saints in ldaho were staunch Democrats,
but both parties united to disfranchise them. In Wyoming the
Mormons were both Democrats and Republicans and were ',isteemed as
good citizens.rr In Colorado, ,,a Repub.lican state, our people are
largely republican, and have all enjoyed fu11y their'poiitica1
I iberties. In Utah, we have been considered overw'helmingly

democratic, and hence, voluminous in.imicai Iegislation aga.inst us
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Assessi ng the real 'iti es of po l i ti cs and the
Congress. "
expedient thing for the Mormons to do, Joseph F. Smith went on to
offer the following advice:

by

In Arizona, you are regarded as a'lmost unanimously
democratic, and therefore a menace and a dangerous
element to the body politic. Although you are enjoying
comparative peace now, it will only b.e a question of
time, if you keep united, when you will be a common
parties, and you will find, as our Pgop'le
prey
'have to both
found in ldaho, that your only safety will lie in
divjsion in politics on national party iines; and'if
possible leaning just a little to the winning side, but
always true to the principles of right and the greatest
numblr. It seems to me that the commonest good sense'
and the plainest wisdom demands of our people that they
should not, and must not combine aga.inst superior

a-il-political majorities. When they
do, they become a d'isturbing element, a menace, and a
prey to the common enemy. If we cannot always be found
on ihe winning side, we can at least have a respectable
m'inority therl, who wi1t help to even up and a1lay the
fears oi opponents. Our lot is cast in the wor1d, and
we must cope with it, according to the best w'isdom we
possess. It is evjdent to me that the best judgment
requires the people of Utah, at 1east, to agree and
unite on a proper d.i v'i sion in the po'l itics of the day'
opposing numbers,

to look for--nothing to hope for from
for ihe next two years. The Repubs' are in
power, and can help and have helped us. And if we had
more Repubslamong us, they would help us still more'
And that they have not helped us before, qas because

We have nothing

the

Dem's

they befieved we were hopelessly democrat.ic.-

Jesse N. Smith had previously worked closely with

the leaders

of the Democrat.ic party in Ar.izona because theirrroffers are
to
fair," and it seemed to be the best policy for the.Mormons
prrru.. A Republ ican party convent.ion in Arizona in 1888 was
reported by Joseph Fish that "they appear a little anti-Mormon in
their act.i6ns, and some speak out quite p1ain. This is making all
Mormons Democrats for self protection," 0n November 6, 1888' the
election was held .in Holbrook. About 90 votes were po11ed. In
the Mormon precincts the Democratjc ticketelected''
_receive4l a large
and the entire Democratic t'icket was
majority,
" ;esie explained his pos'ition as a Democrat 'i n h.is journal ,
recording a meeting called by President l||,ilford ldoodruff: "The
presidenly recommended the Siints in Arizona, so far as practicab1e, to affiliate with the Republican party. -I excused my se'lf
personally on the ground of intimate relations with the Democratic
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leaders and benefits recefved from them, especially from Governor
Zulick, I having been advised to enter jnto these relations by the
late President Taylor, though I preferre{ the Republican party to
the Democratic to judge between the two."'
Jesse N. Smith recorded in h'is journal for September 23,
1891, the receipt of Joseph F. Smith's letter ,'in wh.ich he
strongly endorsed the Republican party as against the Democratic
party. Agreed with him in the main.,, Soon thereafter Jesse's
journa) entries document his politica1 act'iv'ities in behalf of the
Repubiican party. Anthon H. Lund recorded in h'is journal on
September 30, a892:. "The Repubf icans in this county (Woodruff,
Arizona) have put up a man for council by the name of Hubb'le. He
is not liked by the Mormons; but Brother Smjth thinks he is just
the man." Hubb'le on one occasion had said to Jesse N. Smith,',I
wiil fight you ti11 heil freezes over and then I wi'll take a turn
with you on the 'icel"" In spite of this and the fact that
Hubble's opponent was Bishop Hunt of Snowflake, a Democrat, Jesse
worked for the election of Hubble.
This "pol itical conversion" of Jesse N. Smith is but a
specific example, though minutely documented, of a general s.ituation that occurred j'n Utah. The I'cal.l,, to be Republ.icans was
difficult for many democratically 'inclined Mormons to accept.
James H. Moyle expressed it this way: "WSat a bitter pi11 this
proved for many of the Mormons to swallo\"."'

in Early Statehood
With the estab'lishment of the two-party system along nat.ional
1ines, the political complexion of Utah began to change. Religion
began to take a secondary position among the factors affecting
political attitudes and vot'ing behavior. Partisan d'ivisions even
among the General Authorities of the Church developed, and in the
elections of 1895 party affilr'ation seemed to be more important
than the religious factor. Three Republican candidates for the
state supreme court, Charles S. Zane, James A. Miner, and
George ltl. Bartch (a11 non-Mormons), defeated three Democrats,
R. W. Yogng, S. R. Thurman, and Thomas Maloney, two of whom were
Mormons. "
Althopgh the political conflict over religion was defused
with the dreation of Democratic and Republican parties and with
party affiliation becoming a predominant factor in the first state
el ecti ons , the ro l e of Church I eaders i n parti san el ecti ons
remained significant. Church willingness to let non-Mormon candidates represent them appears to have been a deliberate policy of
the Chu6'ch in the quest for statehood during the late territorial
period.- This policy was cont'inued in the early statehood period.
Utah's first U.S. Senators were Frank Cannon (Mormon) and Arthur
Brown (non-Mormon). In the senatorial e'lection of 1897, when
E'lectoral Factors
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to be replaced, the Church supported Joseph L. Rawlins,
Mormon who was considered the Gent'i1e candidate, in
preference to an ex-member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles,
Moses Thatcher. Thatcher had come into disfavor with Church
officials when he refused to s"ign the "pof itical manifesto" making
it necessary for a1l Church authorities to receive the permjssion
of those abgye
in the priesthood before seeking any politica'l
*" them
nomination.
Considering that fifty-six out of sixty-three
members of the state legislature were Democrats, it should have
been an easy matter for Thatcher, a Democrat, to have received the
thirty-two votes he needed to be elected. Evidence suggests that
Church influence divided the Democrats and Rawlins was elected.
0ver the years, the deliberate Church policy of supporting
non-Mormons for major public offices melted away, and Church
support was given or withheld on a se.lective basis. S'ignificantly, for nearly a half-century now, no non-Mormons have been
elected to the Congress of the United States from Utah. And of
the eleven governors of Utah, only three have been non-Mormons:
Simon Bamberger (1917-2L\, a Jew who was a friend of the Mormons
and whose ethnic background is not a limiting factor in the Mormon
culture; George Henry Dern (1925-33), who had the strong backing
of a prominent Mormon, Senator William H. King; and J. Bracken Lee
(1949-57), who was supported by the Mormon Church lgadership
(albeit unoffic'ial1y) and the Church-owned Deseret News."
Women voted in territorial politics fi6fr-f670 unt.i'l d'isfranchised by the Edmunds-Tucker Act of 1887. They were enfranchised
again by Article IV, Sect'ion I, of the state constitution, and
were allowed to vote jn the 1896 elect.ion. The voting results for
the state legislature support the partisan patterns indicated in
the 1895 election, but an additional factor of women candidates
was injected
into the campaign when both parties nominated women
for 'legislative races. Four women were nominated for four house
seats, two from each party. In keeping with the Democratic trend
of the 1896 election, the Democratic women were elected while
their Republican counterparts were defeated. To be elected to the
first state Iegislature in whjch women could vote and run for
office was an impressive victory for women, but it also suggests
that sex was a subordinate factor to party affiliation in the
outcome of the election.
Another interesting contest developed in a race in Salt Lake
County for five at-1arge seats in the state senate. Dr. Martha
Hughes Cannon, a Democrat, became the first woman "in the United
States to be elected to a state senate. Not only was her victory
won with a comfortable majority, but one of heqrdefeated Republican opponents was Angus M. Cannon, her husbandl" In nearly every
session of the state legis'lature since statehood, there have been
just a token of their numbers in the state,
women; but it'is
suggesting cultural restrictions on the'ir po'litical participation.
Brown was

a lapsed
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The ethnic factor also appears to have been secondary to the
party affiIiation factor in the early statehood period when id. W.
Tay'lor, a black Republjcan candidate, ran for the state iegislature on a platform ca1'ling for equal opportunity for blacks.
Taylor, a relative newcomer to Salt Lake C'ity, ran 'last on the
ticket and was defeated along w'ith other Republicans; but he
po11ed a remarkable 6,512 votes, which was a respectable showing
for a person who represented such a small minority group. This
suggest5, that the ethnic factor was not a major cause of his
tt

defeat.

Emphasis during the eariy statehood period on making the
two-party system work seems to have subordjnated religious and
other factors to that of party affiliation. As Professor Jean B.
White of Weber State College concludes: "At the end of the decade
it was clear that if the two-party system was not working perfectly in Utah, it was at least working. Election contests were

between Democrats and

Repubf

icans, not between Mormons and

Gent'iles, although statewide tickets werqo balanced to assure
representation of the non-Mormon minority."*- But it was obvious
that religion as a factor jnfluencing elections was st'i11 significant, though channeled through the parties. The emphasis on
parties also seems to have eclipsed sex and ethnic factors .in
elections during this early period. Though more obscure than that
of religion, evidences then and s'ince these early statehood days
suggest that sex, ethnic, and other factors play a significant
role in the success a person may have in winning an e'lective

office in

Utah.

Contemporary Factors

In Electoral

Success

The purposeful compromises of the 1890s pushed the overt
politica'l conf'licts between Mormons and non-Mornons of the territorial period into the background. During the intervening years
since statehood, has the religious issue been unimportant in Utah
pofitics? Is part'icipatory democracy a current reality, and do
a1'l Utahns have equal chance to get involved in the political
processes? 0r do cultural factors, social mores, bigotry, and
discriminatory attitudes or actions l'imit some 'in our society from
equal opportunity to seek and win elective office and exercise
pol

'iti ca1

power?

In an attempt to collect data which would answer these
questions, a quest'ionnaire was sent to all candidates for the Utah
House of Representatives in the 1972 election. Fifty-six percent
of the candidates responded. The data generated from the questionnaire suggested a modest advantage of nat'ive-born candidates
over newcomers to the state; offered little he'lp in determining
a
elect'ive opportunity of different ethnic groupings; indicated
near-Mormon monopoly of candidates for office, which 'in turn
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definitive conclusions about the viability of non-Mormon
candidates, since the sample was too small to be reliab'le; rejnforced hunches about the importance of education, occupation,
and affluence of candjdates in w'inning elections; confirmed the
obvious fact that few women seek elective office in Utah and fewer
stjll are elected; and revealed the interesting existence of a
poss'i b1e "po1 itical elite," that is, po'l 'itical families who have
higher-than-average success in elections.
This 1972 study clearly suggested the need for continued data
collection in order to draw more definitive conclusions about Utah
politics. A fo11ow-up questionnaire was sent to 332 candjdates
seeking legislative offices 'in Utah in the 1974 electjons: all
house, senate, and county comnissjon candidates throughout the
state. Th'is enlarged survey represents a'll of the legislative or
policy-making candidates on the state and county levels. Two
hundred and one, or 61 percent, responded, with the returns being
demographically representative of a'll the candidates.
prevented

Data Analysis

of the

Candidate Perceptions on Factors
Each candidate in the 1974

1974 Election

of Electoral

Success

election survey was asked to name
the most important factors for success in his campaign. Eight
items were drawn from this open-ended question. Sixty percent of
responding to this question reported door-to-door
a good reputation as the most important factors
contributing to their success. The significance of each factor

the candidates

campaigning and

the ranking given in percentages are as follows: (1) door-todoor campaigning, 32 percent; (2) good reputation, 28 percent;
(3) issues, 17 percent; (4) organization, 8 percent; (5) family
and friends, T percent; (5) opponent,5 percent; (7) party affiliation, 2 percent; and (8) religion, one percent. In the
candidates' assessment of their own campaigns, religion was perceived as essentially insignificant, and party affiliation was
neariy in the same category.
Responding to the question of what was the greatest obstac'le
in their campaigns, the candidates listed party affiliation first
and a strong opponent second. Looking at these two responses,
one' s fi rst i ncl i nati on mi ght be to say that the answers are
inconsistent; but the fo1 lowing exp'lanation may have some
validity. What "party affiliation" usually meant, as determined
by the comments on the questionnaire, was a "safe district" for
the opposite party. The candidates perceived that they received
little help from their own respective parties; but in districts
with a sol'id bloc of voters of the opposition party, that became
the biggest obstac'le to overcone. The personal qualifications and
campaign capabilities of the candidates were both significant in
the candidatesr success, or major obstac'les if the opponents were
strong in these attributes.
and
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The actual issues

in a

campaign stood

third in

importance

from both the success and obstacles point of view. Occupation and
sex .were rated as the Ieast significant obstac.les, with religion
almost as unimportant.
When the candidates were asked to rank eight variables as to
the significance of each in the'ir campaigns, a composite picture
somewhat d'ifferent from that deveioped out of the "important
factor of success'r and the rrbiggest obstac'le" questions unfolded.
The picture came into focus with the factors ranked in the

civic group (and party) affiliation,
(2) religion, (3) marita'l status, (4) occupation, (5) sex,
(6) educational level, (7) ethnic origin, and (8) age.
fol lowing manner: (1)

Figure
Perceived Significance

1

of

Survey Variables

Very Important--

----Not

Important

Age

Marital Status
Re1

/

i gi on

Sex

Educational Level
0ccupati

Civic

on

Group

Affiliation

and

Party

Ethnic Origin

A second quest'ion i n thi s area of i nqui ry as ked the
candidates if they were aware of any specific cases where the
above variablesrrplayed a decjsive role in determining the outcome
of the nomi nat i on, el ecti on, or appoi ntment to publ i c offi ce. ''
Sixty*two percent of 101 responding to this question replied that
they were not aware of any specific cases where the variables had
played a decisive role in the quest for publ ic office. 0n1y
thirty-eight examples were listed. Religion was most frequently
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mentioned with sixteen cases; party affiliation was listed next
with seven cases; sex was mentioned by only four respondents; and
ethnic background and age were mentioned only two times each.
Another sixty-six candidates did not respond to this question,
indicating that they also had no instances to cite.
An analysis of these data on perceived factors promot'ing
success or failure in seeking public office suggests the candidates hold varied views as to the importance of different factors
in electoral success. This can be explained partially from the
variation of campa'ign conditions across the state. Even the
composite p'icture, however, appears inconsistent when different
questi ons seeki ng the same data concerni ng el ectoral success
produce varying conclusions about the importance of different
variables in electoral success. What may be of most significance
is that the perceived importance of different variables may not
square with the real ities of electoral success. The data analys'is
which follows suggests that certain political beliefs relative to
Utah pol.itics may indeed be more mythical than actual.
The Native/Newcomer Factor

on the survey produced information on
the place of birth and the length of residence of these individual s i n thei r present commun'i ti es. These vari abl es may be
referred to as the native/newcomer factor. The survey pointed up
the advantage of being natjve born. Nearly 75 percent of the
respondents were born in Utah, and 59 percent of them were successful jn their elections. 0f the forty respondents not native
born, only seven or 17.5 percent were successful. Length of
res'idence was also an advantage in the 1974 election. AlI sixteen
respondents who had lived 'in their districts less than five years
were unsuccessful. At the other end of the residence continuum,
of twenty-one candidates who had lived in their district more than
fifty years, seventeen or 81 percent were successful. More candidates lost than won who had lived in their districts less than
twenty years, and more won than lost who had lived in their dis-

@

tricts
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more than twenty years.

Table

1

Length of Residence in District
in Relation to Electoral Success
Lenqth

of

Residence Candidates Responding Unsuccegsful Succes:,ful
NO.

Less than 5 years

^
0

70.8

29.2

13

61.5

38. 5

19

52.6

47

43.8

56. 3

24

10-14
15-19

17

20-24

50+

^".

100

5-9

25-49

6

40.4

57

23

27

65 T:2

166

4 19.0

34

.4

59.6

17

81.0

EI

4EIE

Ethnic Background
survev was not parti cul arly hei pf u1 i n determi ni ng the
elective opportunity of' the different major ethnic
of
degree
-TF
groupings, because the 7974 electjon was basically a contest
between Caucasians. Ninety-six percent of the respondents were
Caucas'ian, and 87 percent of these had ancestral roots 'in the
United Kingdom or Scand'inavia. This 'is understandable, since the
t97O census lists the white population of Utah at 93 percent.
This picture is modified in certain pockets of southern European
populations, such as 'in Carbon County, where cand'idates of Italian
and Greek ancestry have been quite successfu'l po1itica11y. And
for the local races for county and c'ity offices there are modest
exceptions to the white and northern European domjnance of elective offices, with the occasjonal election of an ethnic candidate.
The concentrations of Chicanos, B'lacks, Asians, or registered
American lndians in electoral districts are not strong enough to
have the advantage of a solid ethnjc vote. This cond'itjon seems
to have resulted in these ethnic groups being swaiiowed up in the
larger white society. Because ethnjc minority candjdates must
figit against greater odds, white candidates are usually elected
because they are in the majority.
simply
' i,lhen
the candidates in the 1974 election lvere asked how
.important they felt ethnic background was in winning elections,
thby ranked it very low at seventh among eight factors listed,
proLably because the overwhelming majority came from northern
European stock.
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Rellg!pn

percent of the respondents were Mormons, wh'i le Utah's
Tnety
actual Mormon population was calculated by Douglas 5. Foxley in
1973 to be about 72 percent. In light of these data it is under-

that

standable

Mormons dominate Utah

Table
Rel i gi ous

Affi

I

j

po'litics.

2

ati on 'i n Utah

Percent

Church

of

Population

72.4

Mormon

9.2
7.4
5.0
5.0

Protestant
Cathol i c

0ther
None

Source: Douglas S. Foxley, "Mormon Myth or Monopoly: A
Contemporary Study to Determine the Perceived Influence of the
Mormon Church on Utah Pol i ti cs" (Masters thes i s , Utah State
University, 1973), p.

28.

It should be noted,
for

however,

that

among

the near

Mormon

these offices, approximately 50 percent
of the Mormon respondents won and 50 percent lost' The same was
true of the other religious groupings with the exception of the
Protestants, who were only 33 percent successfui.
What i s suggested here i s that al 1 rel igious groups have
about the same chance of winning elections once they become candj-

monopoly

of

candidates

, but non-Mormons do not fi el d the i r percentage of
candidates, possibly because of the belief that Mormons have a
marked advantage in the electjon. When the respondents were asked
what they perceived to be the most important factor for electoral
success,' re1 igion wag ranked as second out of e'ight factors
listed,'supporting the common misconception that you have to be a
Mormon to be elected in Utah.
Sjnce religious act'ivity is commonly thought to be an
important factoi in political success, near'ly all. ref igiously
aciiue candidates point out their church activity in their campaign I iterature. The survey, however, did not support this
dates
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position, since 82 percent of the candidates who perceived
themselves as "members in nane only" of their relig.ious organizations were elected. This constituted only 7 plrcent -ot
candidates, however, because 78 percent considered thernseives
"il
active members of their respective churches. Religious act.ivity,
like religion, as a factor in political success does seem to be
important based on the high percentage of religiously active
individua'ls who throw their hats into the political ring. its
importance, however, may 1ie in the perceived electoral importance
of church activity, deterring those who are inactive in their
rel igions from entering the contest.
There are a'lso areas where the myth of Mormon political
dominance of politics is not accepted. An example of this would
be in Grand County, where a successful respondent wrote on his
questionnaire: I'You donrt have to be a Mormon to be elected.in

Grand County. "

Educati on
----Ttrere
seems to be no evident discrimination against people of
various educational atta'inments in Utah; yet 83 percent of the
candidates who ran for these policy-making posts in 1974 had some

post-high-school education, and 46 percent were col lege graduates.
The candidates ranked education sixth out of the eight iactors of
importance in electoral success, perceiving it to be of 'litile
significance. But there is obviously a high value placed on
education as a necessary qualification for e'lective office in
Utah, considering the educational level of the candidates.

Politics in Utah, even for the senate, house, and commission
seats, is a sport of the affluent. Reported annual family income
of the 1974 candidates surveyed was as fol'lows: 13 percent had
jncomes of less than $10,000; 29 percent Iisted incomes from
$10,000 to $15,000; 20.5 percent checked their income in the
bracket of $15,000 to $20,000; 18 percent marked the $20,000 to
$25,000 bracket; and 19 percent reported incomes of over $2S,OOO.
Nearly 80 percent reported incomes above the median average of
Utahns of $9,320 as listed in the 1970 census. Elect.ion success
was substantially higher among those candidates w.ith incomes over
$15,000 than those under 915,000. Fifty-one candidates in the
income bracket over $15,000 won elections, and forty-two lost.
But in the category below $15,000, forty candidates iost and only
twenty-eight candidates won elections.
Pol

itical

Party Affiliation

The respondents to the 1974 election survey included 46
percent Republicans; 44 percent Democrats; 8 percent American
Party members; and 2 percent independents. Among these candidates, 56 percent claimed that they were strong party members, and
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one third of the respondents listed party affiliatjon as the
bi ggest obstac l e to wi nni ng el ecti ons. Thi s i ndi cates that
paiiies sti11 play an important role in Utah elections. In certain electoral distrjcts there is essentially a one-party system'
and a cand'idate of the opposite party, regardless of other redeeming factors, will find it difficult to win.
When

the candidates

responded

to a guestion

asking them to

rank the importance of eight different variables 'in their campaigns, civic group affiliation was selected as number one in
the
sigiiti."n.". The open-ended responses indicated thatcjvic
reipondents included parties in thei1^.i nterpretation of
groups; hence, parties and other civic group support were perceived to be most important to the candidates.
Pol itical Fami I ies
----Tn-TEAi*Tng discovery of the 1972 survey was the large
number of candidates who had c.lose relatives who had also been
candidates for office. The candjdates were asked if any of the
members of their immed'iate family (grandparents, uncles, aunts,
and cous'ins) had ever run for office' Two-thirds of all house
members indicated that they had relatjves that had run for office.
Having a relative who had run for office could well have acted
eithei as the impetus for starting a political career or as the
means of achieving success in that career, or both.
In the survey of the !974 campa'ign, 48 percent of the
respondents jndjcated that they had relatives who had run for
office. Though smaller than 'in the 1972 survey, 'it is -still a
significant percentage. Both surveys pointed to the-electoral
adiantage of hav"ing relatives who had been involved pofit'ica11y.
Such a high correlation between these candidates and relatives who
had also iun for political office might be evidence that a pofit'ical el'ite exists in the state. 0n the other hand, jt could also
ind.icate that these individuals simply are ab]e to benefit from
the experience and name identificatjon of a successful relative.
Sex

Traditionally in Utah, as in politics generally throughout
political office, and the success rate of
those who do is much smaller than that of men. Women, of course,
do not consciously or empirically bloc vote any more than men,
which leaves politics largely to the men. The race for state
senate seats i n 1974 was an al l -mal e contest, and al l of the
holdover senators were men--making the utah senate an exclusive
men's club today. In the commission races throughout the twentynine counties, only two women sought commissjon seats: vivian
l.iitt", a RepuUtican in Iron County, and Betty Bates, an American
earty tandidate in Salt Lake County. Nejther woman was elected,
in al l-male county commissions throughout the state.
America, few women seek

""ruiting
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0f twenty-three women candidates for the house in the final
elect'ion, eight were eiected, or 35 percent. However, seven wohen
were defeated in Democrat'ic primaries, reduc.ing the percentage of
successful women candidates to 27 percent. The eight women
constituted 11 percent of the house membership.
One of the defeated Mormon women candidates, in an effort to
offset the possible drag of the,'women,s place is in the home"
notion, used the slogan: "This woman's place is in the House.,,
Though unsuccessful, she did not attribute her defeat to the fact
that she was a woman. She had limited tr'me to campa'ign and was a
Republican candidate in a strong Democratic district. An unsuccessful Roman Catholic woman seeking a house seat assessed the
cause of her defeat as resulting from being a Democrat in a
Republican district, and that her opponent had an "outstanding
hi stori c name i n thi s cul ture [whi ch] gave him a deci ded
advantage"--not the fact that she was a woman, Another unsuccessful woman candidate, a Methodist on the Democratic t.icket, listed
as the major obstacle'in her campaign the Republican majority in
her district, but added the fact that',I am a non-Mormon, [and]
some women believe that women should not participate in po1it.ics,,'
suggesting that some women in the Mormon culture wou'ld not support
another woman for office.
Even though al l of the candidates ranked sex as fifth out of
eight variab'les in importance to election success, it appears as
though Susa Young Gates's assessment of the role of women in Utah
po1 itics in 1913 'is appi icable to today's pof itical process:
'rMost women in thjs state,rr she'wrote, "are domestic in their
habits and lives, they prize the franchise and use it independently, but their attention to poiitics consists chiefly in their
desire, nay their determiqrqtion, to see that good and honorable
men are put in office."'" American mores have traditionally
limited women's roles in politics; Mormon culture today re.inforces
the l"imitations on the candidacy and election of women to policymaking positions.
Concl us i on

The survey of candidates who ran for the policy-making posts
of the state legislature and the county commissions in 1974 is a
composite political picture of Utah as it relates to these candidates, their campaigns, and thejr perceptions of Utah politics.
What results is a moderation of the extremes of individual circumstances and experiences. For example, in the area of religion as
a factor in the degree of openness of Utah's political scene, the
extreme is expressed by the Mormon, Democratic candidate who said,
"In this county yourre a shoo-in if you're a white, male bishop or
stake president and make the fact known. Nothing else is
required." The data of the survey suggests a more moderate
picture for Utah as a whole. And even jn his home county which
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has districts which traditionally vote Republican, a candidate
with few of the criteria he'listed for success, and a Democrat as
wel1, was successful. This suggests strongly that reli-gion as
e.ither a restrictive or advantageous factor in utah politics 'is
believed to be greater than it actually is. This belief, however,
may in itself b1 restrictive or advantageous,- as is evide.nced by
of
th; higher percentage of Mormons and the lower percentage
non-Morions who become candidates compared with actua'l population
Nevertheless, the nature of
statistics on re'ligious affiliat'ion.
js,
percentages of
proportional
if
it
even
polit.ics being whit
candidates urerl fielded, the Mormons would sti'll dominate the Utah
political scene on the basis of majority ru1e.
It should also be noted that the state is not as homogeneous
or uniform as the means or averages of the survey might indicate.
is in
Religion
*urbanis a stronger factor in iome rural counties than it
counties. Proportionally, women candidates are clearly
the
i; the m'ino.ity, but there appears to be more ljkelihood of
success for women along the urbanized wasatch Front and in the
Democrat.ic party. All of those who were elected are from salt
Lake, Davis, or Tooele counties, and 75 percent of these.women are
Demoirats. The northern European candidate dominance throughout
the state does not hold jn carbon county and is modified e'lse-

whe

re.

The role of the political party across Amerjca has been
weakening since World War II, according to the Ga11up poi1s, with
an increising number of voters identifying themselves as independents. Wa'ltir Dean Burnham c'lajms that dhere has bee{h an onward
march of party decomposition in America since 1900''" But the
survey .in'thii study indicates a healthy conditjon of the twoparty system throughout the state of Utah' American or
inaelenAent candidates were not successfu'l in 1974. Even though
many candidates found the party machinery not as helpful as they
,uorid have liked it to be, the'large response from candidates
indicat.ing that party voting 'in certain districts was the'ir greatest obstaite shows that party loyalties stil'l exist and are strong
in being
in some areas. Even though-Utah voters pride themselvesThis
also
select'ivity.
of
bases
the
of
party
is
one
selective,
indicates, however, areas of one-party dominance, wh'ich restricts
or
the electability of candjdates of the minor party--Democrat
party
has
People's
of
the
the
Repubfican. Polsibly
"division"
continued impact. A number of years ago, it is to] d,. ^an o'l d-timer
was asked why he was a Republican. He repfied, "S-onny, I was
tcalled' to be a Republican and I've never been released'" It
wou'ld appear that subsequent generations feel the political
,,ca11,rr'whether
I
heredi tary-survey

to the

Repubiican

or the Democratic party,

'is

to iso'late factors in order to evaluate
i'n the po1 i t ica1 process. Thi s- procedure,
give some miscues as to the importanc-e of.each indeho*"u"",
'in an electjon' llomen
f"naentiy oi ine other important factors
The

thei
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r

s

attempted

f .iiance
i gn.i
-may

cand'idates, for exampie,
chances improve

are less l.i ke'ly to be elected than men,
'if the wonan js of the dominant ethnii
grouping in the district and the man is of the minority. The
chances are also enhanced if the right combination oi other
variables are personal attributes of the woman--for her particular
electoral district.
This survey does impiy that unofficial restrictions do exist
in, Utah politics wh'ich generally favor (1) Mormons, (2) males,
(3) native-born or long-time resjdents, (4) college-trained candii
dates, (5) the affluent, (6) those from 'rpoljtical families,,, and
(7) the two major party candidates. Much of this, of course, is
to be expected, considering the nature of politics in democratic
societies. In fact, these cond.itions are perfecily consistent
with what you would find in Co'lorado if Protestant were substituted for Mormon.

but the

PolitTdETGvolution since statehood has not marched evenly on
toward opening up the Utah system along all fronts. It appears
that non-Mormons, women, and ethnic minor.ity cand.idates may'have
no more, or possibly even less, chance of being elected today than
when Utah fjrst became a state. The survey does indicate, however, that these restrjctions may result more from the belief in
than the actuality of discrimination. The ideals of democracy and
the Mormon heritage, however, suggest the need for sensitive
consideration of the disadvantaged groups and the continued need
for accommodating devices to open the political system to all,
based on personal merit and the contribution an individual candidate can make to the society as a whole.
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